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ABSTRACT 
The utilisation of electrical impedance measurements within the medical 
profession has broadened greatly since the advent of blood flow 
analysis in the 1950s. This thesis considers some of the important 
electrical impedance measurements currently used at a research stage in 
medicine, with specific emphasis on three major application. These are: 
the analysis of human body composition, particularly the quantification 
of body fat, the analysis of gastric motility using electrical 
impedance epigastrography and electrical impedance tomographic imaging 
of the abdomen in order to monitor gastric motility. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
The in-vivo measurement of electrical impedance is a non-invasive 
technique with a great number of medical applications. These include 
impedance plethysmography (Nyboer 1970), the monitoring of cardiac 
output (Kubicek et al 1966) and deep venous thrombosis (Mullick et al 
1970), the study of human body composition (Hoffer et al 1969), 
analysis of gastric motility ie epigastrography (Pickworth 1984, 
McClelland & Sutton 1985), analysis of respiration (Baker & Hill 1969), 
pleural effusion (Denniston & Baker 1975) and pulmonary oedema 
(Pomerantz et al 1969), assessment of cerebral haemoraging (Murray 
1981) the detection of breast tumours (Kemelman 1980) and the study of 
the autonomic nervous system activity ie muscle contractions, eye 
movement and brain cell activity. The applications to which direct 
studies have been applied, within the work described by this thesis, 
are human body composition (chapter 4) and electrical impedance 
epigastrography (chapter 5). 
Measuring the electrical impedance of any part of the human body 
requires an understanding of the electrical properties to be 
encountered. These properties and their variations with respect to the 
frequency of the applied current are briefly introduced in chapter 2. 
The subcutaneous, tetrapolar method of determining the impedance across 
a body is described in chapter 3. The safety and comfort of the subject 
are considered with regards to the amplitude and frequency of the 
applied current, whilst still selecting a frequency at which the 
displacement current is negligible with respect to the conduction 
current (42kHz, imA pk/pk). 
There are a number of specialist pieces of equipment available for 
making tetrapolar impedance measurements, each of which is specifically 
designed to provide data from a particular type of study. However, 
certain studies are fundamentally very similar and it is possible to 
use the same equipment for each study with only slight modifications to 
the hardware. In chapters 4 and 5 the impedance epigastrograph is used 
for both whole body impedance measurements and for gastric emptying 
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studies, respectively. Minor modifications were required to account for 
the different ranges in resistance encounted. 
Although impedance epigastrography provides useful information 
reguarding gastric motility it lacks any spatial information. To 
provide this additional data, an imaging technique can be applied. 
Chapter 6 examines the possibility of using an impedance imaging 
technique based fundamentally on there being a limited number of 
predefined possible conductivity distributions within a volume. 
The reasons for the popularity of electrical impedance measurements in 
medicine lie with several important properties; besides being 
non-invasive it is also non hazardous since there is no use of ionising 
radiations or toxic chemicals. There is a high patient tolerance which 
makes the method suitable for the elderly and the very sick and 
consequently it is readily repeatable. The measurement procedures 
associated with most electrical impedance techniques are easy to manage 
and minimal staff training is required. Above all it is relatively 
inexpensive, making its use within the National Health Service (NHS) 
feasible. As an example, a brief cost comparison of some techniques 
available for monitoring stomach emptying clearly indicates the 
attraction of electrical impedance analysis. For a nuclear medicine or 
gamma camera study the equivalent capital expenditure is of the order 
of £100,000 and the cost per study is £100-£150 (NHS figures, 1987). 
Radiographic investigations have associated material costs of 
£20,000-£50,000 plus £20-£30 per study. A commercially available 
impedance epigastph system costs about £5,000 with a running cost of 
about £10 per study. An impedance imaging system will however be more 
expensive at about £20,000 plus £20 per study. 
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CHAPTER 2: THE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Studies of the electrical properties of biological material over the 
last 200 years or more have resulted in invaluable information about 
the structure and physiology of cells and tissues. Today such studies 
form an essential basis for investigating the uses of electromagnetic 
radiation in medicine and evaluating the potential hazards of this 
non-ionising radiation. 
All biological materials are polar in nature and the size of their 
associated dipole moment depends significantly on the size of the 
molecule and the charge distribution throughout it (Grant et al 1978). 
The fundamental parameters which dictate the way in which a biological 
material interacts with an applied current are the conductivity, a" and 
the complex permittivity, a*. The complex permeability, µ* can be 
neglected since it approximates to the permeability of freespace for 
biological substances. Although some biological materials have the 
ability to actively transport ions, for example in the process of 
neural transmission, such processes occur within the low energy range 
up to a few Hz and therefore do not interfere with measurements made at 
higher frequencies. 
2.2 PERMITTIVITY AND CONDUCTIVITY 
The permittivity of a substance reflects the extent to which localised 
charge distributions can be distorted under the influence of an 
electric field. The parameter of permittivity can be expressed in terms 
of its real, e', and imaginary, c", components as follows: 
* i=E. _je. 0 
where j is VT . e' is known as the relative permittivity, sometimes 
misleadingly called the dielectric constant, and c" is the dielectric 
loss which is proportional to the energy absorbed by the material from 
the applied field. The permittivity of such polar substances is highly 
dependent on certain physical parameters, for example, temperature, 
pressure and the frequency of the applied field. 
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Conductivity , a-, or its inverse resistivity, p, is a measure of a 
material's ability to allow or resist the flow of electricity. This 
reflects the ease with which delocalised charge can migrate through the 
material under the field's influence. Like permittivity, resistivity is 
dependent on physical parameters. Figure 2: 1 shows how the relative 
permittivity and resistivity of kidney tissue varies as a function of 
frequency and temperature (Schwan & Kam 1953). For simplicity, 
frequency dependence is generally investigated at atmospheric pressure 
and at a fixed specific temperature. If no temperature value is 
indicated the standard room temperature may be assumed. 
Figure 2: 1 
Relative permittivity and resistivity of kidney tissue as a function of 
frequency and temperature (Schwan & Kam 1953) 
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2.2.1 Dispersion 
As the frequency of the applied electric field is raised, the relative 
permittivity decreases in stages, at the same time the conductivity 
increases. This occurs because the molecular dipole motion becomes 
progressively unable to keep up with the alternating field direction 
(Grant 1978). Accompanying the drop in e' there is an absorption of 
energy from the field, described by c". Figure 2: 2 shows the changes 
in c' and C" with frequency for a single relaxation process of a pure 
polar molecule (Pethig 1979). 
Figure 2: 2 
Variations of relative permittivity and dielectric absorption with 
frequency for a Debye type relaxation process with relaxation time 
T= 10-6/27c seconds (Pethig 1979). 
This is known as Debye dispersion where the two curves are described 
by: 
and 
C' - A 
1+ (2T2 
+e 
ý 
 Awa e" "- 
1+ W2t2 
where cis the permittivity at the dispersion maxima, emis the 
permittivity at the dispersion minima, d is the fall in permittivity 
throughout the dispersion -c -cao, w is the angular frequency of the 
applied field and T is the relaxation time. 
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Complex biological substances display several such relaxations due to 
the dominance of different polarisation mechanisms at various 
frequencies namely induced, orientational and ionic polarisation. The 
dielectric dispersions of a typical biological tissue are shown in 
figure 2: 3 (Grant 1984) 
Figure 2: 3 
Dielectric dispersion for a complex biological material (Grant 1984) 
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Larger molecules are generally responsible for the dispersion at the 
lower end of the frequency spectrum. Each process shown on the previous 
graph can be explained under different catagories as follows (Grant 
1978) : 
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a dispersion 
a dispersion is thought to be caused by the relaxation of counterions 
surrounding charged cell membranes. A membrane with a net charge will 
electrostatically attract an adjacent layer of electrolyte counterions. 
The applied field will tend to cause these counterions to move along 
the membrane since movement normal to the surface is inhibited by the 
electrostatic attraction. A large dipole moment is consequently induced 
due to the resulting space-charge polarisation. Movement of the 
counterions is unable to keep up with an alternating field at fairly 
low frequencies and hence the a dispersion is observed. 
J3 dispersion 
The inhomogeneity of a material is responsible for this type of 
dispersion. Charge accumulates at the boundaries between regions of 
different permittivity and conductivity, taking a finite time to reach 
equilibrium. The apparent permittivity and conductivity of the whole 
medium therefore depends on the frequency of the applied field. 
Analysis of the subsequent dispersion can give information on the 
structure and width of the cell membranes which effectively act as 
boundaries between different materials. It is worth noting that the 
first indication of the molecular thickness of cell membranes came from 
the study of the dielectric properties of red blood cells (Fricke 
1925). 
ßl dispersion 
This dispersion is not always obviously distinct from ß dispersion. It 
is caused by the relaxation of biological molecules (other than water) 
rather than the larger biological structures. 
a dispersion 
This is due to the relaxation of water molecules in the immediate 
environment of the biological macromolecules. This type of water is 
known as bound water or water of hydration. 
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ö dispersion 
7 dispersion is caused by the relaxation of free water molecules, ie 
water which is effectively isolated from the influence of biological 
macromolecules. 
Graphical representations of permittivity variations with frequency can 
also take the form of Cole-Cole plots, where the real and imaginary 
parts of the complex permittivity are plotted against one another over 
a range of applied frequencies. The resulting graph, typically takes 
the form of the arc of a circle, where the empirical frequency domain 
equation is given by (Cole & Cole 1941): 
e=e+ 
cc 
-e S ao 0< t 1-a) ýl 
I+ (i WT) 
(1-a) 
a indicates the spread of the relaxation times, measurable from the 
plot as illustrated. Figure 2: 4 shows the Cole-Cole plots for three 
different materials. The full semi-circle is obtained from a material 
displaying only one Debye dispersion. 
Figure 2: 4 
Cole-Cole plots (Cole & Cole 1941) 
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2.2.2 Conduction and displacement currents 
When biological material is subjected to an alternating current, its 
free and bound charges give rise to a conduction current I and a 
c 
displacement current, Id, respectively. The extent to which each of 
these occurs depends on the applied frequency, f as follows (Brown 
1983) : 
I= V(t)0'(f) 
c 
Id- at 
(t) 
E, Mc Q 
Ohm's law 
where V(t) = applied voltage (V), t= time (s), c= permittivity of 
freespace = 8.854 E-12 Fm- 
1, 
e' (f) = permittivity of material (Fml), 
O'(f) = conductivity of material(S) &f= frequency (Hz). 
These relationships are illustrated in figure 2: 5 for a typical soft 
biological tissue. 
Figure 2: 5 
Conduction & displacement current variations with frequency for a 
typical soft biological tissue (Brown 1983) 
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The conduction current varies relatively little with frequency whereas 
the displacement current shows three main regions of rapid change about 
the frequencies of 10Hz, 1MHz and 1010Hz. These regions are caused by 
the dielectric dispersion associated with tissue interfaces, the 
capacitive effects of cell membranes and the dielectric dispersion 
associated with the polarization of tissue held water. The curves show 
that for frequencies less than 100kHz it is reasonable to assume that 
id is negligible with respect to Iý. This is equivalent to saying that 
capacitive effects are insignificant in comparison to conductive 
effects at these low frequencies. The conductance, G, and capacitance, 
C, for a material being held between parallel plate electrodes of 
surface area A, separated by a distance d, are given by: 
G=P(f)A d & 
EoE' (f )A 
c= 
d 
An example of the variation of permittivity and conductivity with 
frequency for a specific biological substance is shown in figure 2: 6. 
Figure 2: 6 
Dielectric properties for the bacterium micrococcus lysodeileticus 
(Einholf & Carstensen 1969) 
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2.2.3 Biological Equivalent Circuits 
The impedance, Z, of a substance consists of both real and imaginary 
components ie resistance R and reactance X; where the magnitude of the 
impedance is given by Z= 
V(RZ+XZ). The reactance is the difference 
between the capacitive reactance Xc and the inductive reactance XL ie 
X=X -X L. 
An impedance locus of reactance against resistance for all 
c 
frequencies is shown in figure 2: 7 (Plonsey 1969). The shape of the 
locus depends on the characteristics of the system of circuit. Living 
tissue as a rule has finite and separate impedance values at zero and 
infinite frequencies. Most biological impedance loci take the form of 
part of a circle. 
Figure 2: 7 
Impedance locus of biological tissue (Plonsey 1969) 
In order for an electrical circuit to be equivalent to a biological 
substance it must exhibit a similar impedance locus. To establish a 
tissue equivalent circuit it is first useful to consider the unit cell. 
Any animal cell can be approximated to the following generalised 
structure shown in figure 2: 8 (Sheeler & Bianchi 1980). 
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Figure 2: 8 
Generalised animal cell structure (Sheeler & Bianchi 1980) 
plasma membrane 
cytosol 
centrioles 
golgi body 
nucleus 
vacuole 
mitochondrion 
endoplasmic reticulum and ribosomes 
nucleolus 
nuclear envelope 
smooth endoplasmic recticulum 
This can be further simplified to give figure 2: 9: 
Figure 2: 9 
Simplistic interpretation of animal cell structure 
// 
extracellular fluid 
i' 
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intracellular fluid 
bilipid plasma membrane 
The cell is enclosed by a membranic structure less than 100Ä thick 
which is primarily composed of phospholipids and proteins. The cell 
membrane acts as a good insulator with a resistivity of the order of 
109ohmcm and a capacitance between 0.5 µF and 9µF per cm2 of surface 
area (Geddes 1972). Consequently, the current at low frequencies (less 
than 100kHz) is primarily supported by the extra-cellular fluid which 
can be thought of as a volume conductor. Likewise at low frequencies 
the dielectric properties of living tissue are associated mainly with 
the cell membrane. As frequency is increased there is an asciated 
fall in permittivity and a rise in conductivity. Inductive effects are 
negligible since propagation effects are minimal. The permeability of 
biological material is approximately the same as for freespace. A well 
used equivalent circuit is shown in figure 2: 10 (Schwan & Foster 1980, 
Presman 1970 and Grant 1984) 
Figure 2: 10 
Electrical equivalence cicuit for biological tissue (Grant 1984) 
intracellular fluid 
resistance 
extracellular 
fluid resistance ý 
membrane 
capacitance 
membrane 
resistance 
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2.2.4 Body tissue comparisons 
Most organs and tissues are electrically inhomogeneous and therefore 
the application of a current across them causes a current density 
distribution which depends on the electrical properties of their 
constituents and their spatial distribution. 
The dielectric and electric properties of biological materials varies 
widely with tissue type. This is primarily due to variations in water 
content such that the higher the water content the greater the 
permittivity and the lower the resistivity. The variations in water 
content for different biological tissues are given in figure 2: 11 
et; c1 i 
(Iyengar\1978) and the frequency variability of tissue resistivity and 
permittivity are given in figure 2: 12 consolidated from data separately 
represented in Pethig 1979. 
The majority of past measurements have been made in-vitro and therefore 
may differ greatly from the in-vivo situation. As the time after 
excision increases, the permittivity and resistivity values fall due to 
membranic breakdown and the loss of Maxwell-Wagner type interactions. 
These reductions are therefore greater at lower frequencies. 
Figure 2: 11 
Dry weight as a percentage of fresh weight for different biological 
tissues (Iyengar'1978) 
tissue type dry weight % 
bone marrow 83.0 
liver 27.8 
lung 22.0 
skin 38.5 
skeletal muscle 27.3 
adipose tissue 70-90 
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Figure 2: 12 
Y, f; w:, A ' 111 r 3 Frequency dependence of re3i3tivity1for various biological tissues 
(Pethig 1979) 
a) frequency dependence of permittivity for various biological tissues 
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There are difficulties associated with measuring the resistivity of 
electrically inhomogeneous materials and this problem effects a great 
number of biological tissues. Consequently, a wide range of different 
tissue resistivities has been reported (Geddes & Baker 1967) but there 
is no obvious consistency of methods. There is a need for systematic 
determination of resistivities of different body tissues using 
standardised equipment, techniques and conditions. For example there is 
a lack of in-vivo information on tissue resistivities in the 
20kHz-lOOkHz range. A selection of collated data is shown in figure 
2: 13 although the variations in applied frequency and the in-vitro 
nature of the measurements should be noted. 
Figure 2: 13 
Resistivity of various body parts (Human unless otherwise stated) 
resistivity (Qcm) frequency(Hz) reference 
blood 165 1000 Rosenthal & Tobias 1948 
CSF 64.6 120k Radvan-Ziemnowicz et al 1964 
longitudinal 
skeletal muscle 
240 20-5000 Burger & Van Dongen 1960 
transverse 
skeletal muscle 
675 20-5000 Burger & Van Dongen 1960 
heart muscle 
(animal) 
456 100k Kinnen et al 1964 
kidney (animal) 370 <100k Geddes & Baker 1967 
liver (animal) 817 <100k Geddes & Baker 1967 
spleen (animal) 885 <100k Geddes & Baker 1967 
lung (animal) 1345-2100 100k Kinnen et al 1964 
fat 2000 <100k Price 1979 
bone/thorax 16,000 <100k Lepeschkin 1951 
skin 220 100k Rosell et al 1988 
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Normal tissue and tumours may also show distinct differences in 
permittivity and conductivity. This is related to the fact that tumours 
show a higher water content and a greater sodium concentration than 
normal cells. Tumours therefore tend to have a lower membrane 
electrical resting potential. Comparisons are given in the graphs of 
figure 2: 14 (Surowiec et al 1988). 
Figure 2: 14 
Conductivity and permittivity variations with frequency for normal and 
tumourous tissue (Surowiec et al 1988) 
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2.3 THE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ELECTRICITY 
The results of applying electrical current sources to a human body have 
significant safety implications. If electrodes are placed on the skin 
surface and a current passed between them, it is imperative that no 
biological damage is incurred. The two major variables which need to be 
considered are the current density and the frequency of the applied 
field. Much experimental work has been performed in this area, some of 
which was, disturbingly, performed during the process of electrocution. 
The current threshold level is highly dependent on the frequency as 
figure 2.15 illustrates (Brown 1983). 
Figure 2: 15 
Current sensation threshold as a function of frequency (Brown 1983) 
10-' ý 
Threshold 
current 10-2 
(A Pk/Pk) 10.3 
10-4 
100 10' 1 02 103 104 
Frequency (Hz) 
There are three basic biological reactions to electrical input: 
electrolysis, neural stimulation and tissue heating. At frequencies 
below 0.1 Hz a stinging sensation may be felt beneath the electrodes 
due to electrolysis at the tissue-electrode interface. For an 
application frequency between 0.1Hz and 10Hz the electrolysis is 
generally reversible and neural stimulation becomes the dominant 
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biological effect (the threshold current is lower if electrical 
application is close to a nerve trunk). The threshold of sensation 
rises as the frequency increases since neural stimulation will only 
occur if the frequency of the applied field is low enough to enable the 
nerve action potential to propagate within one nerve cycle. From 10Hz 
to 10kHz the current required to cause neural stimulation is high and 
therefore tissue heating becomes the most important effect. Up to 
100kHz displacement currents can be considered to be negligible and 
therefore the heating is predominantly caused by 1 
2R losses. 
2.4 MEASUREMENT OF IMPEDANCE WITH FREQUENCY ALONG A HUMAN ARM 
The impedance of a given substance can be expressed in terms of its 
magnitude and its phase angle. An increase in the phase indicates an 
increase in the reactive component of the impedance, either capacitive 
or inductive. The resistive component supports conduction currents and 
the reactive component supports displacement currents. in vivo data on 
such parameters is unavailable in the frequency range of 1kHz to 200kHz 
although figure 2: 5 shows how the conduction and displacement currents 
varied in in vitro biological tissue. 
In order to establish that displacement currents are negligible in the 
frequency range of 30-50kHz generally used in procedures such as 
epigastrography (chapter 5)and bioimpedance analysis (chapter 4), the 
magnitude and phase of the impedance measured across a human arm was 
recorded over a frequency range of 1kHz to 100kHz using a mains 
isolated lock-in amplifier. The experimental arrangement is illustrated 
in figure 2: 16. The Zener diodes shown are 3.3V each and therefore, 
since they are positioned back to back, the total voltage across the 
pair is restricted to 4V ie 3.3V + the breakdown voltage of 0.7V. This 
arrangement also acts to maintain an adaquate voltage drop across the 
reference input of the lock-in amplifier. The oscilloscope is used to 
examine the voltage drop across the 5112 resistor which relates to the 
current flow through the body segment which is limited to about lmA. 
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Figure 2: 16 
Experimental arrangement for measuring the magnitude and phase along a 
human arm over a range of frequencies (E Worpe personal communication) 
mains 
isolated 
frequency 
generator 
30 V pk/pk 
600 S2 
8.2 kS2 
rE. 
5192 
object 
mains isolated 
lock-in 
amplifier 
ref if 
P 
signal i/p 
0 
ý (human arm) 
SSW 
Each measurement was made six times and the average value recorded. To 
allow for intrinsic reactive effects such as the capacitance associated 
with the use of coaxial leads (; zý 120 pFm 
1) 
each measurement made on 
the arm was compared to an equivalent measurement made on a pure 
resistor. A deduction of the phase angle found for a pure resistor was 
then made to give an adjusted angle for the arm measurement. The 
capacitance, C, can be calculated at each frequency, f, from the 
capacitive reactance, X, which in turn can be calculated from the 
C 
measured resistance, R, and phase, 0; thus C= 1/(2irfR tan ý). By using 
the equations given in section 2.2.2 the relative magnitudes of the 
conduction and displacement currents over a given frequency range can 
be determined, bearing in mind that the conductance G is the inverse of 
the resistance R. For an approximate value of d/A -8m1, in the range 
of 1kHz to 100kHz the value of log10(Vd/RA) remained above -0.5 (± 
-0.2) while the value of log10(2gfCd/A) never exceeded -1.0 (±0.2) thus 
indicating that it is indeed correct to assume that capacitive effects 
are negligible for in vivo impedance measurements made at these 
frequencies. At higher frequencies than those used, the capacitive 
effects are expected to become significant. 
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2.5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The electrical properties of biological tissue have generally been 
investigated in-vitro. These properties are expected to vary from the 
in-vivo situation although they may act as a good relative indicator of 
differing tissue properties. 
The fact that different tissues exhibit variations in electrical 
properties means that investigations of those properties may be used to 
distinguish between tissue types. The significance of this is 
emphasised by the possibility of detecting abnormal tissue such as 
tumours. There is evidence (Singh et al 1979) that cancerous tissue 
displays an elevated permittivity in comparison to its equivalent 
normal tissue and that its measurement can potentially be used to 
detect human breast carcinoma (Surowiec et al 1988). Similarly 
conductivity variations between biological materials can be used 
investigatively, for example if the conductivity of blood varies 
significantly from the surrounding tissue then the perfusion of that 
region may be monitored by measuring conductivity changes. Changes in 
regional conductivity can also be caused by volume variations of a 
medium within a tissue bulk; for example the changes in conductivity 
across the human torso associated with respiration and gastric 
emptying. 
The experiment described in section 2.4 confirms that capacitive 
effects can be neglected with respect to resistance for electrical 
impedance measurements made in vivo on humans for frequencies in the 
range of 1kHz to 100kHz. This is in no way a surprising result although 
it appears that the in vivo confirmation had not been previously made 
although frequently assumed from in vitro studies. 
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CHAPTER 3: ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Electrical impedance measurements are essentially the monitoring of 
surface potentials created across a body when a constant current source 
is applied. Internal impedance changes associated with physiological 
events such as respiration and gastric emptying cause modifications in 
the current flow through the body. To examine the event, such impedance 
changes can be measured by potential changes created at the body 
surface. The following chapter is concerned with how such measurements 
are practically achieved. 
The use of phantoms in electrical impedance studies is also examined 
and a practical experiment using a phantom of the human abdominal 
region is described. Results obtained from this phantom are used later 
in chapter 6, as a comparison against computational mathematical 
techniques for determining potential distributions within a 
homogeneously conducting body, when a constant current is applied 
across it. The use of hydrogels as a phantom media is introduced, 
whereby the fractional content of free and bound water can be 
specified. 
The measurement of electrical impedance across all or part of the 
human body has several possible uses within medicine. These include the 
measurement of body composition as described in chapter 4, the 
monitoring of gastric motility as described in chapter 5 and the 
tomographic imaging of conductivity variations as described in chapter 
6. 
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3.2 MAKING ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS 
3.2.1 General Methodology 
The measurement of ohmic resistance can be made by simply inputting a 
known current, I, through the body and measuring the resulting 
potential difference, V. across it. Total resistance, R, can then be 
determined from Ohm's law, R=V/I. For ohmic resistance to be an 
adequate simplification, the impedance capacitive effects must be 
negligible, consequently the current injection frequency must be below 
100kHz as described in section 2.1.4. Examination of figure 2.11 in 
section 2.3 shows that the applied frequency also has a practical lower 
limit to avoid any adverse biological effects. It is also necessary 
that the applied current be sufficiently large to enable adaquate 
sensitivity in the measurement to be made. The chosen input current is 
therefore about 42kHz at imA pk/pk. Tissue measurements made below 
100kHz at current densities less than 100mAm 
2 
show no significant 
non-linearity of resistance (i4i4sn & Kinnen 1967). Ohm's law is 
therefore suitable for determining the total resistance of a body 
between specified sites. in this chapter we are concerned only with 
measurements made in the region of 30-50kHz and therefore the term 
impedance is effectively resistance. 
3.2.2 Electrode Configuration and Type 
The most obvious method of determining the resistance of a body is to 
input a current between two fixed electrodes and to measure the 
resultant potential between them. This, however, introduces large 
inaccuracies due to the incorporation of skin contact resistance into 
the measurement. In order to reduce the significance of the resistance 
between the skin and the electrodes, a four terminal configuration is 
recommended in preference to two. If it can be assumed that the 
voltmeter in use has an infinite impedance, then the skin contact 
resistance is- effectively eliminated. This is illustrated in figure 
3: 1. 
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Figure 3: 1 
I I 
I=input current 
V---measured voltage 
Z=unknown resistance 
R=skin/electrode resistance 
V=IZ+IR+IR 
R R' 
^ ^^ 
VV" 
ii) 4 tenninal configuration/tetrapolar 
i) 2 terminal configuration/bipolar 
R 
Z 
R R' 
R=skin/injection electrode resistance 
R'=skin/voltage sensing electrode resistance 
V=IZ since no current flows through R' 
The relative positioning of voltage reading and current injecting 
electrodes is another important consideration. If a conductivity change 
within a body is being analysed (for example gastric emptying) with a 
single tetrapolar arrangement (as with the epigastrograph, section 
5.5), it is important to achieve maximum sensitivity. Since the voltage 
gradient is greatest in the region close to the input electrode, the 
voltage sensing electrodes should be placed adjacent to the input 
electrodes, but without touching. Sensitivity is also increased by 
locating the region of interest directly between the input electrodes 
with one electrode as close to the region as possible. This may require 
prior knowledge of the structure under investigation (West 1987). 
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The electrodes used must be carefully selected from a wide range of 
available choices. To maintain complete non-invasiveness, skin-contact 
electrodes are used in preference to needle electrodes. It is essential 
that good electrical contact is made between the electrodes and the 
skin surface. An adhesive pad surrounding the electrode prevents 
physical detachment and a highly conductive gel helps to maintain a 
continuous interface. The skin should be prepared before attachment by 
alcohol cleansing and shaving if necessary. The electrodes selected are 
pregelled silver/silver chloride costing between 12 and 15 pence per 
electrode (1991 prices). Three possible commercially available 
electrodes which meet the above requirements are Medicotest R-00-S 
electrodes (Canbmac Ltd), Super Trace electrodes (Clinic Aid Ltd) and 
EOFM electrodes (Medical Sensors Ltd). To examine whether these 
electrodes are suitable for in vivo electrical impedance measurements a 
comparative study was made between the Medicotest electrodes, since 
these are the most commonly used ECG electrodes on the NHS, and the 
Super trace electrodes, since these are the cheapest. Impedance 
measurements across the human abdomen were made using the tetrapolar 
technique with an impedance epigastrograph (London Medical Electronics) 
and it was found that the Super Trace electrodes produced the greater 
stability. This was probably due to the central conductive gel of the 
electrode being adhesive unlike the solid gel of the Medicotest R-OO-S 
electrodes. Maximising the adhesion between the electrode and the skin 
improves the stability of the impedance measurement since any 
disturbance to the double layer at the skin/electrode interface usually 
caused by movement of the electrodes, appears as an artifact 
superimposed on the desired impedance change. 
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3.2.3 Electrical Precautions 
If an alternating current is to be applied to an object for the purpose 
of non-invasive study, it is imperative that no detramental effects 
should occur. This obviously involves current amplitude restrictions, 
which can be maintained by a circuit like that previously shown in 
figure 2: 16 
It is advisable that full mains isolation is achieved before any 
in-vivo measurements are made. This is made possible by the use of 
opto-electrical coupling or by a transformer. Another possibility is to 
avoid the use of mains electricity and to operate equipment by battery. 
All equipment must reach the standards described by part 1 of British 
Standard BS5724 or the international Standard IEC601. This means that 
all mains leads must be twin cabled, the equipment must be doubly 
insulated and that the maximum leakage current is 500µA. 
As already described in section 2.3, the injection current should be 
selected so as to avoid any detrimental biological effects. A suitable 
choice is, for example, l mA pk/pk at 42 kHz which will avoid neural 
stimulation, tissue heating and electrolysis. Since the greatest 
impedance occurs at the skin/electrode interface, it is at this surface 
that the greatest amount of energy is dissipated (Baker 1971). It is 
particularly important that no myocardial stimulation and no alteration 
to the function of the measured tissue should occur and that there is 
no interference with simultaneous recordings of bioelectric events such 
as E. C. G, E. E. G or E. M. G. 
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3.3 PHANTOM STUDIES 
A phantom is a practical representation of a system, designed for a 
specific purpose or purposes. A phantom of a biological system which is 
to be used in modelling electrical impedance measurements, requires 
that the electrical properties of the given system are simulated. It 
can be useful to have some a priori knowledge in order to increase the 
accuracy of the phantom model. In the case of in-vivo electrical 
impedance measurements at 42kHz, the most significant criterion is that 
of conductivity or resistivity. Information on tissue resistivities at 
this frequency is very limited and practically non-existent in the 
in-vivo case (section 2.2.4). it is however, possible to produce an 
adequate phantom from rather crude approximations. An example of this 
is given in section 3.3.1, where it is seen that one of the major 
assets of a phantom is the ability to simulate an event in a controlled 
manner. It can also be used to ascertain the sensitivity of a technique 
to a given variable, for example, the determination of the detection 
limits to changes in conductivity of a given region or element within 
the phantom, in the absence of noise. 
3.3.1 Conductivity Phantom of the Human Torso 
A phantom of the human torso region is a useful tool for modelling 
certain physiological events, such as gastric emptying. An electrical 
impedance technique as described in section 3.2.1 can be applied to a 
phantom designed to be a physical representation of volume changes in 
stomach content. Since it is localised conductivity changes being 
modelled, complexity may be restricted by considering the conductivity 
outside of that locality to be homogeneous and constant. The structure 
of such a phantom is illustrated in figure 3: 2 Measurements on this 
type of phantom were made by West 1987 where the stomach comprised of a 
chamois leather sack containing varying amounts of a liquid meal. 
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Figure 3.2 
Transverse section through a conductivity phantom of the human stomach 
within the abdomen 
anterior 
outer 
insulating 
container 
ý 
rý 
posterior 
ß5 = conductivity of the stomach 
and its contents 
at = conductivity of the surround- 
ing tissue 
A phantom need not even be as complex as the simple model described 
above. It may be sufficient for a torso phantom to be a cylinder of 
homogeneous interior conductivity. Data gained from this type of 
phantom can be used as a comparative tool against other data. Such a 
comparison is made in section 6.3.3, between a physical and 
mathematical simulation, the latter being part of an impedance imaging 
programme. 
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3.3.1.1 Method 
The phantom used was simply a glass cylindrical container filled with 
high conductivity saline. A constant sinusoidal voltage was applied 
across the phantom by electrodes mounted on the interior surface of the 
container. The electrodes were positioned at half height and were 
diametrically opposed. The frequency of the source was about 50kHz to 
avoid polarisation effects at the electrodes. The potential variations 
within the cylinder were measured by means of a probe attached to a 
digital voltmeter commonly earthed to the signal generator. The probe 
consisted of a copper rod, insulated along its length, with a small 
exposed tip in order to make point measurements at precise locations 
within the phantom. The probe could be positioned by first lowering it 
to the bottom of the phantom and aligning the tip with an r, 
6 grid 
drawn on the base and then adjusting its height along a 
linear, z, 
scale marked on the probe. Figure 3: 3 illustrates the experimental 
arrangement used and figure 3: 4 shows the relative 
dimensions and 
coordinate arrangement used. 
Figure 3: 3 
Electrically homogeneous cylindrical phantom of the human torso 
insulating sleeve 
surrounding probe 
glass cylinder 
saline 
ý 
> 
Q, 
ýý 
electrodes 
DVM 
signal 
generator 
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Figure 3: 5 
Coordinate arrangement of the cylindrical phantom 
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A container made of glass or plastic was required since these are 
electrical insulators. Its size was chosen to be as large as possible 
(primarily restricted by its free availability) so as to maximise the 
accuracy to which the probe tip could be positioned. An epoxy resin 
was used as the adhesive between the copper electrodes and the glass 
surface but despite its water resistance there was still a problem with 
incomplete adhesion over a period of time (>4 hours). This was 
principally caused by the presence of the concentrated salt solution. 
The saline also had the detrimental effect of gradually causing a 
deposit to form on the copper surface, which was difficult to remove 
even with the use of acid and wire wool. These problems were minimised 
by completing all the measurements within a few hours. 
In order to maximise the sensitivity of the measurements, the voltage 
between the input electrode pair was set to the maximum range permitted 
by the voltmeter. Measurements were made at a number of positions such 
that the cylindrical polar coordinates could be directly correlated 
against the mathematical models described in sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2. 
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3.3.1.2 Results 
A number of potential measurements were made at different positions 
within the phantom. Each potential value was taken as the mean average 
of six separate measurements made at a given probe tip position, where 
the position corresponded to the coordinate system shown in figure 3: 4. 
To illustrate the type of values encountered, figure 3: 5 gives the 
potential values at points increasingly distant from the centre of the 
cylinder at both the mid height and the uppermost height. Each error 
quoted represents the range in voltages measured at a given coordinate. 
Figure 3: 5 
Table of results of interior potentials at specific positions within an 
electrically homogeneous cylindrical phantom of the human torso 
Position (r, O, z) Average potential(V) error (V) 
(0,0,3) -0.3 ± 0.3 
(1,0,3) -3.1 ± 1.0 
(2,0,3) -6.4 ± 1.6 
(3,0,3) -9.8 ± 2.4 
(4,0,3) -12.7 ± 3.3 
(5,0,3) -14.2 ± 3.9 
(1,0,0) -3.0 ± 1.2 
(2,0,0) -6.7 ± 1.5 
(3,0,0) -11.3 ± 2.6 
(4,0,0) -19.8 ± 7.0 
(5,0,0) -50.0 ± 0.1 
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The errors given in figure 3: 5 have several contributory factors. 
Firstly, there are inaccuracies associated with the positioning of the 
probe tip with respect to r, 8 and z. The centre of the probe tip can be 
aligned against the (r, O) grid to within a 2mm radius and its height 
can be adjusted with an accuracy of ±2mm. There is also an error 
associated with the finite size of the probe tip (3mm diameter, 2mm 
height) . There are also errors due to fluctuations 
in the source, this 
may be quantified by measuring the voltage at each electrode before and 
after each set of measurements are made. Although the changes appeared 
to be slight (26.2 V- 26.4 V on the high electrode and 0V-0.6 V on 
the low electrode), these errors are significant since the voltage drop 
between the electrodes is then used to modify each potential reading 
made throughout the volume. Each value (x) is adjusted as follows: 
xnew (100x/(Vhigh-Vlow))-50 
where x is the modified value given in figure 3: 6 for comparative 
new 
use in chapter 6 and V high -V low 
is the voltage drop between the 
electrodes. 
The errors, as given in figure 3: 5, are generally greatest in the near 
vicinity of the electrodes. This is not surprising since it is in this 
region that there is maximum potential change with distance and 
therefore relatively small errors in probe placement can significantly 
effect the measurement made. The rapid variation in potential close to 
an electrode is illustrated in figure 3: 6 where the voltage is plotted 
as the electrode/probe separation increases along the radius. 
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Figure 3: 6 
Potential values at different radial values (r) at constant height (z) 
and angle (A) 
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3.3.1.3 Discussion 
The potential data obtained from the phantom study has a fairly large 
associated error and the data may therefore only act as a guideline to 
whether potentials obtained from a mathematical simulation are correct. 
This is, however, still useful since it can indicate gross differences 
caused by mathematical or computing errors. The technique to be checked 
is the finite difference method of section 6.3.2 which is implemented 
by the program findif. f listed in appendix C. Data comparisons are made 
in section 6.3.3. A comparison is also made against the separation of 
variables method since this is a rigorous mathematical way of obtaining 
potential data and therefore acts as a good error assessor. 
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3.3.2 Hydrogels as a possible simulation medium 
Hydrogels, as the name suggests, are polymer networks which have an 
affinity for water and have the ability to incorporate water into their 
structure. Various structural forms of water may exist within the 
hydrogel and the quantity of each form depends on the overall 
concentration of water. These relative amounts can significantly affect 
the hydrogel's interfacial free energy and its biological compatibilty 
(Hench & Ethridge 1982). The water present within the hydrogel is 
thought to exist in a continuum of states between two extremes, 'free' 
or freezing water and 'bound' or non-freezing water (Corkhill et al 
1987). 
The water absorbed by a hydrogel may be quantitatively expressed as the 
equilibrium water content. This is the percentage ratio of the weight 
of water within the matrix to the weight of the hydrogel at equilibrium 
hydration (Corkhill et al 1987). Studies of water binding can be made 
by differential scanning calorimetry, molecular mobility can be 
measured using an Abbe refractometer and densities by a Davenport 
density gradient column apparatus. The transport processes of water 
vary from viscous flow (group molecular movement) to diffusion (random, 
individual movement). A gradient in hydrostatic pressure is responsible 
for viscous flow whilst a gradient in chemical potential leads to 
diffusion (Refojo 1965). Transport properties and molecular mobility 
can be studied by measuring the degree of hydration. 
The medical significance of hydrogels became recognised with the use of 
polyhydroxyethylmethacrylate (PHEMA or hydron) in the opthalmic 
industry as a soft contact lens material and later with copolymers 
consisting of vinyl pyrrolidone and ethyl or methylmethacrylate 
(MMA-VP). Other common hydrogels are glycenylmethacrylate (GMA) and 
propylene glycenylmethacrylate (PGMA). The major limitations of such 
materials are their mechanical properties and hence durability 
(Highgate & Frankland 1975). To overcome low mechanical strength, the 
possibility of a hydrogel being grafted onto a stronger bulk material 
has been investigated via acrylamide HEMA and N-VP onto silicone rubber 
(Gregor 1975). 
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Work has also been concerned with hydrogels as a medium to contain 
drugs and to control their release into the body. An example of this is 
the impregnation of bacteriostatic agents into a hydrogel to control 
infection (Gebelein 1987). Treatment of hydrogels with substances such 
as DEAE has been found to encourage the propagation and growth of cells 
onto the hydrogel surface. This could then act as a temporary wound 
covering (Gebelein 1987) to assist the healing process and thence to 
reduce scar shrinkage, especially in the case of burns. The hydrogel 
also acts to reduce evaporation loss from the wound site. 
The method of gel production can often dictate the percentage of water 
making up its total weight and the presence of microsolutes can effect 
this concentration. Electrical conductivity can consequently be 
controlled by the introduction of different substances. Hydrogels have 
excellent prospects as phantom materials since the adjustment of 
specific properties, such as the conductivity, of a given hydrogel 
should allow various tissues to be simulated. Initial work of tissue 
equivalent materials in the microwave region has been performed using a 
polyacrylamide gel (Andreucetti et al 1988). Measurements of complex 
permittivity and thermal conductivity were compared to those of excised 
tissue. Since the amounts of free and bound water can be quantified 
within different hydrogels, it may be possible to create a phantom of 
different biological tissues in terms of these variables. Biological 
tissue as described in section 2.2.3 contains water, which is either 
free or bound (extracellular or intracellular) and therefore this water 
may or may not be responsible for the conduction of an applied current 
at a given frequency. 
The application of hydrogels as a phantom medium is currently being 
examined within the Physics Department of the University of Surrey by 
J. A1-Bahri and A. Al-Haj with specific emplasis on abdominal and breast 
simulations. 
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3.4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The general method behind the in-vivo measurement of changes in 
electrical impedance has been described, with obvious consideration to 
safety. This provides information essential to a basic understanding of 
electrical impedance methods used in medicine, forming a foundation for 
the examination of the techniques described in the following chapters. 
The use of physical phantoms to the non-invasive study of electrical 
impedances has been examined and a phantom study performed. The results 
from this study are used for comparative purposes later in chapter 6. 
The possibility of hydrogels becoming a useful phantom medium due to 
the distinguishability between free and bound water has been suggested. 
Examination of the properties of hydrogels with regards to their use in 
phantom studies is being performed by other persons within the Physics 
Department. 
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CHAPTER 4: HUMAN BODY COMPOSITION ANALYSIS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Analysing the composition of the human body is a broad subject which 
aims to quantify specific variables within the body. Investigations 
cover a wide range from major constituents such as whole body fat, to 
extremely small components such as trace elements. The ability to 
measure the amounts of specific body composites, may enable the 
detection of serious irregularities. For example, the detection of 
excess fat at an early age can indicate a tendency towards obesity at a 
later stage in life. This is important since an abnormal fat content 
can severely influence morbidity, mortality, effectiveness of drugs and 
anaesthetics and the ability to withstand cold and starvation (Durnin & 
Womersley 1973) .AU. S. government report 1985 states that 'the 
evidence is overwhelming that obesity, defined as excessive storage of 
energy in the form of fat, has adverse effects on health and longevity. 
Obesity is clearly associated with hypertension, hypercholesterolaemia, 
non-insulin dependent diabetes and certain cancers'. Besides possibly 
indicating a predisposition to these conditions, the analysis of body 
fat levels can be used to evaluate nutritional status and protein 
energy malnutrition (Vettorazzi et al 1989) and can be used in the 
evaluation of exercise programmes and the assessment of energy intake 
amongst specific groups such as athletes (Forbes 1985). 
This chapter describes the reasons behind some of the compositional 
changes which occur within the human body and the techniques employed 
in the quantification of human body composition. Specific emphasis is 
placed on whole body fat, fat free mass and water content. The 
previously validated techniques of skinfold measurements (Durnin & 
Womersley 1973) and whole body bioelectrical impedance analysis 
(Hodgdon & Fitzgerald 1987) are used in a study of 108 volunteers to 
validate the new technique of near infra red interactance for the 
measurement of fat and fat free mass. A possible variation on the 
technique of bio-impedance analysis, using body segments rather than 
the whole body, is examined and a correlation study performed. 
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4.2 VARIATIONS IN HUMAN BODY COMPOSITION 
Human body composition is frequently expressed in terms of mass within 
a standard 70kg adult reference man (ICRP 1981). Despite overall 
biological variation of elemental composition, almost constant 
concentrations of certain substances are often found in specific organs 
and tissues on 'normal', healthy people of the same age and sex. This 
can be accounted for by the physiological mechanisms within the body. 
It may thus be possible for variations from the expected norm to be 
used diagnostically. For example, abnormal amounts of glucose within 
the blood stream can be used to indicate diabetes. It is however, 
possible for large compositional variations to occur amongst a healthy 
sample of people, for example variations in percentage body fat need 
not indicate abnormality. In such situations it may be difficult to 
allocate a value or definite range of values associated with normality. 
Consequently it is more common for guideline ranges to be quoted 
dependent on criteria such as age and sex as shown in figure 4: 1. 
Figure 4: 1 
Guideline ranges of percentage body fat in healthy human subjects with 
respect to age and sex (Futrex 5000 supplementary information) 
Age Group 
19-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-59 60 + 
min 
male 
% fat 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 
max % fat 14.8 16.5 18.0 19.4 20.5 21.5 22.7 23.5 
min 
f m l 
% fat 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 
e a e 
max % fat 21.9 22.4 22.7 23.7 25.4 27.2 30.0 30.8 
Care should be taken when discussing body fat, fat free mass, lean mass 
and adipose tissue since they are often wrongly referred to. Confusion 
often exists between the terms adipose tissue and fat and likewise 
between fat free tissue and lean tissue. In fact adipose tissue 
comprises both water and protein as well as fat. The total mass of the 
body can be given by either of the following expressions: total body 
mass - fat mass + fat free mass or total body mass - lean mass + 
adipose mass. 
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Certain clinical conditions may cause body constituents, such as lean 
body mass and body fat, to vary in concordance or discordance. For 
example, concordant variations are associated with underfeeding (energy 
deficit), overfeeding (energy excess), pregnancy and puberty in 
females. Discordant variations are associated with androgen 
administration, exercise, ageing, Cushing's Syndrome, malnutrition and 
puberty in males (Forbes 1987). In the commonly examined situation of 
obesity, only about 75% of weight gained is attributable to fat and of 
the remaining fat free addition, 20% is protein Marrow 1981). This is 
possibly associated with the increase in muscle mass required in the 
locomotion of excess weight. Likewise, obesity is also associated with 
an increase in bone mass (Baker & Newman 1957), since both bone mass 
and structure are affected by the stress placed upon them. Changes in 
the density of fat free mass can occur through skeletal changes 
(Sorenson et al 1968) . An obvious reason for such changes 
is bone 
demineralisation in women associated with the menopause (Smith et al 
1969). The rate of demineralisation in men and women, taken as the 
average of available data (Durnin & Womersley 1973), is from 8 to 15% 
in men (from the age of 50 to 75 years) and from 18 to 30% in women 
(from the age of 45 to 75 years). 
One method of assessing body composition in terms of tissue type, is 
the analysis of whole body water. This is because different biological 
tissues can contain significantly different amounts of water. Figure 
4: 2 shows the percentage of water present in various body components 
(Iyengar 1978). Since these values were determined by chemical 
analysis, they comprise both free and bound water. A large spread of 
results should be anticipated since whole body water, as a percentage 
of body mass, can vary widely with certain criteria such as age and 
sex. Another factor is that of localised irregularities, particularly 
the fluid content within the alimentary canal and the bladder. 
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Figure 4: 2 
Approximate % water content of different tissues (Iyengar 1978) 
tissue type % water 
bone marrow 17 
liver 72 
lung 78 
skin 62 
skeletal muscle 73 
adipose tissue 10-30 
Consider the water content variations of adipose tissue with age, where 
adipose tissue primarily consists of about 80-85% fat, 13-18% water and 
2% protein. In neonates and in the malnourished, adipocytes are small 
and their water content is about 50% by weight. In adults, the 
adipocytes are larger and their water content is lower, at about 10% by 
weight (Bonnet 1981) . Since adipose tissue contains a significant 
fraction of water, increasing the adiposity of the body also increases 
the amount of water in the fat free mass. The average water content of 
fat free mass varies with age as illustrated in figure 4: 3 (Roche 
1987). 
The amount of water in fat free tissue can also vary for adults of the 
same sex. This may be due to 'normal' differences like muscle mass 
'variations between athletes and the unfit or it may be due to 
conditions like oedema, ascites, obesity and emaciation (Siri 1956). 
The average water content of fat free mass for an adult male is 73.2% 
(ICRP 1981). 
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Figure 4: 3 
The percentage of water within fat free mass for different male ages 
Roche 1987 
Age 
% water content 
in fat free mass 
birth 80.6 
3 months 80.0 
6 months 79.6 
9 months 79.3 
12 months 79.0 
18 months 78.5 
2 years 78.1 
3 years 77.5 
4 years 77.0 
5 years 76.6 
6 years 76.3 
Variations in total body water between the sexes are largely due to 
differences in the relative amounts of whole body fat and whole body 
fat free mass. Men tend to have a higher proportion of muscle and hence 
lean mass, than women. Since muscle has a higher water content than 
fatty tissue, women generally have a lower total body water fraction. 
Figure 4: 4 shows the quantitative difference in body water, between 
adult men and women. Note that the majority of water is intracellular. 
Figure 4: 4 
Body water for men and women 
men women 
total body water as a% 
of weight 
60% 
(54%-70%) 
50% 
(45%-60%) 
intracellular fluid volume 40% 35% 
extracellular fluid volume 20% 15% 
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There are also other reasons for variations in water content besides 
differences in the relative quantities of fat and fat free mass; the 
most obvious of these being water retention and pregnancy. 
Knowledge of fat mass and total body water are important to several 
types of study groups. Fat mass is a fundamental parameter in the 
assessment of obesity and other eating disorders and total body water 
is a useful variable in the study of dehydration, particularly in 
association with malnutrition. Sometimes it is difficult to assess the 
importance of compositional information. For example, what use do bone 
mass values have on studies of osteoporosis, when it is bone strength 
that determines the probability of bone fracture? The answer is 
dependent on bone mass and bone strength being directly related. There 
are also other factors which influence skeletal strength such as the 
spatial organisation of bone and its turnover. The presence of a direct 
correlation between composition and another property may often be 
reason enough in justifying such compositional determination. 
It is not necessarily the case, that a good correlation between data 
sets implies a direct relationship, it may also be necessary to examine 
the reasons for such a correlation. For example, there may be a good 
correlation between height and weight of a given adult population but 
that does not imply that putting on weight will coincide with an 
increase in height. Other relationships may be more applicable on an 
individual basis, such as the good correlation between body fat and 
waist measurements for adult men, is that men in general tend to store 
excess body fat around their girth as in the so called 'beer belly'. 
4.3 MEASUREMENT OF HUMAN BODY COMPOSITION 
There are several in-vivo techniques available for analysing the 
composition of the human body. These include total body photon 
absorptiometry, gamma radiometry, 24 hour creatine in urine, isotope 
dilution, hydrodensitometry, anthropometry, skinfold measurements, 
total body electrical conductivity, X-ray fluorescence, neutron 
activation analysis, X-ray computed tomography, nuclear magnetic 
resonance, near infra-red interactance and bioelectrical impedance 
analysis. More detail has been paid in describing -the techniques 
employed in the comparative study described in section 4.3.3. 
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Most techniques rely on some form of compartmental theory, whereby the 
body is sub-divided into fixed compartments. Examples of these are the 
2 compartment model of fat and fat free tissue, the 3 compartment model 
of lean body mass, fat and water (Anderson 1963) and the 4 compartment 
model of water, protein, bone mineral ash and fat (Keys & Brozek 1953). 
The accuracy of a technique relies heavily on the inter-individual 
consistency of the composition of each compartment. Although clinicians 
are primarily concerned with abnormalities, it is necessary for initial 
studies to be made on normal, healthy subjects, if only to establish a 
comparative data base. Validation of each technique should then include 
both normal and clinically abnormal subjects if diagnostic applications 
are to be considered. 
Many of the techniques described are indirect methods of ascertaining 
body composition and should ideally be validated against the more 
direct in-vivo methods or possibly by chemical analysis on cadavers. 
Cadaver data (Widdowson & Dickerson 1964 & Ziegler et al 1976) have 
been used to validate very few methods and in adults only (Rudd et al 
1972 & Knight et al 1986). The preference for indirect methods exists 
due to the complexities or perceived risk of direct methods, for 
example a radiation dose well within defined safety limits may be 
considered unsafe to many subjects. The indirect methods rely on the 
relationships which exist between different components such as total 
body water, total body potassium and lean body mass for normal healthy 
adults. It is often the case, that the accuracy of a given method may 
not only depend on the precision and reliability of the measurement but 
also on the inherent accuracy of any reference method used. Many of the 
equations used for estimating body composition are population specific; 
this is due to the use of small sample sizes and the homogeneity of 
that sample. 
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4.3.1 Techniques for measuring human body composition 
Cadaver analysis 
A cadaver is a corpse which, by its very nature, may be subjected to 
analysis which is not restricted by its invasiveness. To obtain 
compositional data, a number of direct methods can be employed, the 
principle one being chemical analysis. The results of such analysis may 
be found as standard data of a 70kg reference man (ICRP 1981). This 
reference data must however, be treated cautiously, since it is not 
directly applicable to any given subject. Cadaver analysis can, in 
theory, also be used to verify non-invasive techniques, by direct 
comparison of data on a number of cadavers. For example, fat mass can 
be estimated by a technique such as skinfold measurements and then 
chemical analysis performed on the same cadaver to establish the actual 
fat content. This would then need to be repeated on a number of bodies 
to verify the findings. Unfortunately, in practice, cadavers (bodies 
left for scientific use) are in short supply and a complete study of 
this nature is unlikely to occur. There is also the disadvantage that 
changes asssociated with death may corrupt the results. For example, it 
is unlikely that factors such as skin compressibility remain the same 
after death, thus effecting the reliability of skinfold measurements. 
This leaves the impossible situation of requiring the application of a 
non invasive technique before death to be verified immediately after 
death. This is only possible in the case of animal sacrifice, in which 
case the results may be inapplicable to human studies. 
Total body photon absorptiometry 
Photon absorptiometry is a method for quantifying bone mineral content 
by measurements of photon absorption. A scanner containing a collimated 
detector and a gamma source deg 
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or 153Gd), may be moved along a 
section of the body and the attenuation of photons recorded. Due to 
proportionality between the amount of photons attenuated and the 
quantity of attenuator the amount of bone mineral lying in the ray 
path can be evaluated and hence total bone mineral content can be 
estimated (Schanler et al 1990). 
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Gamma radiometry 
This 
40 
K, 
value 
technique can be used to measure 
in order to estimate the amount 
can then be used to 
the naturally occuring isotope 
of total body potassium. This 
estimate fat free mass, since fat tissue 
contains no potassium 
in adult males (based 
approximately 10% less 
& Womersley 1973). 
body varies as a 
and fat free tissue contains about 68 mequiv/kg 
on data of 4 cadavers, Forbes & Lewis 1956) and 
in adult females (Forbes & Hursh 1963 and Durnin 
The average potassium 
function of age and 
concentration of the human 
sex during childhood and 
adolescence (Anderson & Langham 1959). Neglecting this variation could 
lead to incorrect evaluation of fat free mass. In both sexes the 
potassium concentrations are similar as they increase from birth, 
reaching a maximum at about 8 or 9 years. This probably reflects 
muscular development. with the onset of puberty, females show a 
progressive concentration decrease for about 4 years until reaching the 
adult level. This is probably due to rapid skeletal growth and an 
increased deposition of lipids in adipose tissue. In males, puberty is 
associated with a sharp increase in potassium concentration with a 
secondary maxima occuring at approximately 16 years and a subsequent 
decrease until the adult level is reached. It may be more appropriate 
to consider the asssociation between TBK and body cell mass (the 
actively metabolising, oxygen consuming cellular compartment), since 
TBK/LBM is not a constant with age and sex but TBKJBCM is relatively 
constant (Cohn et al 1985). The measurement procedure is however, quite 
difficult and complex laboratory equipment is required. This means that 
the method is unsuitable for large field studies. 
24 hour creative in urine 
Creatine is the common name for the nitrogenous compound, 
methyl-guanidine-acetic acid. In the adult human body, there is about 
120g of creatine, 98% of which is present in muscle. This method is 
used to estimate muscle mass from measurements of the amount of 
creatine excreted via the urine in a 24 hour period. The subject is 
required to keep to a four day, flesh free diet and the level of 
creatine in the urine is then evaluated. The levels are determined by 
automated analysis using the Jaffe reaction and the muscle mass is 
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calculated from the following equation: lg of creatine excreted in the 
urine over a 24hr period is derived from 18.6kg of muscle (Picou et al 
1976). 
Isotope dilution 
The use of isotopes to investigate total body composition is 
particularly important when quantifying whole body water, since it is 
determined in a direct manner. Deuterium, tritium or oxygen-18 labelled 
water is introduced intravenously or by injestion. After equilibrium 
has become established, venous samples are taken to monitor the isotope 
concentration in the blood (Siri 1956). Since the isotope is 
theoretically diluted by all the water in the body, the whole body 
water fraction can be calculated. This value includes both free and 
bound water since isotope uptake willnot discriminate between these two 
types. Whole body water measurements can then be used to estimate whole 
body fat free mass. This is based on the assumption that fat is 
anhydrous and fat free tissue has a water content of 720g/kg. The 
calculated 
2H20 
and H218O volumes are not necessarily identical and may 
vary with physiological age. It has been found that the deuterium space 
is, on average, 1.6 kg larger than the oxygen-18 space (Wong et al 
1987) and consequently oxygen-18 is recommended. If Br is used rather 
than heavy water, only the extracellular fluid is analysed. Similarly, 
using K+ indicates the intracellular fluid fraction. Isotope dilution 
using fat soluble radioactive gases, such as krypton, argon and xenon 
is the most direct in-vivo way of measuring body fat. This method is 
however, complicated by the long time required for equilibrium to be 
reached. The method does have major disadvantages in that it is not 
readily repeatable since it is not entirely non-invasive and complex 
laboratory equipment is required. 
Neutron activation analysis 
Neutron activation analysis is a technique used for identifying and 
quantifying trace elements. The process can be performed in-vivo by 
administration of a low fast neutron dose to the body and examination 
of the emitted gamma radiation. This radiation may come in two distinct 
forms; prompt and delayed gammas which are measured during and after 
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irradiation respectively. The spectrum produced by prompt gammas is 
characteristic of the product nucleus and can be used to quantify 
variables, such as whole body nitrogen, which can then be used as an 
index for total body protein. 
Total body nitrogen is the most direct in-vivo way of evaluating total 
body protein, since effectively all nitrogen is stored in this way. NAA 
is therefore a useful comparative technique for other methods of 
protein quantification. Total body protein values can then be used to 
estimate lean body mass and hence body fat. Delayed gammas can be 
similarly detected to calculate elemental composition e. g total body 
sodium, calcium and phospýrus. Total body calcium and phosphorus values 
are useful in studies of osteoporosis, since the vast majority of 
calcium is found in the skeleton (Cohn 1986). The method does however 
have the disadvantage of an associated ionising radiation dose and 
hence restricted repeatability. 
X-ray fluorescence (XRF) 
X-ray fluorescence is used for high precision in-vivo heavy element 
analysis. The method was originally used to measure the concentration 
of naturally occurring iodine in the thyroid gland. It now also looks 
at elements such as lead, cadmium and mercury, in the assessment of 
environmental and occupational exposure. The technique uses photons to 
produce characteristic x-rays from the elements to be detected. Only 
high Z elements are investigated since they are associated with a 
higher x-ray fluorescence yield and a lower attenuation within tissue 
than low Z elements (Mattsson et al 1987). 
X-ray computed tomography (CT) 
X-ray CT gives a representation of the distribution of physical 
parameters which attenuated an x-ray beam. The view is one of a slice 
through the object under investigation, without contribution from 
overlying or underlying sections. The composition of a given slice can 
be assessed by the attenuation coefficients found to exist within it. 
Differentiation between basic tissue types is therefore possible. 
Quantification of trabecular bone has been investigated (Hosie & Smith 
1986) but there has been problems with errors associated with the 
presence of fat within the bone marrow. 
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Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 
NMR is a phenomenon found in magnetic systems which have both magnetic 
moments and angular momentum. The application of a magnetic field to a 
sample causes the majority of the magnetic moments of the nuclei to 
align with the field (lowest energy state). A small number are aligned 
against the field (highest energy state) such that no net force acts to 
realign them. 
It is possible to induce a transition from the ground to the excited 
state by supplying the energy difference in the form of electromagnetic 
radiation (µ waves of RF waves). This reverses the population 
distribution, which will then relax back to the equilibrium state, 
either by spin-lattice relaxation (time taken T1) or by spin-spin 
relaxation (time taken T2). The energy (i. e the frequency) at which the 
absorption occurs, can be plotted against the intensity of absorption. 
This frequency can be used to identify isotopes and the chemical 
structures in which they are situated. The absorption intensity can be 
used to quantify the amount of given isotopes within the sample. 
Examples of isotopes which can be investigated are 
15N, 1H, 18F 
and 
31P. 
The existence of each of these isotopes within various media, such as 
water, adenosine triphoshate (ATP), adenosine diphosphate (ADP) and 
ammonia, can be quantitatively assessed. Imaging of various structures 
within the body is possible, since each tissue type has different 
relaxation times. Recently NMR has been used to study sites of adipose 
tissue loss (Fuller et al 1987). It is however, a very expensive 
technique and requires skilled operators. 
Total body electrical conductivity (TOBEC) 
TOBEC is a rapid, non-invasive technique for investigating fat free 
mass. It is based on the principle that fat free mass has a 
significantly higher conductivity than fat. A TOBEC instrument consists 
of a solenoid coil driven by an oscillating radio frequency current 
(usually 5MHz), such that an electromagnetic field is induced within 
the coil space. The extent to which the subject perturbs the field 
within the coil, depends upon their dielectric and conductive 
properties. 
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Electrical conductivity of a subject is measured by comparing the 
apparent impedance with the body inside the coil, to the impedance with 
the coil empty. This measurement is then considered proportional to 
total body water and hence fat free body mass (Presta et al 1983). 
Comparative studies have shown a good correlation between phase average 
TOBEC and 
180 dilution studies of total body water (Cochran et al 
1987). The TOBEC number has been calibrated with direct carcass 
analysis of animals (Fiorotto et al 1987). 
Bydrodensitometry 
The density of the body can be determined by using underwater weighing, 
as first developed by Behnke at al in 1942. The subject is weighed in 
air and then fully immersed in water and weighed. The volume of air in 
the lungs at the moment of underwater weighing may be measured by 3 
breath nitrogen dilution (Rahn at al 1949). The weight difference is 
attributed to the upthrust experienced by the body in water. Using 
Archimedes' principle, this upthrust is equal to the weight of the 
water displaced. With standard data for the density of water at a given 
temperature, the volume of water displaced can be calculated. This 
volume is equivalent to the body volume and therefore body density can 
be calculated to within a standard error of about 0.0002gcm 
3 (Durnin & 
Taylor 1960). The value obtained may be converted into a composition 
percentage by means of a number of relationships, for example, Brozek's 
equation (Brozek at al 1963) or the more commonly used Siri's equation 
(Sirs 1961). These equations are based on the two compartment theory of 
fat and fat free mass, assuming a fixed density for each compartment. 
Siri's equation is as follows: 
% body fat 
( 4.95 
- 4.50 J 100 l density 
The density of fat and fat free tissue in adults are assumed to have 
constant values of 0.90 x 103 kg/m3 and 1.10 x 103 kg/m3 respectively. 
The accuracy of the evaluation therefore depends on the validity of 
these densities for each subject. Previous studies have shown that the 
density of human fat is remarkably uniform irrespective of its position 
(Keys & Brozek 1953). However, significant variations in the density of 
fat free tissue can be caused by compositional variations arising from 
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changes in water, protein or mineral content. Such variations can be 
caused by changes such as reduced bone mass. variations also occur with 
age and therefore these asssigned constants must be viewed cautiously. 
Densitometry has a reported error of 2.5% in predicting body fat 
(Lohman 1981). It is a fairly standard technique and has been 
traditionally used as a reference method. However, it is rather 
cumbersome and is particularly unsuitable for the unwell, the obese, 
the elderly or the very young. 
Anthropometry 
Anthropometry is the comparative study of sizes and proportions of the 
human body. The most significant measures are that of mass, M and 
height, H which are used in the form Ma/Hb to give a body mass index, 
B. M. I. The most popular form for the B. M. I is M/H2. Mass and height are 
used together to give estimates of total body fat and total body water 
(TBW). Examples of equations to make this conversion are given below, 
where mass is in kg and height is in meters: 
Males % fat - 1.21 M/H2 - 10.13 
Females % fat - 1.480 M/H2 - 7.00 
(Black et al 1983) 
Males TBW - 0.297 M+0.93 H- 14.01 
Females TBW - 0.184 M+0.345 H- 35.27 
(Hume & Weyers 1971) 
A major advantage in such a. technique is the low technical error 
associated with the measurement of height and weight. Criticisms of the 
use of B. M. I to determine fat mass have been published (Lee et al 1982 
& Garn et al 1986), raising the question as to whether the predictions 
made are better related to body size than to body fat. For example, it 
is not necessarily true to say that a short, heavy person is fat, they 
may in fact be carrying a large muscle mass. One proposed way of taking 
account of this, is to categorise by frame size using a body diameter 
such as elbow breadth (Frisancho & Flegel 1983). Results however, 
indicate that the inclusion of frame size does not improve the 
association between the body mass index and body fatness when 
correlated to skinfold measurements (Fehily et al 1989). 
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There are specialist equipments available for basic anthropometry such 
as a stadiometer (Holtain Ltd) for the measurement of sitting and 
acromial height and sliding calipers (Mediform Ltd) for the measurement 
of parameters such as arm length. Although these instruments are useful 
tools in such measurements, it is unlikely that they significantly 
increase the accuracy of the measurements, since it is the individual 
interpretation of a written technique which causes the greatest 
variations between results. 
Equipment used to evaluate body fat from anthropometric measurements 
may be purchased very cheaply (< £100 Terraillon Health Scales, 
Innovations Catalogue 1990). Such equipment comes in the form of a set 
of scales with a computational programme to make a simple calculation. 
Additional data such as age, sex, height and wrist size are required 
for the calculation. Anthropometry is of great use in providing 
additional information to other techniques. For example, weight 
measurements are used in hydrodensitometry and height measurements are 
used in bioelectrical impedance analysis. Other useful anthropometric 
measurements may include body circumferences such as arms, thighs, 
calf, waist and hips. Anthropometry using height and mass has a 
reported error of 3-9% in predicting body fat (Lohman 1981) and a high 
accuracy in predicting TBW for physically active middle aged men (Lewis 
1975). One common form of anthropometry is the measurement of 
skinfolds. 
Skinfold measurements 
A skinfold measurement establishes the thickness of a double fold of 
skin and the underlying tissue up to but not including the muscle. 
Skinfolds can be measured at a number of body sites, usually the 
biceps, triceps, subscapular and supra-iliac on the right hand side of 
the body. The right hand side is chosen merely by convention, since 
there is no statistical variation between the two sides (Durnin & 
Womersley 1973). A pair of callipers is used to lift the skinfold and 
to exert a constant pressure on the fold. A value between 9 and 20 
g/mm2 is considered to optimise the reproducibility of results (Kushner 
& Schoeller 1986). Commonly used calipers are Harpenden (Holtain Ltd) 
and Lange (Cambridge Scientific Induxtries Ltd). 
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The skinfold contains subcutaneous adipose tissue which consists of 
fat, water, connective tissue, blood vessels and nerves. This technique 
assumes that the selected skinfolds are representative of all body 
sites and also that the skinfolds have a known relationship with total 
body fat (Roche 1987). This assumption is based on the fact that a 
large amount of body fat is stored within subcutaneous adipose tissue. 
Separate regression equations, depending on age and sex, are available 
to convert the data into percentage body fat and fat free mass (Durnin 
1973 & Lohman 1978). These have been calculated by comparing skinfold 
data to body density established from hydrostatic weighing. A 
logarithmic relationship exists, such that in more obese subjects, 
relatively large increments in skinfold thickness are associated with 
only small changes in body density (Durnin & Womersley 1973, Lohman 
1978, Jackson & Pollock 1978). This is because a larger proportion of 
body fat is deposited subcutaneously with increasing obesity. The 
general form of each regression equation is 
density =c-m log 10 
(sum of 4 skinfold measurements) 
The values for c and m, as evaluated by regression analysis of 
experimental data by Durnin & Womersley (1973), are shown in figure 
4: 5. Only a minimal increase in accuracy is achieved by the inclusion 
of parameters such as limb circumference, height or weight (Durnin & 
Womersley 1973). 
Figure 4: 5 
Table of coefficients relating the sum of the four principle 
skinfold sites to density (Durnin & Womersley 1973) 
Age (years) 
17-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50+ 
c 1.1620 1.1631 1.1422 1.1620 1.1715 
males 
m 0.0630 0.0632 0.0544 0.0700 0.0779 
c 1.1549 1.1599 1.1423 1.1333 1.1339 
females 
m 0.0678 0.0717 0.0632 0.0612 0.0645 
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The influence of age and sex on the coefficients can be seen. This is 
thought to be primarily due to the associated variations in the ratio 
between internal and subcutaneous fat (Durnin & Womersley 1973). Other 
less significant factors are possibly changes in skinfold 
compressibility and changes in the density of fat free mass. The 
compressibility of skinfolds can vary between subjects, leading to 
error problems, particularly in formerly obese or elderly subjects. 
Skinfold compressibility is thought to decrease with increasing age 
(Hammond 1955) . 
Although the technique may be applied to most subjects, it is 
unsuitable for the obese or the emaciated, where it is not possible to 
accurately lift and measure a skinfold. It is also unsuitable when the 
lifting of a skinfold is painful, as in the case of oedema and certain 
dermitological conditions. There is also a problem with repeatability 
of results between different clinicians for the same subject, although 
an experienced clinician should achieve measurements with a precision 
of 5% (Lukaski 1987). Major advantages of the method lie in its 
portability and cheapness. 
Near infra-red interactance (NIRI) 
NIRI is a technique which has only recently been applied to predicting 
human body fat and therefore very few comparative studies have been 
made to assess its performance against other techniques (Conway et al 
1984 and Conway & Norris 1987). It has, however, already established 
itself within the field of agriculture as a rapid method of analysing 
the composition of food in terms of constituents such as protein, water 
and fat (Rosenthal 1977, Norris 1983, Lanza 1983, Norris 1985 & 
Rosenthal 1986). It is therefore a useful tool for quality control of 
foodstuffs. 
The technique is based on measuring the reflection or transmission of 
low intensity electromagnetic radiation in the near infra-red region 
(600nm-2500nm). Over a range of frequencies, the bending and stretching 
of hydrogen bonds within different chemicals, results in variations in 
the absorption characteristics of the impinging radiation (Rosenthal 
1986). Such absorption characteristics may be determined from 
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measurements of the light reflected from or transmitted through the 
given substance (Conway & Norris 1987). For the case where the diffuse 
reflectance is measured, the absorbance A is given by the Beer/Lambert 
law as follows: 
A= log 
10 
(1/R) = kcl 
where R- reflectance, k- molar absorption coefficient, c- molar 
concentration &1- path length. 
By irradiating human tissue with a spectrum of near infra-red 
radiation, a reflected radiation profile can be obtained which is 
characteristic of the tissue constituents. For example, an absorption 
peak at 930 rim is produced by pure fat and an absorption peak at 970 Mn 
is produced by pure water as illustrated in figure 4: 5a below (Conway & 
Norris 1986). 
Figure 4: 5a 
Near infrared absorption curves for fat and water and low and high fat 
tissue samples. 
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The commercially available Futrex 5000 monitor emits radiation at a 
frequency of 940 nm and then 950 nm. These frequencies fall into the IR 
'A' band as defined by the International Commission on Illumination, 
CIE (Suess & Benwell-Morison 1989). At these frequencies the effect of 
different skin types is negligible; this is not the case in the 600nm 
to 880 nm range (Jacquez et al 1955). 
Measurement of the intensity, I, of the reflected radiation at these 
frequencies is made by a centrally placed silicon detector. To correct 
for the occurence of electronic drift of the equipment since its 
original calibration (orig) made against hydrostatic weighing, the 
log 
10 
(1/I)body is adjusted by use of a comparative measurement made on 
an optical standard (opt-std) as follows: 
log 
10 
(1/I) 
corrected 
= log 10 
(1/I) 
body-(log 10 
(1/I)opt. 
std-log 10 
(1/I) 
rig 
) 
o 
The log 
10 
(1/I) 
corrected 
value at 940 nm and 950 nm can be used to 
estimate percentage body fat. The equation used for this evaluation 
also includes the parameters of height, weight, age, sex and exercise 
level as follows: 
% body fat - c0 + C1log10'111)corrected (950nm) 
+ c2 sex + c3 weight + 
c4 height +c5 log 10 (1/1) corrected (990nm) +c6 exercise 
level 
where the parameters are entered as male - 1, female - -1, weight is in 
kg and height is in cm. The exercise level is on a4 grade scale where 
0.00 - <15 minutes exercise per day, 
min/day and 0.08 - >60 min/day. The 
0.02 - 15-30 min/day, 0.05 - 30-60 
constants co- c6 can be evaluated 
by regression analysis. The Futrex values are 
c0+c2-60.226 for females c1- 4.2, c3- 
and c 6- -139.4. 
The inclusion of 
equation was found to increased the 
fat percentage with other techniques 
0.1232, 
c+c_- 54.172 02 
c4 - -0.11693, 
for males, 
cs - -14.9 
these parameters into the above 
correlation of the estimated body 
(Futrex manual). 
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It has been shown (Conway & Norris 1986) that the average of 
measurements made at the four principle skinfold sites of biceps, 
triceps, subscapular and suprailiac, may be represented by a single 
measurement at the bicep. This reduces the measurement time required 
and makes the method more suitable for the very young, the elderly and 
bedridden subjects. The method is easy to use, inexpensive (<£1500, 
1990 price), light (8 lb) and portable and therefore shows promise as a 
technique for large field studies. 
Bioelectric impedance analysis (BIA) 
BIA is a simple technique which investigates the electrical impedance 
of a subject using a tetrapolar electrode configuration (Eisen et al 
1987) . It is based on the principle that fat free, 
ionic tissue 
conducts electricity far better than fat, non-ionic tissue at the 
applied frequency. Analysis of whole body impedance involves a 
placement of current injection electrodes and voltage sensing 
electrodes on the hands and feet. A constant current (1 mA pk/pk) at 
about 30-50 kHz is applied by means of a mains isolated instrument e. g 
RJL BIA 103 (RJL Systems) or LME epigastrograph (London Medical 
Electronics) or Holtain Body Composition Analyser (Holtain Ltd). 
Measurement of the resulting potential difference across the body, is 
then made between the right foot and the right hand. The subject is 
Positioned semi-supine with the arms at 450 to the body and the legs 
Parted to avoided contact between the limbs. 
The positions for the electrodes has been described in several ways 
using different anatomical landmarks. For persons not entirely familiar 
with the nomenclature of anatomy, this could lead to confusion as to 
which positions to use. In fact the differences in the positions 
described are negligible in practice. In order to clarify the 
situation, a diagram of the recommended sites is shown in figure 4: 6 
together with one of the possible ways of describing the illustrated 
electrode sites. 
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Figure 4: 6 
Positions for electrodes in bioimpedance analysis 
anterior 
lateral 
malleoli 
curent 
injecting 
electrode 
Pisiform bone 
prominence 
(ulnar head) 
I/ 
On the hand there are signal (current injection) and sensor (voltage 
recording) electrodes positioned on the dorsal surface at the wrist, 
with their proximal margins on either side of an imarginary line 
bisecting the ulnar head, with the signal electrode closer to the 
fingers. On the foot, the signal and sensor electrodes are positioned 
on the dorsal surface either side of an imaginary line bisecting the 
maleoli of the ankle, with the signal electrode closer to the toes. On 
both the hand and foot, the signal and sensor electrodes are minimally 
separated. 
By convention, the right hand side of the body is used although no 
evidence exists to suggest that measurements vary between the left and 
right hand sides of the body. BIA measurements are however, 
significantly influenced (p<0.01) by respiration and muscle tension 
(Kaldoudi 1989) and therefore measurements should be made with the 
subject relaxed and breathing normally. Kaldoudi also showed that there 
is no significant change (p>0.2) in whole body impedance before and 
after the consumption of a fluid or solid meal. 
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The theory behind establishing compositional data from such 
measurements involves some basic assumptions. Let the body be a 
homogeneous conductor, such that the resistance R is given by R-pl/A 
where p is the resistivity, 1 is the conductor length and A is the 
cross-sectional area. Multiplying throughout by 1 gives an expression 
for the volume: Vol a 12/R (Hoffer et al 1969 & Lukaski et al 1985) . 
Since conduction is largely supported by the fat free fraction, there 
should be a correlation between fat free volume, FFV, and 12/R. For the 
human body, 1 is often taken to be the height, H thus FFV a H2/R. If fat 
free tissue is assumed to have a constant density then the fat free 
mass (FFM) can be estimated using FFM a H2/R. The constant of 
proportionality can be evaluated through regression analysis with a 
chosen standard technique for example under water weighing or 
skinfolds. Such analysis has previously shown good correlation but high 
subject dependency and therefore its use for clinical studies must be 
viewed cautiously (Lukaski et al 1985, Segal et al 1985, Pasco & 
Rutishauser 1985, Kushner & Schoeller 1986, Guo et al 1987, Jackson et 
al 1988). 
Using the assumption that fat free mass has a constant water fraction, 
a number of different equations have been derived for body density and 
total body water (TBW) from resistance data obtainable from BIA. These 
include the following: 
body density - 1.1262 - 0.068 (W R/ H2) Pasco & Rutishauser 1985 
TBW - (0.3859 H2/R) + 0.1458 W+4.7951 
TBW a 0.585 H2/R + 1.825 
TBW 
males 
= 0.396 H2/R + 0.143 W+8.4 
Siri 1961 
RJL Systems 
TBW 
females- 
0.3821 H2/R + 0.105 W+8.315 
where W- total body weight in kg, H- height in cm and R- resistance 
in ohms. Regression equations for the estimation of fat free mass have 
been produced by Segal et al 1988 using a large heterogeneous 
population. The generalised non fat specific form of these for males, m 
and females, f given by the following equations. Note that these 
regressions do not involve H2/R and a major part of each equation 
relies on other factors. 
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FFM 
m=0.00132(H2) - 
0.04394(R) + 0.30520(W) - 0.16760(age) + 22.66827 
FFMf= 0.00108(H2) - 0.02090(R) + 0.23199(W) - 0.06777(age) + 14.59453 
A relationship between whole body impedance and total body water was 
first demonstrated by comparisons with tritium dilution (Hoffer et al 
1969). An improved correlation (>0.91) was found by using 
height2/impedance. Acute changes in hydration by the injestion of oral 
rehydration solution or by blood donation have been found to cause no 
significant change in impedance, implying that BIA is unable to detect 
changes in total body water of 0.07-1.4% in a 70kg reference man (Elsen 
et al 1987). The finding that large changes in fat free mass were 
underestimated by BIA in comparison to densitometry, also implies that 
small changes would be undetectable (Deurenberg et al 1989). 
Good reproducibility in resistance has been shown (Siu et al 1987) for 
3 distinct groups of individuals; fertile women, postmenopausal women 
and elderly men. Mean coefficients of variation for resistance were 
found to be 2.3 ± 0.8%, 2.8 ± 0.9% and 3.8 ± 0.7% respectively and for 
weight 1.0 ± 0.3%, 0.9 ± 0.2% and 1.0 ± 0.2% respectively. There is, 
however, a source of error in electrode placement using anatomical 
reference points, particularly between different operators. Comparative 
studies between BIA and under-water weighing show a tendency for BIA to 
overestimate fatness in lean males and to underestimate in the 
overweight (Kushner 1986 & Zillkens 1987). 
The major advantages of BIA are that it is non-invasive, non-hazardous, 
well tolerated, inexpensive and requires minimal training. It is 
therefore an especially useful technique for repeated studies. 
4.3.2 Possible use of body segments in bioimpedanee analysis 
Bioimpedance analysis is generally performed across the whole body 
between the right hand and the right foot. There are, however certain 
situations where it would be more appropriate to use a single body 
segment such as an arm or leg. An obvious situation for this is where 
pairs of limbs are stunted or missing (as with victims of thalidomide). 
It may also be useful to assess localised changes in fat free mass, for 
example, in following patient progress after a limb breakage. 
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It is possible that measuring the main body segments (arm, torso & leg) 
separately may give a better indication of fat free mass. This is 
because the contribution of each segment to a given resulting impedance 
during a whole body measurement will differ greatly due to the drastic 
variations in geometry. This was shown by producing plots of 
equipotentials on a human figure template of teledeltos paper (carbon 
coated sheeting). The experimental layout is illustrated in figure 4: 7 
for the case of whole body measurements. A similar arrangement was used 
to examine the body segments but with the electrodes positioned between 
the hand and shoulder, then between the shoulder and groin and then 
between the groin and foot. The resulting equipotential contours are 
shown ifl figure 4: 8. 
Figure 4: 7 
Experimental arrangement for measuring equipotentials on a human 
teledeltos template 
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Figure 4: 8 
Eqipotential lines 
for whole body measurements 
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When a current is applied across the body, the equipotential lines 
concentrate in the narrow regions. For the whole body case, the 
potential drop is greater along the limbs than along the torso, since 
they have a smaller cross section. In the two dimensional figure shown, 
less than 10% of the potential drops across the torso. This means that 
a resistivity change within the torso, would give a far smaller change 
in the recorded voltage, than if the same resistivity change were to 
occur in the arm or leg. Thus the contribution of the fat free mass 
fraction of the torso is less significant than the fat free fraction of 
the limbs. 
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By comparing the two teledeltos plots, it can be seen that the 
potential is more evenly distributed if three separate measurements are 
made, rather than a whole body measurement. This is therefore, a 
preferable arrangement if the fat free content of each body region is 
to have equal weighting. If, however, the fat free fraction within the 
limbs is a good representation of the overall fat free content of the 
body, then unequal weighting is not a problem. whether in fact, 
changing from whole body to segmental bioimpedance produces an 
improved correlation with other more established techniques of 
estimating fat free mass, is examined in section 4.2.3. 
In order for the equation R-pl/A to apply for a given conductor, the 
cross sectional area needs to be a constant. This is far from the case 
when considering the body as a whole. However each body segment can 
more realistically be considered to have a constant cross sectional 
area and therefore the stated equation may be applied as an 
approximation. 
The body is considered as a collection of homogeneous cylinders 
representing the arms, legs and torso and the resistance is measured 
between electrodes fixed at each end of a given cylinder is given by 
R=p1/A. If the cross sectional area of the cylinder varies slightly 
along its length, then the smallest value should be used, since 
it is 
the narrowest region which provides the most resistance. Consider that 
the cylinder contains materials of different resistivities, pi, mixed 
together to form a homogeneous combined resistivity, p. The value of p 
will depend on the relative amounts of the composite resistivities pi, 
assuming that there are no dissociative effects between the materials 
a, b and c. If there is x% of material 'a', y% of material 
'b' and z% of 
material 'c', then the combined resistivity is given by 
p- (x pa/100) + (y pb/100) + (z PC/100) 
If the cylinder is comprised of two different materials, namely fat and 
fat free tissue, then the equation for the combined resistivity 
becomes: 
p- (fat fraction) (pfat) + (fat free fraction) (pfat free) 
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As previously shown the volume is given by Vol = pl2/R therefore 
Vol = 12(p (fat fraction) +p (fat free fraction)) 
R 
fat fat free 
since the conductivity a, is the inverse of p this gives 
Vol e 12/ ( fat 
(fat fraction) + a'fat free 
(fat free fraction) ) 
R 
Although the conductivity of fat remains fairly constant, this is not 
the case for fat free tissue. With the exception of bone and lung 
tissue, it is fair to say that the conductivity of the components of 
fat free tissues are high in comparison to that of fat. If the 
approximation is made, that the conducting volume is just the volume of 
fat free tissue, then the fat free volume is given by: 
FFV = 12/R 0' fat free 
Since tr fat free 
is not a constant, it is only possible to say that 
along a given limb, the FFV is proportional to 12/R. If the assumption 
is made that the density of fat free tissue is constant then fat free 
mass is proportional to 12/R. 
If the resistance of each body segment is measured in turn, then the 
amount of fat free tissue in each segment can be estimated. The total 
amount of fat free tissue can then be estimated using the following 
equation, where the lengths are measured between the electrodes placed 
towards the end of each body segment. 
Vol - 2Vol + Vol + 2Vol 
total arm torso leg 
where Vol a 12 /R ; Vol a12 /R and Vol a 12 
/R 
arm arm arm torso torso torso leg leg leg 
To enable consistent placement of the additional electrodes, anatomical 
landmarks may be used as illustrated in figure 4: 9. The shoulder 
electrodes are placed midway, either side of the vertical line joining 
the axillary edge and the sternal notch. The groin electrodes are 
placed either side of the midpoint on the gluteal crease. For each 
segment measurement, the voltage sensing electrodes are placed 
innermost. Voltage sensing and input electrodes are minimally 
separated. 
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Figure 4: 9 
Positions of the additional electrodes used in segmental BIA 
J 
The assumption of segmental homogeneity, implies that the fat and fat 
free fractions are evenly distributed between the electrodes. In order 
to improve on this model, the major inhomogeneities need to be 
considered. If the majority of fat is considered to be subcutaneous 
then one possible model is to have an inner conducting cylinder 
surrounded by a high resistivity cylindrical shell. If a current is 
applied by surface electrodes placed towards each end of this cylinder, 
the current flow will still be dominantly supported by the more 
conductive fat free region although a small section of its path will 
have to lie within the fat layer. This means that the fat layer could 
not be assumed to have a negligible conductivity. 
Summing the segmental impedance measurements as series components 
should give a greater value than the whole body impedance measurement. 
This is because of the repeated inclusion of the high resistance terms 
from the skin and subcutaneous fat. Figure 4: 10 below shows how the 
Ztotal and Zsum measurements can be considered as a combination of the 
resistance from the skin and subcutaneous fat Z and the resistance of 
s 
the remaining fat free mass Zffm' This assumes that the resistance 
resulting from the skin and subcutaneous fat is equal for each segment. 
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Figure 4: 10 
Impedance measurements of the whole body and the sum of segmental 
impedances 
Zffmarm Zffmtorso Zffmleg 
The total body impedance is given by: 
ztotal 2 z$ + Zffm 
arm 
+ Zffm 
torso 
Zffm 
leg 
Ztotal 2 Zs + Zffm 
body 
The sum of the separate segmental impedance measurements is given by: 
Z=6z+z+z 
Zsum S6Z. t Zffm body 
The difference between the sum and total impedances is therefore: 
z -Z =4Z 
sum total $ 
Since Z can be estimated (average value -2011), 
s 
can also be estimated using: 
the value for Z ffmbody 
Zffm 
body 
(3Z 
total 
_ Zsum)/2 
It may be possible that the FFM can be better estimated using this 
difference. This possibility is examined in the following section. 
+z 
sum 5 ffm arm ffm torso ffrti leg 
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4.3.3 Comparative study between several techniques for measuring body 
fat and fat free mass 
One aim of this study is to analyse a reasonably sized population and 
thereby examine the agreement between different non-invasive methods of 
estimating fat and fat free mass. Previous comparative studies on BIA 
have only considered measurements across the whole body from the hand 
to the foot. This study aims to also examine the possible use of body 
segments as previously introduced in section 4.3.2. It also aims to 
examine the new technique of NIRI, which as yet has been used very 
little as a quantifier of human body fat. The results are compared 
against each other and against those obtained from anthropometry and 
skinfold measurements. Skinfold measurements are considered to be an 
adaquate reference rather than the usual hydrodensitometry since it was 
found that estimates of body fat are probably of the same order of 
accuracy for both methods (Womersley and Durnin 1977) and the later is 
much harder to implement. 
In order to establish whether a given method of analysis provides 
adaquate clinical data, it is necessary to determine its agreement with 
data from a previously established technique (in the absence of actual 
'true' values). The most commonly used method of assessment is the 
correlation coefficient and its associated level of confidence. This 
is, in fact, a poor method since it merely establishes the strength of 
a relation between two variables and not the agreement between them 
(Bland & Altman 1986). A perfect correlation only signifies that the 
data pairs lie on a straight line, where that line is not necessarily 
the line of equality. A better method of assessment, as described by 
Bland and Altman 1986, is to summarise any lack of agreement between 
two measurement techniques, by calculating the bias. The bias is 
expressed in terms of the mean difference, d and the standard deviation 
of the differences, a'. A graph of the differences between data pairs 
against the means of data pairs, gives an immediate visual indication 
of the extent of agreement between data sets. 
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Despite the common misuse of the correlation coefficient in the 
comparative assessment of clinical techniques, this statistical 
parameter is still of great use in illustrating the presence of 
relationships between different clinical variables. For example, it has 
been used to suggest a definite relationship between the body mass 
index and body fat. 
4.3.3.1 Study outline 
128 healthy volunteers (83 male and 45 female) aged between 17 and 65 
years took part in the described study each giving their informed 
consent. Every volunteer had their height and weight measured and a 
whole body bioimpedance measurement made. 108 of the volunteers also 
had their arm, torso and leg lengths measured and segmental BIA 
measurements made and skinfold data collected. 108 volunteers also had 
their body fat assessed by NIRI. The measurements were made with the 
assistance of Mark Stagg (Physics Department, University of Surrey). 19 
of the volunteers were used to assess the operator dependence of the 
NIRI technique since it has only recently been introduced. In addition 
to the three measurements made on each volunteer, the volunteers made 
three measurements on themselves. The physical characteristics of the 
total volunteer sample group are summarised in figure 4: 11. 
Figur. 4: 11 
Table summarising the physical characteristics of volunteers 
range mean ± std dev 
age (years) 17 - 65 29 ± 10 
height (m) 1.470 - 1.920 1.720 t 0.089 
weight (kg) 45.0 - 105.0 67.9 ± 11.0 
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4.3.3.2 Method 
The described study required the measurement of several variables on 
each volunteer. For reasons of consistency, it is important that the 
measurements are made to strict guidelines. Each recorded piece of data 
is taken as the average of a minimum of three measurements. 
The height of each volunteer was measured against a linear vertical 
scale with the subject standing bare foot. Each subject stood squarely 
on the ground with the head held such that the lower borders of the eye 
sockets made a horizontal line with the ear orifices. Each subject 
stood straight and sustained relaxed breathing. The weight of each 
volunteer was measured using a set of digital scales with the subject 
barefoot and in minimal clothing. The girth values were made using a 
linearly scaled flexible tape. Frame size values were determined from 
both ankle girth and wrist diameter. Ankle girth was measured using a 
flexible tape and the wrist diameter was measured using the calliper 
gauge supplied with the Futrex equipment. Each of the segmental lengths 
of the arm, torso and leg were made between the electrodes sited at the 
wrist, shoulder, groin and foot. The position at each site was taken to 
be the midpoint between the input electrode and the voltage sensing 
electrode. The measurements were made using a flexible tape held taught 
against each straightened segment. 
Skinfold measurements were made at the four sites; subscapular, 
suprailiac, biceps and triceps using a pair of Harpender calipers 
(Holtain Ltd), which apply a constant pressure of lOg/mm over an 
operating range of 0 to 40mm. The four sampling sites are considered to 
be the smallest number of sites which can be used for the estimation of 
body fat (Durnin & Womersley 1974). The subscapular measurement is 
taken at 450 to the vertical and the suprailiac measurement is made 
just above the iliac crest on the mid-axillary line. The tricep 
measurement is taken as a vertical fold located midway between the tip 
of the acromion (upper part of the shoulder) and the tip of the 
olecranon (prominence on the upper end of the ulna at the elbow) on 
either arm. The bicep measurement is made on the anterior aspect of the 
exterior midline of the bicep midway between the anticubital fossa 
(depression of inner elbow) and acromion (Weiner & Lourie 1969). 
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NIRI was performed with a Futrex 5000 (Supplier: Self Care Products 
Ltd). The single recommended bicep site was used in all measurements, 
since it is considered to give a good representation of the 4 skinfold 
sites (Conway & Norris 1986) when compared to DZO dilution, although it 
must be remembered that any single site measurement is open to the 
influence of local tissue compositional variations (in this case local 
fat content). 
BIA was performed using both a Holtain Impedance Analyser and an 
Impedance Epigastrograph modified to record higher impedances than 
those usually encountered across the torso (London Medical Electronics 
Ltd / Eric Worpe, Electronic workshop, Physics Department, University 
of Surrey). The epigastrograph was calibrated using dummy resistor 
loads, at and around the values expected to be encountered. Channel 1 
was used to examine segmental impedances and channel 2 had been 
modified to measure whole body impedances. Figure 4: 12 shows the 
calibration curves obtained for each channel. 
Figure 4: 12 
Calibration curves for impedance measurements from epigastrograph readings 
Channel 1 
Channel 2 
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80 
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The percentage fat content values from skinfold measurements were 
calculated using the equation and coefficients of Durnin and Womersley 
1973 to determine body density and then applying Siri's equation to 
estimate % fat. The fat percentage value using NIRI was taken to be the 
value displayed directly on the Futrex egipment used. 
Evaluation of % fat, fat mass and fat free mass can be made provided 
one of the parameters is known. To convert from one value to another 
the following equations or rearrangements of these equations can be 
used: % fat a 100 
fat mass & FFM = total body mass - fat mass. total body mass 
Examination of any clinical technique should really include clinically 
abnormal subjects, therefore a number of obese subjects were included 
in this study. 
4.3.3.3 Results 
Figure 4: 13 shows a tabulated summary of the results obtained from each 
volunteer. In order to keep the table compact, a number of abreviations 
have been used. These are: W= weight, H- height, G- girth, F- frame 
size as determined by wrist diameter and ankle circumference, s, m and 1 
are small, medium and large respectively, E= exercise level as applied 
to NIRI, BMI - body mass index in kg/m2, Tor - torso, sum the sum of 
measurements made on the arm, torso and leg, Tot - total body 
impedance, Diff - Zsum Ztotal' 11/Z - leum/Ztotal, HH/Z - H2/Ztotal' 
scap = subscapular, supr - suprailiac, tric - tricep, bice - bicep, BIA 
- bioimpedance analysis, NIRI - near infrared interactance, Sfold - 
skinfold analysis. The standard errors, mean values, standard deviation 
and standard errors of the means for each data column is given at the 
end of each column. Data analysis was performed using Microsoft Windows 
Excel 4.0. 
A number of blank cells appear in the summary data chart. This is 
because some of the studies were performed as a combined teaching 
exercise for MSc Medical Physics students, where the time available did 
not allow for all measurements to be made. The statistics used to 
analyse the various data sets are general techniques which are 
explained fully in many statistical text books. However, for quick 
reference, the equations used in this study are given in appendix A. 
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80 
Use of segmental lengths in whole body bioimpedance analysis 
In theory, if fat free fraction is proportional to the square of length 
divided by impedance, then for whole body impedance, the length used 
should be the distance between the electrodes. This distance is 
basically the sum of the segmental lengths. It is, however more common 
to use subject height as an approximation to this length. Figure 4: 14 
shows how the sum of segmental lengths varies with height. The 
correlation is, not surprisingly, high at 0.73, p<0.001. This implies 
that it is not unreasonable to formulate a regression equation for 
determining fat free fraction using height. It is not however, possible 
to use height and segmential sums interchangeably. 
Figure 4: 14 
Sum of body lengths vs height 
2.20 
E 
... 2.00 
C 
d 1.80 
r+ 
C 21.60 
1.40 
E 1.20 
0 
1.00 
1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2 
height (m) 
To examine whether the sum of the segments should be used in preference 
to height for whole body impedance analysis, both methods were 
correlated against fat free mass, as determined by the standard 
skinfolds method. Figure 4: 15 shows a graph of 12um/Ztotal against fat 
free mass from skinfolds and figure 4: 16 shows a graph of h2/Z total 
against fat free mass from skinfolds. 
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Figure 4: 15 
2 
1 /Z vs fat free mass by skinfolds sum total 
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Figure 4: 16 
H2/Z 
total vs 
fat free mass by skinfolds 
- Mixed Sex 
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The correlations between the 2 bioimpedance parameters (12 /Z 
and Hz/Z 
total 
) and FFM by skinfolds are shown in figure 4: 17. 
sum total 
Figure 4: 17 
Correlation between a whole body bioimpedance parameter (using sum of 
segments or height) and FFM by skinfolds 
correlation with fat free mass by skinfold 
12 
sum/Ztotal 
a H /Ztotal 
correlation coefficient 
mixed I males females 
0.81 0.56 0.64 
0.83 0.44 0.73 
significance level 
mixed I males females 
p<0.001 
p<0.001 
p<0.001 
p<0.001 
P<0.001 
p<0.001 
The mixed sex results show that correlation with the standard skinfold 
method is only marginally different when height is used instead of the 
actual distance between electrodes. However, the use of height gives a 
decrease in the correlation with males but an increase with females. 
This variation could possibly be due to the fact that on average males 
are 7% taller than females but are only 4% greater in terms of 1 
sum 
The regression equations for determining FFM from the above BIA 
parameters based on comparisons with skinfold data are as follows: 
FFM = 0.474 (12 /Z )+ 15.86 
mixed sum total 
FFM = 0.255 (12 /Z )+ 37.22 
males sum total 
FFM = 0.371 (12 /Z )+ 19.76 females sum total 
FFMmixed = 0.522 (H2/Ztotal )+ 17.08 
FFM 
males 
= 0.270 (H2/Z total 
)+ 38.42 
FFM 
females= 
0.455 (H2/Z 
total 
)+ 19.06 
By appyling each of these regression equations to the relevant data 
sets a series of FFM values were obtained. The agreement of these 
values were then directly assessed against FFM values obtained using 
skinfold measurements. Graphs of differences against means are given in 
figures 4: 18 and 4: 19, where each level of agreement is visually 
apparent. Horizontal lines of the mean difference, d and dt 2c (where 
a, is the standard deviation) are shown on each graph. 
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Figure 4: 18 
Differences vs means for FFM from 1' /Z and from skinfold 
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Figure 4: 19 
Differences vs means for FFM from H`/Z 
coca] 
and from skinfold 
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A summary of the biases illustrated in figures 4: 18 and 4: 19 are shown 
below, where d is the mean difference of FFM by skinfolds minus FFM 
using a BIA method, a, is the standard deviation of the differences, SE 
of d is the standard error of the mean difference and SE of d±2o' is the 
standard error of two standard deviations either side of the mean 
difference. 
Figure 4: 20 
Bias (in kg) between FFM determined by whole body bioimpedance analysis 
and skinfolds. 
m ixed sex males females 
d a' SE d&a±2o 0' SE 5&d±20' d a' SE d&d±2(r 
[12/Z 
0.02 5.35 0.51 0.89 0.00 4.78 0.57 0.99 0.02 3.48 0.56 0.98 total 
[/Z 
0.00 5.06 0.49 0.84 -0.15 5.11 0.61 1.06 0.00 3.11 0.50 0.87 total 
The mean differences for each parameter are, not surprisingly, low 
since the regression equations naturally minimise d. The standard 
deviations, however represent a more significant deviation between the 
2 
new methods and skinfolds. While the use of 1, decreased the 
standard deviation for males, it increased the 
sum 
standard deviation for 
females. This difference between the sexes is probably due the 
different body proportions between males and females. 
As shown in figure 4: 13, the sum of the segmental impedances is always 
greater than the impedance of the whole body. This is because each 
impedance measurement includes the resistance of the skin and 
subcutaneous fat layer. When the segmental impedances are summed, this 
resistance is included each time, thereby increasing the overall value. 
The excessive reliance of skin and subcutaneous fat resistance of the 
Z value means that it is not a 
sum 
impedance and therefore should not 
FFM was examined using 1Z /Z_ _, 
H2/Zsum' respectively. 
sum cocas 
good representation of whole body 
be used as such. For this reason, 
and H2/Z and not 12 /Z and 
total sum sum 
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In order to compensate for the high resistance of the skin and 
subcutaneous fat, it may be advantageous to use the parameter of 
12 /Z or H2/Z where Z= (3Z -Z )/2 as 
sum ffmbody ffmbody ffmbody total sum 
shown in section 4.3.2. To examine this possibility, the correlation 
between these parameters and FFM by skinfolds was calculated. These 
correlations are summarised in figure 4: 21 and the resulting linear 
regression graphs are given in figure 4: 22 and 4: 23. 
Figure 4: 21 
Correlation between a whole body bioimpedance parameter (using sum of 
segments or height) and FFM by skinfolds 
correlation with fat free mass by skinfold 
correlation coefficient significance level 
mixed males females mixed males females 
2 
1 0.82 0.61 0.64 p<0.001 p<0.001 p<0.001 
sum 
H2/Z 0.83 0.48 0.70 p<0.001 p<0.001 p<0.001 ffmbody 
The correlation between the equation 212 /Z +12 /Z + 
arm arm torso torso 
211e/Z and FFM by skinfolds was also evaluated. For the mixed sex 
4 leg 
group the correlation was found to be 0.66, p<0.001, for males: 0.39, 
p<0.001 and for females: 0.45, p<0.001. Since these values are 
obviously lower than those shown in figure 4: 21, no further analysis 
using this equation was performed. 
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Figure a: 22 
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The regression equations from the figures 4: 22 and 4: 23 are as follows: 
FFM = 0.423 (12 /Z )+ 16.36 mixed sum ffmbody 
FFM = 0.241 (12 /Z )+ 37.17 
males sum ffmbody 
FFM = 0.321 (12 /Z )+ 20.95 females sum ffmbody 
FFMmixed 0.452 (H2/ZffmbodY )+ 18.59 
FFMmales- 0.242 (H2/Zffmbody) + 38.52 
FFMfema(H2/Z )+ 21.87 
les- 
0.368 
ffmbody 
By applying the appropriate regression equations the FFM values using 
12 /Z and H2/Z can be calculated. These values can then 
sum ffmbody ffmbody 
be directly compared to FFM by skinfolds. The resulting bias between 
FFM by each of these BIA techniques and skinfolds is shown in figure 
4: 24, where d is the mean difference of FFM by skinfolds minus FFM 
using each BIA method, o" is the standard deviation of the differences, 
SE of d is the standard error of the mean difference and SE of d±20' is 
the standard error of two standard deviations either side of the mean 
difference. Comparison of these biases with those given in figure 4: 20 
for 12 /Z and H2/Z , shows that there 
is only a slight change 
sum total total' 
in the standard deviation from the mean difference. 
Figure 4: 24 
Bias (in kg) between FFM determined by whole body bioimpedance analysis 
and skinfolds. 
m ixed sex males females 
d a" SE d&ci±2o' d o" SE d&dt2o" d a. SE d&dt2o" 
1 -0.02 /Z 5.18 0.25 0.86 -0.04 4.53 0.54 0.94 0.01 3.50 0.57 0.98 aum ffmbody 
0.02 H2/Z 5.05 0.48 0.84 0.02 4.98 0.60 1.03 -0.02 3.24 0.53 0.91 ffmbody 
Graphical representations of these bias are given in figures 4: 25 and 
4: 26. 
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Differences vs means for FFM from 1' /Z and from skinfold 
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Use of segmental bioimpedance measurements 
To examine the use of bioimpedance analysis on single body segments as 
opposed to the whole body, a number of comparisons were made. A summary 
of these comparisons and the resulting correlations is given in figure 
4: 27. 
Figure 4: 27 
Correlation of different bioimpedance segments with fat free mass by 
skinfolds 
correlation with fat free mass by skinfold 
correlation coefficient significance level 
mixed males females mixed males females 
12 /Z 0.73 0.42 0.54 p<0.001 p<0.001 p<0.001 
arm arm 
12 /Z 0.40 0.19 0.03 p<0.001 . 1<p<. 2 p>0.2 torso torso 
/Z l 0.61 0.39 0.53 p<0.001 p<0.001 p<0.001 leg leg 
The correlation with FFM by skinfolds is markedly lower when the torso 
segment is used rather than a limb segment. This is possibly because of 
the greater cross sectional area of the torso. The placement of 
electrodes at the shoulder and the groin are a poor representation of 
electrodes placed either end of a conductor of constant cross sectional 
area. The approximation that volume is proportional to l2/Z is 
therefore likely to be inappropriate for measurements made along the 
torso. 
Figures 4: 28,4: 29 and 4: 30 show the relative variations of each of the 
parameter given in the above table against fat free mass by skinfolds. 
The line of best fit as determined by linear regression is shown on 
each graph. 
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Figure 4: 28 
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Figure 4: 29 
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Figure 4: 30 
lleq/Zle vs fat free mass by skinfolds 
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11 
The regression equations for determining FFM from segmental 
bioimpedance analysis based on comparisons with skinfold analysis can 
be obtained from these graphs. The regression equations for the arm and 
leg bioimpedance measurements are given below. The torso bioimpedance 
is not included since the correlation with FFM by skinfolds was poor. 
FFM = 2.002 (12 /Z )+ 26.67 
mixed arm arm 
FFM = 0.842 (12 /Z )+ 47.48 
males arm arm 
FFM = 1.318 (12 /Z )+ 30.76 females arm arm 
FFM = 0.853 (12 /z )+ 24.28 
mixed leg leg 
FFMmales = 0.359 (1 l2 eg 
)+ 46.57 
4 leg 
FFM = 0.503 (12 /Z )+ 28.87 
females leg leg 
By appyling each of these regression equations to the relevant data 
sets, a series of FFM values were obtained. The agreement of these 
values were then directly assessed against FFM values obtained using 
skinfold measurements. Graphs of difference against means are given in 
figures 4: 32 and 4: 33 where each level of agreement is visually 
apparent. The bias in each case is given in the table of figure 4: 31. 
Figure 4: 31 
Bias (in kg) between FFM determined by segmental bioimpedance analysis 
and skinfolds 
m ixed sex ma les females 
d or SE d&d±2o" d o' SE d&d±2or d a' SE d&dt2c 
12 /Z 0.10 6.26 0.60 1.04 0.00 5.25 0.63 1.09 0.01 3.83 0.62 1.08 arm arm 
l /Z 0.00 7.25 0.70 1.21 01 0 32 5 0.64 1.10 0.00 3.86 0.63 1 08 ieg leg . . . 
I 
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Differences vs means for FFM from 12 /Z and from skinfold 
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Figure 4: 33 
Differences vs means for FFM from 12 /Z and from skinfold 
leg leg 
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Use of body mass index 
The body mass index of mass divided by height squared, is such a simple 
parameter, that it was felt worthwhile to compare this commonly used 
body fat indicator against the three methods used here to estimate body 
composition. Figures 4: 35 to 4: 43 show graphical comparisons between 
BMI and % fat, fat mass and fat free mass estimated from BIA, NIRI and 
skinfolds. In this section FFM values from BIA measurements were 
calculated using the equations of Segal 1988 as given below: 
FFM - 0.00132(H2) - 0.04394(R) + 0.30520(w) - 0.16760(age) + 22.66827 M 
FFMf- 0.00108(H2) - 0.02090(R) + 0.23199(w) - 0.06777(age) + 14.59453 
A summary of the correlations found is given in figure 4: 34. The 
parameter of BMI is generally considered as being an indicator of 
fatness and it is therefore not surprising that correlations with fat 
free mass estimations are poor. Examination of the % fat and fat mass 
correlations shows that BMI compares well to BIA when the sexes are 
considered separately. The BMI correlations with estimated fatness are 
greater for females than for males for all three of the measurement 
techniques used. This indicates that BMI may be a better indicator of 
fatness in women than in men. 
Figure 4: 34 
Correlation coefficients, r and confidence levels, p between BMI and 
body composition by three different techniques. 
BMI mixed sex 
rp 
BMI males 
rp 
BMI females 
rp 
BIA 0.51 <0.001 0.89 <0.001 0.92 <0.001 
fat NIRI 0.32 <0.001 0.52 <0.001 0.70 <0.001 
skinfold 0.26 <0.01 0.46 <0.001 0.64 <0.001 
f t 
BIA 0.75 <0.001 0.93 <0.001 0.94 <0.001 
a 
mass 
(k ) 
NIRI 0.64 <0.001 0.68 <0.001 0.86 <0.001 
g 
skinfold 0.56 <0.001 0.61 <0.001 0.78 <0.001 
fat 
BIA 0.38 <0.001 0.40 <0.001 0.14 >0.2 
free 
mass 
NIRI 0.49 <0.001 0.54 <0.001 0.49 <0.01 
(kg) skinfold 0.50 <0.001 0.57 <0.001 0.48 <0.01 
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Figure 4: 35 
BMI vs % body fat by BIA 
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Figure 4: 36 
BMI vs % fat by NIRI 
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Figure 4: 37 
BMI vs % fat by skinfolds 
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Figure 4: 38 
BMI vs fat mass by BIA 
BMI v Fat Mass BIA Mixed Sex 
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Figure 4: 39 
BMI vs fat mass by NIRI 
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Figure 4: 41 
BMI vs fat free mass by BIA 
BMI v Fat Free Mass BIA - Mixed Sex 
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Figure 4: 42 
BMI vs fat free mass by NIRI 
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Figure 4: 43 
BMI vs fat free mass by skinfolds 
BMI v Fat Free Mass Skinfold - Mixed Sex 
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Operator dependence of NIRI 
The operator dependence of NIRI can be quantified by comparing the 
measurements taken by different operators on the same volunteer. 19 
volunteers (12 male, 7 female) aged between 21 and 37 years, had their 
body fat estimated by NIRI. A set of three measurements were made on 
each subject and an additional three measurements were made by each 
subject on themselves. The mean of each set of measurements was 
recorded along with the standard deviation from the mean. The results 
from this are shown in figure 4: 44. 
Figure 4: 44 
Operator differences for NIRI measurements 
% body fat by NIRI 
self measure other difference 
mean std dev mean std dev of means 
1 27.3 0.6 27.5 1.2 0.2 
2 28.3 0.1 28.0 0.4 0.3 
3 26.1 0.3 24.5 0.3 1.6 
4 24.5 0.2 23.6 0.3 0.9 
5 23.6 0.1 23.5 0.7 0.1 
6 28.0 1.5 27.0 0.1 1.0 
7 27.9 0.2 27.5 0.1 0.2 
8 8.3 0.6 8.1 0.4 0.2 
9 24.7 0.1 24.3 0.5 0.4 
10 3.6 0.3 3.6 0.6 0.0 
11 22.1 0.3 22.4 0.3 0.3 
12 15.3 0.6 16.0 0.9 0.7 
13 17.2 0.7 18.6 0.9 1.4 
14 16.4 0.2 15.9 0.5 0.5 
15 11.6 0.2 11.7 0.1 0.1 
16 27.7 0.2 27.0 0.5 0.7 
17 18.5 1.2 18.8 0.9 0.3 
18 23.7 0.4 24.3 0.5 0.6 
19 22.8 0.2 22.7 0.2 0.1 
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Comparisons of 8IA and NIRI with skinfolds 
The estimation of body composition from skinfold measurements has 
become an established clinical technique, since the successful 
regression against hydrostatic weighing by Durnin & Womersley 1973. 
Skinfold analysis is however, unsuitable for certain groups of people 
(as described in section 4: 3.1) and therefore, there is an opening for 
new techniques to become established. For this to occur any new method 
needs to be assessed against such a previously established technique. 
The established technique of skinfold cannot be said to give an 
unequivocally correct measure of body composition, it is therefore the 
degree of agreement between techniques which needs to be assessed. This 
is achieved by examining the bias in terms of the mean of the 
differences, d and the standard deviation, o'. Figures 4: 44 to 4: 53 show 
the differences against the means, thus giving an immediate visual 
indication to the agreement between the pairs of data. Each graph shows 
the mean difference d, d-20' and d+2o' as horizontal lines superimposed 
on the data. In this section FFM values from BIA measurements were 
calculated using the equations of Segal 1988 as given below: 
FFM 
m=0.00132(H2) - 
0.04394(R) + 0.30520(W) - 0.16760(age) + 22.66827 
FFMf= 0.00108(H 2) - 0.02090(R) + 0.23199(W) - 0.06777(age) + 14.59453 
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Figure 4: 45 
Differences vs means for % body fat using BIA and Skinfolds 
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Figure 4: 46 
Differences vs means for % body fat using NIRI and Skinfolds 
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Figure 4: 47 
Differences vs means for % body fat using BIA and NIRI 
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Figure 4: 48 
Differences vs means for fat mass (kg) using BIA and Skinfolds 
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Figure 4: 49 
Differences vs means for fat mass (kg) using NIRI and Skinfolds 
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Figure 4: 50 
Differences vs means for fat mass (kg) using BIA and NIRI 
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Figure 4: 51 
Differences vs means for fat free mass (kg) using BIA and Skinfo]ds 
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Figure 4: 52 
means for fat free mass (kg) using NIRI and Skinfolds 
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Figure 4: 53 
Differences vs means for fat free mass (kg) using BIA and NIRI 
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A summary of the each bias illustrated in the previous graphs is given 
in figure 4: 54. 
Figure 4: 54 
Summary of the bias between different techniques for estimating body 
composition. d= mean of differences, o' = standard deviation of 
differences, SE - standard error 
_ 
mixed sex 
_ do SE d&d±2a' _ 
males, m_ 
d a' SE d&d±2o' _ 
females, 
_f_ d a' SE d&d±2o' 
BIA-SF -3.44 5.17 0.51 0.87 -4.56 5.53 0.66 1.14 -1.50 3.95 0.68 1.17 
fat NIRI-SF 0.63 3.49 0.37 0.65 0.34 3.56 0.48 0.83 1.14 3.36 0.59 1.03 
BIA-NIRI -3.95 5.81 0.57 0.99 -4.86 6.26 0.75 1.31 -2.37 4.53 0.77 1.35 
fat 
BIA-SF -2.29 3.69 0.36 0.62 -3.18 4.05 0.48 0.83 -0.74 2.40 0.41 0.71 
mass 
(k ) 
NIRI-SF 0.35 2.36 0.25 0.44 0.18 2.55 0.34 0.60 0.65 1.99 0.35 0.61 
g 
BIA-NIRI -2.56 4.06 0.40 0.69 -3.35 4.54 0.55 0.95 -1.20 2.57 0.43 0.75 
f t 
BIA-SF 2.34 3.73 0.36 0.63 3.34 4.02 0.48 0.83 0.74 2.40 0.41 0.71 
a 
free 
mass 
NIRI-SF -0.35 2.36 0.25 0.44 -0.18 2.55 0.34 0.60 -0.65 1.99 0.35 0.61 
(kg) BIA-NIRI 2.60 4.06 0.40 0.69 3.39 4.56 0.55 0.95 1.20 2.57 0.43 0.74 
4.3.3.4 Discussion & conclusions 
Use of segmental lengths in whole body bioimpedance analysis 
Whole body BIA gives a value for Z total, 
this value is then generally 
used in conjunction with height to form an estimate of FFM. Subject 
height has previously been assumed to be a suitable subtitute for the 
distance between electrodes, which is the same as the sum of body 
segments, 1 Correlations of 12 /Z and H2/Z with FFM by sum sum total total 
standard skinfolds, as given in figure 4: 17, showed that for mixed sex 
analysis there is no great advantage in using 12sum rather than H, for 
whole body BIA, particularly since the measurement is harder to make. 
However, if males and females are considered separately, a difference 
in correlation between 12 /Z and H2/Z with FFM by standard 
sum total total 
skinfolds is observed. An improved correlation is found by using 
H2/Z for females and by using 12 /Z for males. As pointed 
total sum total 
out in section 4.3.3.3, this may be because, on average males are 7% 
taller than females but only 4% greater in terms of 1 sump 
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In order to compensate for the highly resistive component of the skin 
and subcutaneous fat in BIA measurements, the parameters 
12 /(3Z -Z )/2 and H2/(3Z -Z )/2 were used. Correlations sum total sum total sum 
against FFM by skinfolds showed a slight improvement over 12 /Z 
sum total 
and HZ/Z for mixed sex, male and female categories when using 
2 
1` /(3Z -Z )/2 and for mixed sex and females when using 
sum 
total sum 
H /(3Z 
total-Zsum 
)/2. However, analysis of the bias between FFM using 
each parameter and FFM by skinfolds (figures 4: 20 and 4: 24) showed that 
the lowest standard deviation from the mean difference was found by 
using H2/Z or H2/(3Z -Z )/2 for mixed sex data, 12 /Z total total sum sum total 
for male data and H2/Z 
total 
for female data. There would therefore seem 
to be no advantage in introducing the more complex parameters of 
12 /(3Z -Z ) /2 and H2/(3Z -Z )/2. 
sum total sum total sum 
Whole body bioimpedance analysis was also assessed using the parameter: 
212 /Z +12 /Z +212 /Z Correlation with FFM by skinfolds 
arm arm torso torso leg leg 
was found to be low in comparison to that obtained using the other 
whole body BIA parameters. This is likely to be due to the repeated 
inclusion of the skin and subcutaneous fat resistances in such an 
expression. 
Assessment of the use of each of the whole body BIA parameters to 
determine FFM by examining their bias with FFM by skinfolds, showed 
that for mixed sex analysis, none showed a significant improvement over 
H2/Z 
. 
However, comparisons using male and female data separately, 
total 
showed that although H`/Z total appeared 
to be the best option for 
female subjects, improvements could be made for male subjects by using 
the parameter 12 /Z 
sum total 
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Use of segmental bioimpedance measurements 
The parameters of 12 /Z 12 /Z and 12 
arm army torso torso leg/Z leg 
were 
correlated against FFM by skinfolds (figure 4: 27). Results showed that 
correlations using 12 /Z were poor (0.40 mixed sex), indicating torso torso 
that segmental bioimpedance using the torso should not be recommended. 
The mixed sex correlation coefficients for the arm and leg parameters 
were 0.73 and 0.61 respectively, indicating that the arm is the most 
suitable body segment to use for the determination of FFM by segmental 
bioimpedance analysis. 
FFM was determined by regression on both the arm and leg parameters and 
the resulting bias with FFM by skinfolds given in figure 4: 33. 
Comparisons of these biases with those given in figure 4: 20 (for FFM by 
sum of segments and height with FFM by skinfolds) shows that there is a 
slight increase in the standard deviation from the mean difference when 
segments are used. The use of 12 /Z rather than the usually 
arm arm 
H2/Z 
total, caused 
the following increases in a': 5.06 to 6.26 for mixed 
sex, 5.11 to 5.25 for males and 3.11 to 3.86 for females. If these 
increases can be said to be clinically insignificant, then the use of 
bioimpedance analysis on the arm segment can be used instead of whole 
body bioimpedance analysis for the estimation of fat free mass. This 
may be useful for situations where whole body impedance measurements 
are not appropriate, for example for bed ridden subjects or for 
subjects with deformed or missing lower limbs. 
Use of body mass index 
The correlations between BMI and the techniques of BIA (using Segal's 
equation), NIRI and skinfolds for estimating body composition were 
given in the table of figure 4: 34. BMI is generally thought of as an 
indicator of fatness and it was therefore not surprising that % fat and 
fat mass correlations with each technique were far better than fat 
free mass correlations. The greatest correlation occured between BMI 
and BIA (0.89-0.92), followed by BMI and NIRI (0.52-0.70) and finally 
BMI and skinfolds (0.46-0.64). Correlations between BMI and BIA using 
Segal's equation are probably the greatest because of the inclusion of 
both mass and height squared in Segal's equation. 
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Correlations between BMI and the other techniques when estimating % fat 
and fat mass were found to be greater for females than for males. This 
implies that an increase in weight is more likely to correspond to an 
increased fatness in females than in males. This is probably due to the 
greater tendency for males to undertake manual work and possibly body 
building, thus increasing their weight by increasing lean mass. 
Operator dependence of NIRI 
The variations encountered by repeated NIRI measurements, on a number 
of volunteers, by different operators was summarised in figure 4: 44. 
The differences between the mean values for each operator were equal or 
less than the standard deviations for a single operator in 74% of the 
volunteers. This result strongly suggests variations in NIRI readings 
are not a result of operator dependence. The mean 0', for a triplet of 
measurements, made by a single operator was 0.5% (0.0%-1.5%). This 
implies that the precision, of any given NIRI estimate of body fat, is 
generally within ± 0.5%. 
Comparisons of BIA and NIRI with skinfolds 
Examination of the differences shown in figures 4: 45 to 4: 53, show that 
there are a few data points which lie well outside the 20' lines. 
Without being able to specifically recall these volunteers, it is 
impossible to say whether these extreme points are caused by errors in 
the recording of the original measurement or if they are associated 
with failures of the measurement technique under investigation. Since 
such points are very few in number, the most likely cause is that of 
recording error. 
Examination of the results given in figure 4: 54 show that NIRI has a 
consistently lower d and a' than BIA when biased against skinfolds for 
%fat, fat mass and FFM. For this population, this result implies that, 
with respect to skinfolds, NIRI gives a better indication to body 
composition than whole body BIA (using Segal's eqn). In all cases the o 
for females was found to be lower than that for males, suggesting that 
NIRI and BIA both give a more accurate estimate of body compostion for 
females than for males with respect to skinfold measurements. 
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Examination of the bias (figures 4: 18,4: 19,4: 25,4: 26,4: 32,4: 33 and 
4: 51) between FFM using 12 /Z H2/Z , 12 /(3z -Z )/2, sum total total sum total sum 
H2/(3Z -Z )/2,12 /Z 12 
/Z and Segal's equation and 
total sum arm arm leg leg 
using skinfolds, showed that there is a tendency for BIA to 
underestimate FFM in fatter individuals and to overestimate FFM in less 
fat individuals. This is particularly apparent in the male graphs. The 
opposite is apparent in figure 4: 52 for NIRI estimates of FFM for 
males. 
The occurance of a significant mean difference against standard 
skinfolds can be corrected for by subtracting its value from the BIA or 
NIRI data. For NIRI, this correction is probably not necessary, since d 
is consistently less than 1 kg for fat and fat free mass estimations 
and less than 1.5% for percentage fat estimations and neither lkg of 
fat or 1.5% fat are likely to be clinically significant. In fact, the 
results for NIRI estimations of fat and fat free mass as compared 
against skinfolds are very good, especially considering that the 
regression equations used were determined by Futrex on completely 
separate data. 
One disadvantage of BIA for determining FFM, is that calculations are 
based on constant hydration. This is not the case for NIRI, therefore 
NIRI would seem to be the preferable method since the water content of 
FFM is not necessarily constant. In principle if BIA is used to measure 
TBW and NIRI is used to measure body fat, then it should be possible to 
determine the non-water component of fat free mass. 
4.4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The quantification of fat levels within the human body is an important 
issue to many different clinical studies, since an abnormal fat content 
can seriously effect morbidity, mortality, the effectiveness of drugs 
and anaesthesia and the ability to withstand cold and starvation. In a 
number of cases such quantification must occur in-field, for example in 
the assessment of malnutrition in third world regions. This means that 
any equipment required should be portable and reasonably priced and the 
technique should be quick and easy to perform. These criterion are met 
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for both BIA and NIRI and therefore these methods were compared against 
the standard skinfold method, which has the disadvantage that it causes 
discomfort to some subjects. 
The large volunteer study described in this chapter, was used to 
investigate different methods of estimating fat and fat free mass in 
humans. Near infra-red interactance and bioimpedance analysis were 
compared to standard, 4 site skinfold analysis. A number of different 
methods of bioimpedance analysis were investigated. These either 
involved measurements of impedance across the whole body or across the 
three principal body segments (arm, torso and leg). 
The most suitable parameter for determining FFM by whole body 
bioimpedance analysis was confirmed to be H2/Z total 
for mixed sex and 
male subjects but 12 was found to be better for females with respect 
sum 
to skinfold measurements. If a single body segment is used instead of 
the whole body, then the arm was found to be the best choice. The fact 
that the estimation of FFM by BIA relies on the constant hydration of 
fat free tissue, means that inevitable inter-subject variations will 
cause errors. This fact, coupled with the non-ideal biases between fat 
and fat free mass estimations by BIA and skinfolds, suggests that the 
use of BIA is probably best resticted to whole body water estimations. 
It was found that near infra-red interactance is a substitute 
alternative method to skinfolds for determining fat and fat free mass. 
It should also be possible to apply this technique in situations where 
skinfolds are not appropriate, for example, where measuring skinfolds 
are painful, as in the case of oedema and psoriasis. The repeatability 
and operator dependence of NIRI were found to be satisfactory 
suggesting that this technique is highly suitable for use by untrained 
operators. 
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CHAPTER 5: ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE EPIGASTROGRAPHY 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Electrical impedance epigastrography is a non-invasive, inexpensive and 
readily repeatable technique for the monitoring of gastro-intestinal 
motility, ie the mechanical interaction of the gut with its contents. 
This interaction, as applied to the stomach, can be studied in two 
catagories; emptying and contractile activity. Together, these are 
influenced by a range of chemical, physical and physiological factors 
and are of growing interest in the analysis of gastric function and 
dysfunction. Electrical impedance epigastrography is of particular 
interest as it can be used to analyse both emptying (McClelland & 
Sutton 1985) and contractions (Castillo et al 1989), without any known 
hazard to the subject. Currently, the main methods used for measuring 
gastric filling and emptying, have either involved the invasive 
procedure of intubation or the use of ionising radiations, thereby 
excluding multiple studies. A comprehensive review of different 
techniques for measuring gastric emptying is given by Scarpignato 1990. 
A need exists for a non-invasive technique which can facilitate the 
measurement of variations in gastric emptying by repeated analysis, for 
example to examine the effects of certain drugs (Sutton 1987). Gastric 
emptying disturbances can be investigated in association with certain 
conditions, for example, migraines, diabetes, ulcers and blockages as 
in the case of pyloric stenosis. The monitoring of gastric emptying can 
also be useful in the post-operative follow up of such conditions. 
In order to fully appreciate the procedures involved in gastric 
monitoring or epigastrography, it is first necessary to briefly 
consider the physiology of the system under investigation. 
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5.2 THE GAS TRO- INTESTINAL (GI) TRACT 
The GI tract is that part of the alimentary canal responsible for the 
digestion of foodstuffs, the absorption of useful substances and the 
rejection of the surplus. Figure 5: 1 shows the different sections of 
the alimentary canal. 
fundus of stomach 
The alimentary canal (Woodburne 1983) 
!/\ 
ýý 
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greater curvature 
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ascending colon 
ileum 
caecum 
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Figure 5: 1 
sigmoid colon 
rectum 
The position of the stomach within the torso may vary between 
individuals but in general it lies transversely in the upper abdomen as 
illustrated in figure 5: 2 (Ryall 1984) and figure 5: 3 (Cunningham & 
Romanes 1986). 
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Figure 5: 2 
Location of the stomach with respect to the ribcage and diaphragm 
(Ryall 1984) 
Figure 5: 3 
Cross-section through the torso at the pylorus level (Cunningham & 
Romanes 1986) 
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The region within the ädbdomen, in which the stomach lies, is called 
the epigastric region and therefore obtaining a graph which provides 
information about gastric motility has been called epigastrography. 
The wall of the gut consists of four layers; the serous coat, the 
muscular coat, the submucous coat and the mucous coat. The muscular 
coat has both circular and longitudinal muscle layers, which are 
responsible for peristalsis and volumic accommodation. The stomach also 
being responsible for the initial churning and mixing of foods, has an 
extra oblique muscle layer. In terms of contractile activity, the 
stomach has two main regions, as shown in figure 5: 2. The proximal 
region is responsible for slow sustained and rapid phasic contractions 
and the distal region is responsible for peristaltic waves at about 3 
contractions per minute (cpm). 
The mucous membrane of the stomach is responsible for the production of 
between 2 and 3 litres of gastric juices per day. The secretion may be 
initiated by several stimuli including hunger, smell and sight of food, 
stress, alcohol, nicotine, histamine and gastrin. Gastric secretions 
originate in the fundus and body regions and mainly consist of pepsins 
and the associated enzyme activator of hydrochloric acid. Due to the 
ionic nature of this mixture it is a good electrical conductor and its 
presence or indeed absence may effect the overall impedance of the 
system. It is possible to inhibit the release of acid by drugs such as 
cimitidine and ranitidine (Sutton 198x) and therefore eliminate one 
contributor to conductivity variations. 
The emptying mechanism of chyme from the stomach into the duodenum via 
the pylorus, is controlled by a gastro-duodenal pressure gradient. 
Gastric contractions, together with a relaxation of the pyloric 
resistance result in emptying. This emptying is affected by the nature 
and quantity of the meal, by the age of the subject and by 
psychological circumstances. 
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The rate of emptying is dependent on the type of meal administered, for 
example, glucose solutions tend to empty slower than water, although 
the rate can be artificially increased by the use of drugs such as 
metochlopramide (McClelland & Sutton 1985). A change in emptying rate 
may also result as a side effect to certain drugs. The half emptying 
times for liquid meals (500m1 orange squash) has been found to fall 
into three major catagories of 1-8 minutes, 9-16 minutes and 17-30, 
minutes within which each subject tends to remain on repeated studies 
(Sutton 1989). A half emptying time exceeding 30 minutes would not be 
expected to occur for a healthy, unstressed individual. Delayed 
emptying may be caused by simple variations in the positioning of the 
torso: an upright posture being asssociated with a faster emptying rate 
than a supine posture (Rainbird et al 1987). Delayed emptying is, 
however, associated with certain conditions such as peptic ulcers 
(Howlett et al 1976), gastro-oesophageal reflux, non-ulcer dyspepsia, 
fundal gastritis, stomach cancer (Tatsuta et al 1990), hypothyroidism, 
trauma, smoking (Nowak et al 1987) electrolytic imbalance, diabetic 
neuropathy (Loo et al 1986), renal dialysis (McNamee et al 1985) and 
the occurance of a migraine attack (Sutton 1989). Very rapid emptying 
can be caused by hyperthyroidism and hemigastrectomy. 
Early diagnosis of some of these conditions is an essential factor in 
their control and possible cure, the most obvious case being cancer. 
Benign tumours of the stomach are rare, so a technique for discovering 
tumours is generally one of detecting cancer. The first signs of 
stomach cancer, namely weight loss, appetite loss and fatigue generally 
only become apparent once the disease has passed its curable stage; 
thus stressing the importance of early diagnosis. At present the chief 
methods of diagnosis are the barium meal and fibroscopy, both of which 
are not readily repeatable. 
There is evidence (Tatauta et al 1990) that delayed gastric emptying 
may allow the prolonged contact between dietary carcinogen and the 
stomach. Delayed emptying could, therefore, be a contributary factor to 
the onset of cancer and the measurement of emptying rates could lead to 
an early indication to the onset of disease. 
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5.3 COMMON TECHNIQUES FOR MEASURING GASTRIC EMPTYING 
The measurement of gastric emptying can be used in the detection of 
clinical disorders which affect emptying rate; some such disorders have 
already been mentioned in section 5.2. Gastric emptying measurements 
are also made in the assessment of certain pharmaceutical preparations. 
Ideally any technique should be non-invasive, non-hazardous, readily 
repeatable, cheap, easy to implement, cause minimum discomfort and 
provide clear and relevent information. Methods commonly used in 
clinical practise are intubation, the radio-opaque meal, scintigraphy, 
ultrasound and paracetamol absorption. 
The method of intubation is used in several different techniques 
including the Ewald test meal (Ewald & Boas 1885), the saline test meal 
(Goldstein & Boyle 1965), the serial test method (Hunt & Spurrel 1951), 
double sampling dye dilution (George 1968) and constant duodenal 
perfusion (Go et al 1970). The Ewald test meal method involves 
aspirating a mixed solid and liquid meal, at fixed times after its 
consumption. Difficulties may arise from the solid clogging the narrow 
tube used for aspiration. The saline test meal method is a similar 
technique using a liquid meal of saline. Both of these methods have 
errors associated with incomplete reaspiration, gastric secretions and 
intragastric reflux of duodenal contents, induced by the aspiration 
process. The serial test meal method is basically the saline test meal 
method applied over several days, with a non-absorbable marker added to 
the meal. Marker volumes and concentrations are measured in each 
aspirate and the rate and pattern of emptying assessed. The technique 
takes a long time to complete and requires repeated intubation. It does 
however allow the analysis of gastric secretory activity. Double 
sampling dye dilution involves aspirating a sample of meal at fixed 
times after consumption. A small quantity of an inert marker is then 
added to the gastric contents and thoroughly mixed by sucessive 
aspirations and immediately returning it to the stomach. The procedure 
is repeated at fixed intervals, with increasing concentrations of added 
marker and the concentration of marker in the aspirate is recorded each 
time to quantify gastric emptying. The constant duodenal perfusion 
method requires the constant perfusion of a marker into the duodenum by 
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a nasal tube and the administration of a meal to the stomach containing 
a second marker. Continual aspiration at the duodenojejunal junction is 
used to measure dye dilution and thus assess gastric emptying and 
secretory pattern. The method does have the added disadvantage that it 
is very difficult and time consuming pursuading a tube to enter the 
duodenum. Despite the great number of different intubation techniques 
available, they are are often unsuitable for people suffering from 
gastric dysfunction since they may be prone to vomiting induced by the 
introduction of an orogastric or nasogastric tube. The repeatability of 
the method is therefore restricted by the associated discomfort. 
The radio-opaque meal method consists of swallowing a radio-opaque 
meal, for example one containing barium and then taking a sequence of 
x-ray pictures to examine gastric movement and emptying. The two 
dimensional gastric images produced may be difficult to interpret due 
to overlying regions of small intestine. Errors are also caused by the 
uneven distribution of contrast medium and difficulties in quantifying 
the observed concentrations of contrast medium. Repeated studies are 
limited due to the use of ionising radiation. 
Scintigraphy is similarly limited as a repeatable technique since it 
involves the introduction of an radioisotope labelled meal, which is 
then monitored by scintilation counters. The technique is probably one 
of the most accurate, with possible errors associated with incomplete 
isotope mixing and areas of intestine overlying the view of the 
stomach. However, the cost of a scintigraphy study is high and is 
therefore not a feasible method for the majority of gastric emptying 
studies. 
Ultrasonic methods of analysing gastric emptying require a trained eye 
to interpret the images, which provide little contrast between the 
stomach and the surrounding tissue. A series of ultrasound slices of 
the stomach may be used to reconstruct a 3-D image, from which volumes 
may be quantified (Bateman et al 1982). The method is complicated by 
the fact that the stomach is moved by each breath as the diaphragm 
moves against it. The inaccuracies associated with this method mean 
that it is not generally suitable as a means of assessing gastric 
emptying. 
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The paracetamol absorption technique involves periodic measurement of 
the quantity of paracetamol in the blood, following its oral 
administration. Errors are introduced because the results depend on 
factors unrelated to gastric emptying, such as plasma volume and 
the elimination half time of paracetamol. The method is time consuming 
and the results are not immediately available. 
5.4 ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE EPIGASTROGRAPHY TO MEASURE GASTRIC MOTILITY 
Electrical impedance epigastrography is a technique for monitoring 
gastric motility by tetrapolar impedance measurements. An epigastral 
impedance measurement is made by passing a constant alternating current 
through the abdomen and recording the changes in potential across the 
abdomen, with time. The current injection and voltage sensing electrode 
pairs are positioned anteriorly and posteriorly on the torso, such that 
the region of interest ie the stomach is aligned between them. Internal 
variations in impedance cause the current flow lines to be adjusted and 
therefore the recorded potential to change. Such variations may be 
caused by a meal entering or leaving the stomach, by the contractions 
of the stomach or by respiration. 
Epigastrography has a major advantage over many of the other methods 
for monitoring gastric emptying, since it is capable of recording both 
emptying and contractile information. It also has the benefit of being 
non-invasive and readily repeatable since it causes no discomfort and 
incurs no known risk to the subject. Its relatively low cost and high 
portability increase the likelihood of it becoming an acceptable 
technique for the N. H. S. 
5.4.1 The epigastrograph 
The epigastrograph or gastric monitor, made by London Medical 
Electronics Ltd from analogue designs by Eric Worpe (University of 
Surrey), is a dual channel device for monitoring gastric emptying and 
contractions. The six electrodes are configured as one pair of current 
injection electrodes and two pairs of voltage sensing electrodes (one 
pair per channel). The injected current has a low amplitude of imA 
pk/pk at a frequency of 42 kHz for reasons of safety (section 2.3) and 
so as to minimise capacitive effects (section 2.2.2). 
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A computer is incorporated into the monitor to perform signal 
processing. The raw signal may be modified to enhance the gastric 
signal from the overlying respiratory signal and the scaling adjusted 
to increase overall sensitivity. This is possible since there is a 
tendency for all subjects to exhale to a constant resting level. Using 
a suitably developed algorithm (Bazley 1986), the expiration minima can 
be digitally analysed and the contraction waves isolated. Data can be 
stored and subsequently transferred to other computers for archiving. A 
full description on how to use the equipment can be found in the LME 
operations manual. 
The epigastrograph has many advantages over other equipment used to 
monitor gastric motility. Firstly, it is easy to operate and therefore 
minimal training is required in its use; the most difficult procedure 
seems to be associated with placement of the electrodes. It is also 
light enough to be carried by one person and it has a relatively low 
cost at around £5,000. 
One problems associated with the monitor is that of drift. To determine 
the extent of this problem the monitor was used on a dummy constant 
resistance load immediately after switching on. Change in recorded 
impedance with time was found to become insignificant (<O. lmV/min) 
after about half an hour and it is therefore recommended that a warm up 
time of this order passes before use and that the monitor remains 
switched on between consecutive studies performed on the same day. 
Figure 5: 4 shows the variations in output from the epigastrograph with 
time from the moment of switching on for a constant dummy load of 500. 
The values plotted are the average of those measured using the same 
procedure on three consecutive days. The equipment was left switched 
off overnight and measurements of voltage output were made the 
following morning immediately after switching the monitor on. Voltages 
were recorded at 1 minute intervals up to 10 minutes and then at 10 
minute intervals up to an hour. 
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Figure 5: 4 
Variations in epigastrograph output with time for a constant dummy load 
with constant ambient temperature of 230C 
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Examination of figure 5: 4 shows that the epigastrograph monitor has a 
tendency to give a voltage output which drifts downwards with time. 
Fortunately, the graph appears to reach adequate convergence (less than 
lmV change over a ten minute period) within half an hour of being 
switched on, for a constant room temperature of about 230 C. This is 
considered adequate since it is low in comparison to the maximum 
voltage change (20-70mV) generally associated with the consumption of a 
600m1 water meal. 
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The drift encountered is caused by an integrated circuit incorporating 
a sinewave generator (XR-2206 monolithic function generator), which has 
a poor sinewave amplitude stability with temperature of 4800ppm/ 
0C 
(Eric Worpe, personal communication). As the equipment warms up after 
being switched on, the rise in temperature causes a drop in the current 
injection output over time. Therefore, for a given constant impedance, 
the recorded voltage will fall with time until the temperature of the 
components reaches stability. It is therefore important that the 
ambient temperature remains constant throughout the duration of a given 
study, so that base line drifting does not occur. 
5.4.2 Measurement of gastric contractions 
The ability of epigastrography to pick up contractile activity of the 
stomach, has been verified using cross-correlation and frequency 
analysis against perfused tube manometry, which had previously been 
regarded as the standard technique (Skouras 1988). Perfused tube 
manometry uses an infused capillary hydraulic system and is an invasive 
technique requiring a manometric catheter to be swallowed. It is also a 
relatively expensive piece of equipment at about £12,000 and its size 
severely limits its portability, unlike the epigastrograph. 
An epigastrograph trace contains information on gastric emptying, 
gastric contractions and respiration. In order to clearly see the 
variations in impedance caused by 
to remove the respiration signal. 
frequency (contractions 2-4cpm, 
corrupt the contractile data and 
removing the respiration signal 
method of 
gastric contractions, it is necessary 
Filtering based on the 
respiration 8-17cpm) 
therefore 
differences in 
was found to 
a computational method for 
was developed by Bazley 1986. The 
removing the respiration signal was 
any given subject will tend to expire to the 
breaths, despite significant variations 
based on the fact that 
same level on sucessive 
of the inspiration level. This 
could be seen by the increased number of fluctuations in the upper 
envelope of an unfiltered trace, compared to the lower envelope. This 
was emphasised by peaks in the upper envelope caused by coughing. An 
example of an epigastrograph trace formed from examination of the lower 
envelope of a standard epigastrograph trace produced after the 
consumption of a liquid meal is shown in figure 5: 5. 
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Figure 5: 5 
Graphs of impedance against time obtained by electrical impedance 
epigastrography (Bazley 1986). 
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The rate of observed fluctuation is generally about 3 cpm and is due to 
peristaltic waves in the distal region of the stomach. This rate is, 
however increased by the administration of drugs such as opiates and 
cholinergics and by vagotomy. Not surprisingly, the power of the 
contractions is directly related to the emptying rate (Sutton & 
McClelland 1983, Stemper & Cooke 1975). 
5.4.3 Measurement of gastric emptying 
The measurement of gastric emptying using epigastrography was first 
performed by McClelland and Sutton in 1985 and has since undergone a 
number of refinements, namely in reducing equipment drift and 
increasing the number of electrode pairs used (Pickworth 1984). The 
following subsections describe how to examine the information contained 
in a gastric emptying trace and how to select a suitable meal type. 
Alterations to the standard electrode positions are described together 
with the reasoning behind such modifications. These modifications have 
been found to be sucessful and are now being put into practise for 
epigastrograph emptying studies performed at the Gastrointestinal 
Research Unit, London Hospital. A study between the observed impedance 
deflection associated with different meal volumes is also described; 
the results from which are used to examine the validity of the accepted 
method for determining half emptying times from impedance traces. 
5.4.3.1 Ezamination of a gastric emptying profile 
The trace produced by electrical impedance epigastrography, when 
monitoring gastric emptying, is basically a record of the change in 
impedance across the abdomen with time. A typical trace is shown in 
figure 5: 6 which was obtained during a study on volume/ impedance 
correlations as described in section 5.4.3.4. Once a stable baseline 
(A) has become established there is a drop in impedance (B) as the 
volunteer moves slightly to accept the drink, immediately followed by a 
sharp rise in impedance (C) as the drink is consumed. Gulping may often 
result in a sharp peak (D), similar to that associated with taking a 
deep breath. The impedance then drops steadily (E) as the stomach 
empties until the baseline (A) is re-established and full emptying 
assumed. 
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Figure 5: 6 
A typical gastric emptying trace produced using electrical impedance 
epigastrography 
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A number of different pieces of information can be gained by 
examination of an emptying profile, such as that given by figure 5: 6. 
These are primarily the maximum impedance deflection, the half emptying 
time and the shape of the emptying curve. The maximum impedance 
deflection occurs soon after the consumption of the liquid meal and is 
taken to be the difference between the baseline impedance and the 
maximum impedance recorded. If the trace is one which contains a 
breathing signal, the deflection is measured between the minima of the 
breathing on the initial baseline and the minima of the next breath 
after the meal has been taken, neglecting any sharp gulp artifacts. The 
maximum impedance deflection for solid meals is difficult to quantify 
due to the delay present in consuming solids. 
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The half emptying time, t112, is the time taken for half of a given 
meal to leave the stomach. If impedance is linearly related to meal 
volume, then this is equivalent to the time taken for the measured 
impedance to reach half of its peak value. This has previously been 
assumed to be the case and priliminary studies on small sample sets (< 
5 people) have implied that this is indeed the case (Sutton 1987). It 
is however necessary to analyse a larger subject base to verify these 
findings. This analysis is included in the work described in section 
5.4.3.4. Problems are associated with quantifying t112 for solid meals 
due to difficulties in assigning time zero when there is a significant 
delay in meal consumption. For consistency, time zero is defined as the 
time at which injestion begins. 
The shape of the curve is also a distinct feature of a given emptying 
trace, being dependent on meal type as well as subject. Emptying of a 
liquid meal is generally exponential in form, indicating the presence 
of a relationship between gastric contents and the rate of emptying. 
This may be explained by the existence of a relationship between volume 
and gastric tone, as shown by the phenomenon of gastric relaxation, 
which occurs when a stomach is filled without outflow to the duodenum 
(Hunt & Spurrell 1951). In order to make meaningful comparisons between 
gastric emptying data, it is useful to be able to express each profile 
mathematically with standard parameters. This can be achieved by 
fitting a simple, flexible curve to the data gained from each study and 
then using the estimated curve parameters for subsequent comparisons. 
One successful method is that of power exponential fitting using least 
squares regression analysis (Elashoff et al 1982). 
5.4.3.2 Selection of a suitable meal type 
Gastric emptying may be examined by electrical impedance 
epigastrography, provided that the introduction of a meal into the 
stomach causes a significant change in impedance (>#0.52) between the 
anterior and posterior electrodes. This means that the meal 
conductivity should be carefully selected so as to maximise the 
impedance change caused by its consumption. The simplest example of a 
suitable meal is distilled water. This is because it has a very high 
resistivity and therefore should cause a measureable rise in impedance 
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when introduced in a large enough quantity into most subjects. 
Examination of the quantity required for different people is made in 
section 5.4.3.4. 
Different meal types do have an effect on gastric emptying and these 
variations are often a focus for investigations for a given subject. As 
an example, acid or fat containing meals, like pure orange juice or 
milk, cause delayed emptying. The emptying profile associated with 
different meals should, therefore, not be directly compared. It may be 
the case, that in order to notice an abnormality in emptying, a solid 
or semi solid meal is required. For example a blockage may allow the 
normal passage of liquids but restrict the emptying of bulkier 
foodstuffs. The problem associated with the assignment of time zero for 
solid meals must be appreciated and if a solid meal is not essential to 
a study it is probably best avoided. Whatever the meal type, it is 
advantageous to minimise its conductivity so as to maximise the 
impedance change recorded. 
5.4.3.3 Modification of positions of electrodes 
In order to detect an internal change in resistance, for example a low 
conductivity meal entering the stomach, it is important to locate the 
electrodes such that the region of interest lies directly between them. 
The average position of the stomach in adult males can be seen from 
figures 5: 2 and 5: 3 and it is from such references that optimum 
external electrode placements can be predicted. The first recommended 
electrode positions were given by McClelland and Sutton 1983. 
Without using ionising radiation, precise location of the stomach is 
not possible, due to anatomical variations between individuals. In 
order to minimise this problem, a second pair of sensing electrodes may 
be used. The two pairs of voltage sensing electrodes are placed above 
and below the input pair. In this way Pickworth (1984) demonstrated a 
significant increase in the likelihood of detecting the emptying 
profile of the stomach in different individuals. Figure 5: 7 shows the 
electrode positions as recommended by both McClelland and Sutton 1983 
and Pickworth 1984, where XU is the distance between the xiphisternum 
and the umbilicus. 
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Figure 5: 7 
Electrode positions as proposed by McClelland & Sutton 1983   and 
Pickworth 1984 Q 
Dorsal 
XU 
6 
xu ý 
i 
Electrode positions proposed by McClelland and Sutton 
(1983) denoted 41 and by Pickworth (1984) denoted (g). 
In a small study of 15 subjects consuming 600ml orange squash, 
Pickworth 1984 found that the half emptying times measured using the 
Y. - ý tipper voltage sensing electrode pair were 16.8 ± 8.3 minutes, whereas 
the -lower voltage sensing electrode pair gave values of 14.3 ± 8.3 
minutes. These differences were accounted for by the fact that the 
upper part of the stomach empties before the lower part. If this is 
indeed the case then a fast emptying profile may simply be the result 
of electrodes being positioned too high on the abdomen. In such a case 
an additional study using lower electrodes may be necessary. 
The position of the voltage sensing electrodes relative to the input 
electrodes is an important consideration since it greatly effects the 
sensitivity of the voltage readings. The greatest potential drop occurs 
in the near vicinity of the input electrodes, which is therefore the 
region most sensitive to changes in potential caused by the 
reorientation of the current flow lines with changing impedance. This 
effect was encountered in section 3.3.1 when potential readings were 
made on a phantom. For a current source placed on an infinite plane 
separating conducting and insulating regions, the potential drops as 
the inverse of the distance from the electrode within the conducting 
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region. This phenomenon is demonstrated by the equipotential lines 
created by diametrically opposed input electrodes on the surface of an 
electrically homogeneous cylinder as illustrated in figure 5: 8. This 
plot was produced using the program findif. f listed in appendix C. 
Figure 5: 8 
Cross-section through an electrically homogeneous cylinder showing the 
equipotential lines created by a current applied between diametrically 
opposed surface electrodes 
II 
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A 
ý 
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ELECTRODE 
This effect can be seen in practice by using a different separation, d, 
between voltage sensing electrodes and their corresponding input 
electrodes for gastric emptying studies. A 10 subject (8 male, 2 
female) study comparing two different separation values of d=6.0 cm ± 
0.5 cm and d<0.5 cm was performed. Each volunteer was healthy and 
aged between 22 and 28 years; they were relaxed in a semi-supine 
position and consumed 600ml of water through a piece of flexible 
tubing. Figure 5: 9 shows the clearest pair of gastric emptying traces 
obtained from this study (slim male aged 24 years). 
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Figure 5: 9 
Gastric emptying traces for two different voltage sensing to input 
electrode spacings, d. 
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The maximum impedance deflection was measured as described in section 
5.4.3.1 for each pair of traces on each subject. The increase in this 
measurement caused by reducing the electrode separation, d, was found 
to lie between about 5% and 110% with an average improvement of about 
30%. This indicates that for optimum sensitivity, voltage sensing and 
current input electrodes should be placed as close together as possible 
without touching. Note that superimposed on the emptying curve are both 
the breathing signal at about 15 cycles per minute and a contractile 
signal at approximately 3 cycles per minute. 
The increased sensitivity to internal impedance changes, caused by 
placing the recording electrodes as close to the input electrodes as 
possible without touching, justified changing the recommended positions 
from those previously established. The new recommendation is as 
follows: the input electrodes are situated anteriorly and posteriorly 
with the former just below the left costal margin, midway between the 
xiphisternum and the mid-auxillary line and the other positioned at the 
same level posteriorly. Two pairs of voltage sensing electrodes are 
arranged directly above and below the input electrode pair as shown in 
figure 5: 10. The actual location of the 
vary considerably between individuals, 
placement is difficult to achieve. This 
subjects, where there is a tendency for 
higher within the abdomen. Since the 
stomach within the torso may 
consequently ideal electrode 
is particularly so for obese 
the stomach to be positioned 
human stomach is positioned 
accurate positioning of the towards the front of the abdomen, 
anterior input electrode is more 
positioning. 
an 
critical than the posterior 
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Figure 5: 10 
Electrode positions on the torso 
(The input electrodes, I, are positioned midway between the 
xiphisternum and the most distal point on the costal margin. R1 and R2 
are recording electrode pairs. ) 
ANTERIOR POSTERIOR 
Even slight changes in electrode location can be expected to produce 
different impedance changes associated with the same physiological 
event. This presents a problem of reproducibility and therefore hinders 
the clinical acceptance of electrical impedance measurements (Baker 
1989) . In the case of epigastrography, even though the anatomical 
landmarks used to position the electrodes are easy to identify, it is 
difficult to assertain the significance of slight variations on any 
given study. This is because significant variations in traces can occur 
between identical consecutive studies performed on the same subject 
with the electrodes remaining attached throughout. Since this variable 
can not be quantified, it is necessary to indelibly mark the location 
of each electrode on the skin of any subject who is to undergo repeated 
studies over an extended period of time, thereby minimising changes in 
electrode positioning. 
Despite the presence of occassional problems associated with electrode 
placement for epigastrography, there is always the advantage that a 
given study can be readily repeated if a poor trace is produced. 
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5.4.4 Impedance variations with volume and anthropometric data 
5.4.4.1 Theory 
The assumption that the equation governing the relationship between 
internal volume changes and impedance deflection is linear, is central 
to impedance plethysmography techniques. The relationship between 
volume and resistance is readily evaluated in simple systems where the 
geometry is well defined, as is illustrated in the following example. 
Consider the distributions of resistivity volumes given in figure 5: 11. 
The resistance R of each volume is calculated from its resistivity, p, 
its length, 1, and the cross sectional area, A, such that R= pl/A. The 
overall resistance (between the end plates of area, A), Rtot, is 
calculated by treating the volumes as resistors in series hence R totc 
R+ 2R 
12 
Figure 5: 11 
Resistance volumes in series 
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ý 
II 
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Consider the case where 1- L/2 and 12-L/4 and the volume of the 
inner 
region is therefore LA/2. The resistances of the regions are given 
by 
R1=p1L/2A and R2=p2L/4A. and if pl- 2p2 then the overall resistance 
is 
given by Ra 3p2L/2A. Repeating this calculation for different values 
of 11 & 12 gives a resistance value related to varying volumes of 
internal resistivies since the cross sectional area remains constant. 
Figure 5: 11b shows a graph of overall resistance versus the volume of 
the central resistivity region. 
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Figure 5: 12 
Variations in the total resistance with respect to the relative volume 
of the central region shown in the previous figure 
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A similar procedure can be applied to the structure shown in figure 
5: 13, but the overall resistance is this time calculated by treating 
/c rllC: the volumes as resistors in 8eýios, hence 1/R = 1/R1+2/R2. As an 
example, consider when 11=L/2 and 12=L/4. The resistances R1and R2 are 
both given by 4px/dL and the overall resistance is therefore 4px/3dL. 
Calculations for varying values of 11& 12 result in the changes shown 
in figure 5: 14. 
Figure 5: 13 
Resistance volumes in parallel 
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Figure 5: 14 
Variations in the total resistance with respect to the relative volume 
of the central region shown in the previous figure 
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The graph representing the case of volume changes within a system of 
resistors in series is linear in nature and therefore a system of this 
nature would be expected to exhibit such a linear relationship. 
However, the graph representing volume changes within a system of 
resistors in parallel shows a non linear relationship and a system of 
this nature would also be expected to show such nonlinearity. 
In the more complex case of measuring impedances changes resulting from 
gastric emptying, it is only reasonable to assume that the system is a 
combination of series and parallel resistances. Thus the relationship 
between impedance and volume should lie somewhere between a pure series 
and a pure parallel case. It is therefore perfectly feasible that a 
near linear relationship does indeed exist between volume and impedance 
in gastric emptying studies. The following study uses the measurement 
of maximum impedance deflection for a given volume of fluid consumed to 
assess their relationship. It also examines the variation of measured 
impedance with a number of the anthropometric details obtained from the 
volunteers. 
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5.4.4.2 Method 
36 healthy volunteers (23 male & 13 female) aged between 21 and 42 were 
involved in 3 separate emptying studies designed at examining the 
maximum impedance change associated with the consumption of different 
volumes of a liquid meal. 2 male volunteers were also used to assess 
the repeatablilty of impedance deflection measurements. This involved 
making 5 studies for each of the three different volumes. 
The age distribution of the 36 volunteers was biased towards that of a 
student population since most of the subjects were recruited from the 
University of Surrey. The physical characteristics of the volunteer 
sample group are summarised in figure 5: 15. 
Figure 5: 15 
Table summarising the physical characteristics of the volunteers 
range 
mixed sex males females 
mean ± std dev 
mixed sex males females 
age (years) 21 - 42 21 - 42 21 - 32 26 ±6 28 t6 23 ±3 
height (cm) 152 - 191 156 - 191 157 - 175 171 #9 174 t 10 166 ±6 
weight (kg) 42 - 93 42 - 93 48 - 90 65 ± 12 68 ± 12 60 ± 10 
girth (cm) 65 - 100 65 - 100 61 - 80 78 ± 10 82 ±9 71 ±6 
BMI (kgm-2) 15 - 30 15 - 29 19 - 30 22 ±3 22 ±4 22 ±3 
Each subject was asked to refrain from eating for 6 hours and from 
drinking for 2 hours prior to the study and to abstain from gastric 
secretory stimulants like caffeine and nicotine. Anthropometric 
measurements (height, weight and girth) were taken and the volunteer 
was then positioned semi-supine with the six electrodes attached as in 
figure 5.10. The semi-supine position has been shown to create 
different maximum impedance deflections and emptying times than either 
sitting upright or lying down (Rainbird et al 1987) it is therefore 
important that each volunteer is positioned in the same way. 
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Electrical impedance measurements were made using the two channels of 
an epigastrograph (London Medical Electronics Ltd). Traces of impedance 
against time were produced on a standard y/t plotter. A stable baseline 
of impedance with time was allowed to become established before the 
oral administration of a liquid meal. This generally took between 5 and 
10 minutes and principally allowed the volunteer to become comfortable. 
The meal was given using a piece of flexible tubing so as to minimise 
movement of the subject during drinking. Tap water was chosen because 
it has a high impedance compared to body tissues. it is also palatable 
and generally acceptable to all volunteers. Each volunteer was given 
200m1,400ml and 600m1 of water and the corresponding emptying traces 
were recorded. The maximum impedance deflection was measured from the 
minimum of breathing on the initial baseline to the next breathing 
minimum after drinking, neglecting any sharp gulp artifacts. 
5.4.4.3 Results 
108 emptying studies were performed (3 per person) of which 95 gave a 
definite positive deflection in one or more of the channels used. Of 
the remaining 13 studies, excessive movement of the volunteer was 
responsible for 3 unreadable traces for volunteer no. l. No obvious 
impedance deflection in either channel occured for volunteers no. 2, 
no. 15,2 x no22, no 23,2 x 28 and a negative deflection in both 
channels occured for volunteers no. 14 and no. 20. One study was not 
completed since the volunteer (no 13) was unable to drink 600ml due to 
the discomfort caused by consuming large volume; incidently he was also 
found to have a very long half emptying time of 31 minutes for 400ml. A 
summary of the data collected for each volunteer is given in fig 5: 16. 
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Figure 5: 16 
Summary table of data collected for the 36 volunteers 
max impedance deflection (92) ± 0.292 
channel 1 11 channel 2 
no 
1 
2 
sex 
M 
M 
age 
(yr) 
23 
30 
height (cm) 
±0.5cm 
178.0 
167.0 
weight (kg) 
±0.5kg 
66.0 
42.0 
waist 
cm±lcm 
65 
71 
200m1 
±5m1 
0.0 
400ml 
±5m1 
2.4 
600ml 
±5m1 
4.7 
200m1 
±5m1 
0.0 
400m1 
±5m1 
0.4 
600m1 
±5m1 
1.6 
31 M1 27 1 156.0 1 42.0 1 71 1 0.6 1 1.8 1 3.2 11 0.6 1 0.8 1 1.8 
4M 21 175.0 
5 M 26 185.0 
51.0 
72.0 
74 
75 
2.4 
1.2 
6.3 
2.7 
5.3 
3.2 
0.3 
0.8 
0.8 
1.7 
1.1 
1.0 
6 M 28 173.0 67.0 76 0.0 1.5 2.0 2.1 1.3 1.7 
7 M 21 173.0 61.0 76 1.2 2.9 4.4 0.9 1.5 2.8 
8 M 33 173.0 61.0 76 1.3 1.3 3.4 0.9 0.9 3.2 
9 M 24 171.0 66.0 80 0.8 1.0 3.2 0.4 1.0 2.6 
10 M 33 186.0 80.0 81 0.7 0.5 0.9 0.4 0.7 0.4 
11 M 21 188.0 65.0 81 1.7 2.1 2.2 1.0 1.1 2.4 
12 M 41 164.0 74.0 81 0.3 0.3 0.8 0.0 0.4 1.1 
13 M 28 178.0 63.0 82 1.4 2.3 --- 0.7 2.2 
14 M 21 173.0 73.0 82 -1.0 0.9 1.9 -1.9 0.6 0.8 
15 M 22 152.0 64.0 84 0.0 1.8 2.4 0.0 1.6 1.8 
16 M 28 179.0 66.0 85 0.4 1.0 1.6 0.6 1.0 1.8 
17 M 31 165.0 61.0 87 0.4 0.2 1.9 0.5 0.8 2.0 
18 M 22 191.0 88.0 88 0.2 1.2 0.9 0.2 1.7 1.2 
19 M 26 175.0 70.0 90 0.2 0.4 2.9 0.3 0.3 1.7 
20 M 25 170.0 78.0 91 -0.5 1.0 0.9 -0.2 -0.2 1.0 
21 M 30 168.0 82.0 91 0.6 1.5 1.2 0.9 -1.3 1.2 
22 M 42 167.0 71.0 100 0.0 0.0 3.2 0.0 0.0 1.3 
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Figure 5: 16 continued 
max impedance deflection (n) 
channel 1 channel 
t 0.20 
2 
n 
sex age 
(yr) 
height(cm) 
±0.5cm 
weight(kg) 
±0.5kg 
waist 
cm±lcm 
200m1 
±5ml 
400ml 
±5m1 
600m1 
±5m1 
200m1 
±5m1 
400m1 
±5m1 
600m1 
±5ml 
23 M 31 187.0 93.0 100 0.0 0.3 0.4 0.0 0.2 0.3 
24 F 21 162.0 53.0 61 0.7 1.0 1.8 1.1 1.8 2.0 
2.8 12.7 1 5.4 1 1.5 1 2.1 1 3.3 
168.0 1 55.0 
301 F1 22 1 165.0 1 58.0 1 69 1 0.1 1 0.2 1 0.2 
311 F1 24 1 175.0 1 60.0 1 70 1 2.4 
22 1 165.0 1 56.0 1 71 1 1.2 1 2.1 1 3.6 
24 1 170.0 1 65.0 1 72 1 0.6 1 1.2 1 3.1 
21 1 160.0 1 63.0 1 78 1 0.6 1 1.9 1 1.5 
22 1 158.0 1 53.0 1 80 1 1.1 1 3.5 1 4.2 
0.0 1 0.0 1 0.0 
1.0 1 2.0 1 2.8 
0.3 1 0.7 1 1.5 
0.5 1 1.3 11.7 
24 1 173.0 1 90.0 1 80 1 0.3 1 --- 1 0.5 1 0.4 I 1.1 1 3.8 
The average standard error of ± 5m1 on the meal volume is a combined 
error resulting from inaccuracies in measuring each volume and the 
occurance of a small residual volume, caused by the difficulties in 
sucking out the last of the fluid through the tubing provided. The 
average standard error of ± 0.20 in the maximum impedance deflection is 
associated with the measurement of the deflection from each impedance 
trace. Descrepencies in exactly what measurement to make occur because 
of the overlying signals from the gastric contractions and respiration 
and because of the finite time associated with any meal consumption. 
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Relationship between impedance and volume 
In order to examine the relationship between meal volume and maximum 
impedance deflection, the recorded values are plotted out for each 
volunteer. Figure 5: 17 shows the 28 plots where both epigastrograph 
channels gave useable data for each volume of liquid consumed. The 
remaining graphs are given in figure 5: 18 from which it is still 
possible to examine the relationship although in some cases only for 
one channel or only for 2 different volumes per channel. The standard 
error associated with each graph are not depicted for reasons of 
clarity, since error bars from the pairs of data may overlap. 
The most dominant feature of figures 5: 17 and 5: 18 is that the 
impedance deflection for channel 1 is greater than that for channel 2 
throughout most of the graphs. For the 600m1 case, channel 1 gives the 
higher reading in 65% of the volunteers and in a surprisingly high 97% 
of the cases channel 1 is greater than or equal to channel 2, within 
the quoted error limits. This feature is emphasised by examining the 
average impedance change associated with each volume as shown in figure 
5: 19. Both the mean, (x) and the median values are shown, together with 
the interquartile range for each different volume. The median (value of 
the middle item of a distribution) is illustrated since it does not 
rely on the correctness of extreme items for its value. The 
interquartile range then shows where the central half of the data lies. 
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Figure 5: 17 
Graphs of impedance deflection versus meal volume where both 
epigastrograph channels gave usable results for each volume 
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Figure 5: 17 (continued) 
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Figure 5: 17 (continued) 
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Figure 5: 18 
Incomplete Graphs of Impedance Deflection vs Meal Volume 
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Figure 5: 19 
Medians and interquartile ranges for different meal volumes 
Channell 
volume (ml) 
Channel2 
volum" (ml) 
The mean, standard deviation and standard error of the mean are shown 
in figure 5: 20. The standard error of each mean, o, 
x 
is calculated from 
the standard deviation of the sample c and the sample size n as 
described in appendix A. By examination of these mean values it can be 
seen that the average impedance variations, with increasing meal volume 
for each channel is linear, within the standard error of the mean. It 
is also apparent that the mean values for channel 2 are higher for 
women than for men, implying that the channel 2 electrode positions are 
not suitable for males. This effect could be caused by the stomach 
lying more horizontally or being positioned higher in the abdomen in 
males than in females, causing the line of maximum current flow to miss 
the stomach. 
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Figure 5: 20 
The mean, x, standard deviation, a,, and standard error of the mean, a--, 
for the impedance deflections associated with differing meal volumes. 
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Relationship between impedance and anthropometric data 
To determine whether a firm relationship exists between impedance 
measured by epigastrography and various anthropmetric measurements, 
least squared linear regression analysis is applied to each set of 
data. The resulting line of best fit is described by its gradient, m 
and its intercept with the y axis, c, such that y- mx + c. The Pearson 
product-moment coefficient of correlation, r is calculated as shown in 
appendix A and the significance level, p, is stated. 
Each of the graphs produced, is taken from the data obtained using 
600m1 on channel 1. This is because channel 1, together with the larger 
volume, maximised the measured impedance deflection. Correlations are 
examined for male, female and combined sex data sets. Figure 5: 21 shows 
the peak impedance deflection versus height, figure 5: 22 shows the peak 
impedance deflection versus weight, figure 5: 23 shows the peak 
impedance deflection versus girth and figure 5: 24 shows the peak 
impedance versus body mass index (B. M. I. ). 
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Figure 5: 21 
Impedance vs height eh! 600m1 
mixed sex 
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Figure 5: 22 
Impedance vs weight channel 1 600m1 
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Figure 5: 23 
Impedance vs girth channel 1600m1 
mixed sex 
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Figure 5: 24 
Impedance vs B. M. I. channel 1.600ml 
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A summary of the correlations found between the measured impedance and 
various anthropometric parameters is given in figure 5: 25. 
Figure 5: 25 
Correlation coefficient and significance level for physical parameters 
against impedance deflection. 
correlation coefficient 
with impedance 
significance level 
h l1 
height -0.11 p>0.2 
anne c 
mixed sex weight -0.56 p<0.001 
girth -0.30 0.05 <p<0.10 
B. M. I -0.59 p<0.001 
l1 h 
height -0.25 p>0.2 
anne c 
male weight -0.79 p<0.001 
girth -0.58 0.02 <p<0.05 
B. M. I -0.72 p<0.001 
l 
height 0.16 p>0.2 
channe 1 
female weight -0.28 p>0.2 
girth -0.08 p>0.2 
B. M. I. -0.40 0.1 <p<0.2 
From this table it can be seen that a significant negative correlation 
exists for impedance against weight and impedance against body mass 
index, B. M. I. and then only for the mixed sex data and the male data. 
The reason for a good correlation in the mixed sex data is therefore 
due to the contribution from the male data (which has a larger sample 
size than the female data set). The variations between male and female 
data is probably due to the differences in their distribution of body 
composites, particularly fat. In males, but not females there is a 
tendency to preferentially lay down fat in the abdominal region where 
epigastric reading are made. 
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Repeatability of impedance measurements 
The repeatability of impedance deflection measurements on a given 
subject were assessed by repeated studies on 2 volunteers. The maximum 
impedance deflection was obtained from 5 separate studies using 200m1, 
400m1 and 600m1. The results are summarised in terms of their range, 
mean and standard deviation in figure 5: 26. 
Figure 5: 26 
Maximum impedance deflection variation with repeated studies 
Impedance deflection (0) 
range mean t std dev 
200ml 0.0 - 0.3 0.2 ± 0.1 
volunteer 1 400ml 0.2 - 0.8 0.45 t 0.25 
600m1 0.4 - 0.9 0.65 t 0.2 
200ml 0.2 - 0.5 0.3 ± 0.15 
volunteer 2 400m1 0.4 - 0.6 0.5 t 0.1 
600ml 0.7 - 0.9 0.8 t 0.1 
5.4.4.4 Discussion 
Electrode placement 
A consistent finding through the described study was that the 
positioning of the electrodes was critical to the sensitivity of the 
system to volume changes. Since channel 1 was found to have a higher 
sensitivity to volume changes than channel 2, this suggests that if a 
single channel device is used for gastric emptying studies, then the 
electrodes should be positioned as for channel 1 in figure 5: 10. When 
this result was separately analysed for men and women, it was found 
that it was the male data that influenced the difference between the 
channels. In fact, the female data showed very little variation between 
channel 1 and 2 (0.312 in means). It would therefore seem that the 
channel one positions for electrodes should be recommended for male 
subjects, whereas either channel positioning may be used on female 
subjects. 
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A possible reason for these variations between the sexes, could be the 
existence of anatomical differences of the abdomen. Variations in the 
relative position of the stomach, with respect to the anatomical 
landmarks used for electrode placement, could cause a significant 
difference in the results from each channel. 
Impedance vs volume 
The variations in impedance caused by changes in volume of a fluid meal 
were shown to be linear (to within the standard error) when the data 
was averaged over all the volunteers. However, visual inspection of the 
graphs for individual volunteers in figure 5: 17 does not immediately 
suggest that a linear relationship can be assumed between impedance and 
volume. Nevertheless, in the majority of cases there was a positive 
correlation between the volume of the meal consumed and the magnitude 
of the impedance change observed. In fact the largest meal of 600m1 
gave the greatest deflection in 87% of all studies. This result 
suggests that in order to maximise impedance deflection, as large a 
volume as is possible should be consumed. However, larger volumes were 
not used for this study because 600ml was considered to be the maximum 
volume which could be accepted by all volunteers. This presumption was 
justified by the fact that one volunteer was unable to drink as much as 
600m1. 
In a small number of cases (6 studies), the impedance deflection for 
the smaller volume or volumes was negative. This only occured in male 
subjects with a high body mass index (>24kgm 
2). This implies that the 
resistivity between the electrodes decreased despite the introduction 
of a high resistivity meal. A possible reason for this could be that 
the meal did not pass directly between the electrodes. As the stomach 
expands to accept the introduced volume, the position of surrounding 
tissues is bound to vary. These changes could result in variations 
in 
the amount of different tissues lying directly between the electrodes. 
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The fact that this effect was observed in males with a high B. M. I, 
could be because a high B. M. I. suggests a high level of body fat which, 
in males, tends to be preferentially distributed around the waist. It 
is therefore likely that the upward displacement of the stomach within 
the abdomen associated with fatter subjects may warrant higher 
electrode placement if small meal volumes are used. The effect was not 
apparent for any studies using 600m1 meal volumes, possibly because the 
larger the volume, the more likely that some of it will pass between 
the electrodes. 
Any comparative analysis involving impedance measurements from 
epigastrography will be limited by the fluctuations in results arising 
from repeated studies. The results of figure 5: 26 show that for 
repeated analysis on a given subject, the measured impedance deflection 
can be expected to vary by as much as 0.60 (0.20 to 0.80 change for 
400ml, volunteer 1). This low level of repeatability of results is 
probably caused by slight changes in posture of the subject and of the 
contact of the electrodes between studies. This finding means that 
variations of impedance with volume for individuals (as shown in 
figures 5: 17 and 5: 18) are unlikely to consistently show linearity. 
This, however does not discount the application of a linear 
relationship within a single study where the subject remains as still 
as possible. In fact, the average over 36 volunteers has shown that it 
is probably fair to assume linearity for the purpose of determining 
half emptying times. 
Impedance va anthropometric data 
Examination of figures 5: 22,5: 23, and 5: 24 shows that volunteers of 
large girth, weight or body mass index give a lower maximum impedance 
deflection than smaller volunteers. Since increasing the meal volume 
has been shown to increase the impedance deflection, this emphasises 
the importance of encouraging large subjects to drink to their maximum 
capacity. 
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One possible reason for this negative correlation is that increases in 
weight, body mass index and girth may all be associated with an 
increase in subcutaneous fat in the abdominal region. This would cause 
the region of interest ie the stomach to be positioned further in from 
the electrodes and therefore less current would flow through the 
region. This in turn would cause a reduction in the sensitivity to 
impedance changes within this region because the greatest potential 
drop occurs in the near vicinity of the electrodes. 
This still leaves the question: why is there a better correlation 
between impedance and anthropometric parameters for males than for 
females? One possible answer lies in the fundamental difference between 
the distribution of body composites by weight, in males and females. 
Women tend to have a higher proportion of fat than men and a greater 
amount of this is subcutaneous in nature. Unlike in women, excess fat 
in men is dominantly deposited around the girth. Therefore as the body 
mass index or weight of males increases, the amount of electrically 
insulating fat between abdominally placed electrodes increases. This in 
turn causes a reduction in the sensitivity of the system to internal 
impedance changes. An increase in weight and body mass index for 
females would have a similar effect but on a much smaller scale, since 
body fat is not preferentially laid down in the abdominal region. 
It would therefore seem, that the fatter the subject, the less likely 
it is that a large impedance deflection will occur. It is also likely, 
that in the extreme, an obese individual will not give a usable 
impedance trace due to a lack of impedance deflection. By extrapolation 
of line of best fit to the zero impedance level the cut off value can 
be estimated. This intersect with the x axis can be calculated from the 
coeeficients of the regression line as follows: x--y 
intercept/gradient. Using this procedure on the graphs showing a high 
correlation, the limit on male weight is 97± 3 kg, the limit on male 
girth is 108 ±4 cm, the limit on male body mass index is 32 ±3 kgm 
2 
and the limit on female body mass index is 33 ±6 kgm2. Since the 
intersections occur at quite high value, the technique can be said to 
be suitable for all but a small number of subjects. 
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5.4.4.5 Conclusion 
Results indicate that a direct relationship exists between volume of 
liquid consumed and the maximum impedance change. Taking the mean of 
all data at each volume, the relationship was found to be linear. The 
maximum impedance deflectign was found to decrease with increasing 
girth, weight and BMI in mäles and with increasing BMI in females, 
implying that an electrical impedance technique may not be suitable for 
measuring gastric filling and emptying in obese subjects. In order to 
maximise the change in the impedance signal, as large a volume of the 
liquid meal as is comfortable to drink is recommended. 
5.5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Improved positions for the electrodes used for gastric emptying studies 
using electrical impedance epigastrography were established. The new 
positions principally involved positioning the signal and voltage 
sensing electrodes as close together without touching. It was found 
that a marked increase in sensitivity to fluid consumption within a 
given subject occured compared to the previously recommended sites. 
These new sites are now used for electrical impedance studies of 
gastric emptying at the Gastro-Intestinal Research Unit, London 
Hospital. 
The recorded maximum impedance change resulting from the consumption of 
a fixed quantity of a fluid meal was found to be linearly related to 
the volume used. This finding means that epigastric impedance traces 
can be used to evaluate half emptying times since a halving in the 
recorded impedance deflection signifies a halving of the meal volume 
residing in the stomach. 
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CHAPTER 6: ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE IMAGING (EII) 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
Electrical impedance imaging (EII) is a non-invasive technique for 
determining and visually representing changes in the conductivity 
distribution within an inhomogeneous body. It was developed as a 
natural progression from impedance plethysmography (Nyboer 1970) and 
has been used to produce tomographic conductivity images of the human 
body. Previous studies using the technique have been performed on a 
number of different body sites including the stomach (Lamont et al 
1988), the lungs (Harilsk et al 1988), the head (McArdle et al 1988) and 
the breast (Jossinet 1988). 
Electrical impedance imaging is complicated by the fundamental problem 
of non-linearity, since the voltage distribution and current paths are 
functions of the unknown image. This means that established tomographic 
imaging techniques used in X-ray CT are inappropriate because they rely 
on the knowledge of the direction of X-rays through a medium. To 
determine a conductivity distribution, the problem may be separated 
into two distinct parts ie a forward problem and an inverse problem. 
The forward problem is to determine boundary or surface potential 
values for a specified conductivity distribution, when a current is 
injected across it via a pair of surface electrodes. The inverse 
problem is, as the name suggests, the inverse of this ie to determine a 
conductivity distribution from boundary potential data. 
The most common place method of imaging conductivities was developed at 
Sheffield University by Brown and Barber. Their method is essentially 
one of filtered back projections, based on the assumptions that the 
object is two dimensional with a circular boundary and a near to 
uniform conductivity distribution (Barber & Brown 1986). The imaging 
technique developed in this chapter is based on there being some a 
piori knowledge of the position of an electrical inhomogeneity within a 
homogeneous volume. This assumption is valid in cases where a change in 
conductivity can be restricted to a specific region of interest, for 
example when a low conductivity meal is introduced into the stomach. 
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The imaging method developed makes no assumption of linearity, as in 
the case of backprojections nor does it involve any matrix inversion 
routines which also rely on the assumption of linearity. 
6.2 DATA ACQUISITION 
The technique of EII is essentially a case of acquiring data and then 
reconstructing an image from that data. The basic principle behind data 
acquisition is to apply a current via a pair of surface mounted 
electrodes and to record the resulting potentials at various locations 
on the surface. In order to account for the fact that a number of 
different conductivity distributions could produce the same result, it 
is necessary to repeat the procedure for a number of different input 
electrode sites. To date, most impedance imaging systems have consisted 
of an array of input electrodes equally spaced around the periphery of 
an object. The number of possible input pairs is limited by the 
principle of superposition, ie the potential at any point is equal to 
the summation of potentials at that point by a number of distributions 
on the boundary (Moon & Spencer 1961) as illustrated in figure 6: 1. 
Figure 6: 1 
The principle of superposition 
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If current is applied between each adjacent electrode pair, in this 
case electrodes 1 and 2 and electrodes 2 and 3, then there is no 
advantage in also using the pair 1 and 3. No additional information 
can be gained from this combination since it equivalent to the addition 
of current through pair 1 and 2 and pair 2 and 3. 
The number of independent measurements is also restricted by the fact 
that reciprocity can occur between voltage sensing and current 
injection configurations such that changing the input pair to voltage 
sensing and vice versa gives no extra information. This property was 
initially described by Geselowitz 1971, with the formulation of the 
Geselowitz equation, which was later rederived by Lehr 1972. Consider 
four electrode sites A, B, C and D on the periphery of a volume of 
conductivity o' as shown in figure 6: 2. A current, 0 injected between A 
&B causes an electrical field, EOCD and the resultant potential 
difference, 
CD can 
be measured across C and D, likewise if a current, 
0 is injected between C and D then an electric field, EVIAB will be 
established and the resulting potential difference, IPAB can be measured 
between A and B. 
Figure 6: 2 
Inverting input electrode and voltage sensing electrode sites 
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Motarelli 1980, illustrated that in formulating the Geselowitz equation 
from Maxwell theory the statement for the reciprocity theorem for 
volume conductors could be established. This is given by 
EcD 
= 
EIPr+B 
=Z 
Iý Zý 
where Z is called the mutual impedance. 
The total number of independent voltage measurements which can be made 
from an array of N electrodes is consequently reduced by this property 
of reciprocity to N(N-3)/2. For a circular array of 16 electrodes this 
gives 104 independent measurements. 
In the absence of noise, the relative orientation of each input 
electrode pair is irrelevant. This implies that choosing each pair to 
be adjacent is as good a choice as any. However, in the presence of 
noise it is always important to maximise the signal obtainable during 
the data acquisition. If a conductivity change within an object is more 
likely to occur within a particular region, as is the case for gastric 
emptying studies, then it is sensible to select the relative position 
of each input pair so as to maximise the current flowing through the 
region of changing conductivity. Figure 6: 3 shows how the line of 
maximum current flow changes with the separation between each input 
electrode pair, for a homogeneous cirle. Notice that the number of 
independent measurements is halved by using diametrically opposed 
(N & N+8) input pairs. 
For the case of monitoring gastric emptying, the conductivity change 
under observation occurs within the stomach and therefore the lines of 
maximum current flow should ideally disect this region. Examination of 
the diagrams in figure 6: 3 would therefore suggest that the use of 
adjacent (N with N+1) input electrodes is inappropriate and a more 
suitable choice would be something like N& N+4 or N& N+5. 
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Figure 6: 3 
Maximum current flow lines for differing input electrode separations 
N paired with 
N+1 
N paired with 
N+3 
N paired 
with N+2 
N paired with 
N+4 
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Figure 6: 3 (continued) 
N paired with 
N+5 
N paired with 
N+6 
N paired with N paired with 
N+7 N+8 
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The sensitivity to conductivity variations is predominantly affected by 
the number of voltage sensing sites rather than the number of input 
sites. Data aquisition time is dependent on the total number of 
measurements made and it is therefore important to minimise the number 
of measurements but to allow sufficient information to be gained to 
create an acceptable image. If conductivity changes are to be imaged 
then it is necessary that each complete set of measurements is made 
before there is any appreciable conductivity change. The conductivity 
changes associated with gastric emptying are generally complete after a 
period of 10 minutes to a few hours, depending on the size and nature 
of the meal. For a 400m1 water meal emptying exponentially with a half 
emptying time, t, of 20 minutes, such that V=V0e 
(tln2/=112, 
a 
hundreth of the total observed voltage change will be observed in a 
minimum of 17 seconds or more. In this case, the data acquistion should 
be less than this value. 
Previous studies (Brown & Seagar 1987) have been based on an array of N 
electrodes, where there are a possible N-3 independent measurements for 
each input pair arrangement if voltage measurements are not taken at 
the drive electrodes. There are N possible independent input pair 
arrangements and the total number of measurements is therefore 
N(N-3)/2. For a 16 electrode array a spatial resolution of 10% of the 
array diameter has been reported for resistivity changes greater than 
1%. Such changes can be imaged at a rate of 10 per second. It should be 
possible to increase this sensitivity but maintain the rate of data 
acquisition by increasing the number of electrodes and therefore 
increasing the number of voltage sensing sites but decreasing the 
number of input configurations used such that the total number of 
measurements made remains nearly the same. 
For a three dimensional imaging system, the data could be acquired from 
three rings of electrodes, where each ring contained 16 equispaced 
electrodes. A first draft for such a system was produced in request by 
London Medical Electronics Ltd and is given in figure 6: 4. Financial 
restrictions have meant that this work has not been continued. 
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Figure 6: 4 
Data acquisition system for three dimensional impedance imaging 
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6.3 THE FORWARD PROBLEM 
The forward problem lies in essentially determining the potential 
values produced when a constant current is applied across a known 
conductivity distribution. For an applied frequency of about 50kHz, 
capacitive effects can be neglected and therefore the situation can be 
examined as if it were d. c. The problem is therefore to solve Poisson's 
equation or in its simpler form Laplace's equation. This can be tackled 
using many different techniques such as those listed below (Moon & 
Spencer 1961): 
1 Mathematical methods (i classical analysis: separation of variables 
ii function of a complex variable iii Laplace transform iv 
numerical approximation including difference approximation, 
relaxation methods, semi-iterative methods, integral equation 
methods, variational methods and Green's functions) 
2 Graphical method 
3 experimental method 
4 rubber sheet method 
The type of problem dictates which method is most appropriate. 
Difficulties arise as soon as a biological system is considered since 
the conductivity distribution within it is complex. Simplifications are 
required in order to model such a distribution and the geometrical 
coordinates should be carefully selected. If a torso, arm or leg is to 
be investigated, it would seem sensible to follow the natural geometry 
of the system and therefore use cylindrical coordinates. Assuming that 
the outer boundary of the body section in question is a perfect 
cylinder greatly simplifies the mathematics since boundary conditions 
are more easily specified. Rigorous mathematical techniques such as the 
separation of variables and Laplace transformations are only possible 
if major simplifications are assumed, such as complete homogeneity. 
Homogeneity is not a generally acceptable assumption for biological 
systems, therefore the separation of variables (Bland 1972) and Laplace 
transforms (Korn & Korn 1961) are not viable techniques. The method of 
complex variables is also unsuitable because it is only applicable to 
cylindrical fields, that is where the potential is independent of 
distance along the axis of the cylinder (Moon & Spencer 1961). 
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Graphical methods are extremely time consuming and along with the 
rubber sheet method are not really suitable for continuous 
investigations of different field distributions. The experimental 
method may be used as a comparative tool by being applied to a phantom 
arrangement, but again it is not suitable for continuous studies. The 
chosen method should enable quick and easy analysis to be made by a 
clinician and hence should be a mathematical technique. This leaves the 
method of numerical approximation which may come in several different 
forms including the finite difference method, the finite element 
Galekin method and the boundary element method. 
The method of finite differences is the simplest way of finding 
numerical solutions to elliptical equations, although its efficiency 
rapidly deteriorates as the region of interest becomes more irregular. 
Programs may be written for a specific geometry so that difference 
equations can be easily extracted. The finite element Galekin method is 
however far better suited to irregular geometries and complex boundary 
conditions. However, the extraction of element equations becomes more 
difficult as the equations become more complex. The collocation method 
is really only useful for determining the solution and its derivatives 
for Hermite polynomial basis functions. The boundary element method 
relies on the continuous dependence of the solution on the boundary 
values and it is suitable when boundaries are not excessively distorted 
(Botha & Pinder 1983). 
Solving Poisson's equation is generally more difficult than solving 
Laplace's equation and it is therefore common to find Poisson's 
equation solved by subdividing the region of interest into regions of 
uniform conductivity in which Laplace's equation holds. 
The first basic assumption to solving Laplace's equation is that a 
quasi-static condition exists. This means that the wavelength of the 
electric field within the body is large in comparison to the maximum 
dimensions of the region (Plonsey & Collin 1961). Another assumption is 
that there are no current sources or sinks within the body at the 
frequency of the applied electric field. Consequently the following 
equations apply: 
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V. J = at =0 conservation of current in the steady state 6.3i 
J- ME Ohm's law 6.3ii 
E= -V4 since stationary electric fields are conservative 6.3iii 
where J= current density, a- = conductivity, E= electric field, 0_ 
electrical potential, V= gradient operator & V. = divergence operator. 
Substituting equation 6.3iii into 6.3ii gives 
J=0, (-VO) 6.3iv 
substituting equation 6.3iv into 6.3i gives Laplace's equation which is 
an elliptic partial differential equation: 
V. c4r (-VO) =0 
V. (-oV) =0 
V(-a) . VO + (-a, )(d. VO) =o 
a(-T). yO + vZý -01 
6.3v 
0¢. 01na + oZ0 =06.3vi 
Elliptic equations generally occur in equilibrium problems such as 
this. That is where the domain is closed and the boundary conditions 
are prescribed around the entire boundary (Fenner 1975). 
6.3.1 Solving Laplace's Equation by Separation of Variables 
Laplace's equation may be rigorously solved to give the spatial 
distribution of potential for a homogeneous cylinder. The method of 
separation of variables breaks down the partial differential equations 
into ordinary differential equations and creates a complete solution 
from the individual solutions to the ordinary differential equations. 
Once a general solution is found a particular solution may be extracted 
which satisfies specific boundary conditions. Although the method of 
separation of variables has no place as a forward technique to 
electrical impedance imaging, it can be used as a comparative technique 
to methods of numerical approximation for a homogeneous. cylinder. 
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The method of separation of variables is used here to solve Laplace's 
equation Dz0 =0 in cylindrical polar coordinates as given by equation 
6.3.11 for a homogeneous cylinder with two diametrically opposed, 
surface point electrodes 
1a ra0 +19 
20 
+a20 =o 
) 
22 2 
r ar( arra6 az 
6.3. li 
By expressing the potential 4(r, O, z) as the product of the three 
quantities R(r), 9(0) and Z(z) 
equation 6.3.1i becomes 
1(A Z dR 
. r® 
Z d2R 
_+ -- -- -I + 
rl dr dr21 _ý 
such that IN (r, 0, z) - R(r)6(0)Z(z) 
1 (RZd 2B +R6d 
2Z 
=06.3.1ii 
r21 d92 dz2 
or by letting ' denote the first derivative and " the second 
derivative: 
8Z R'+ 8Z R"+ RZ 8"+ R8 Z"= 0 
2 
rr 
By dividing throughout by RBZ, this can then be rearranged to leave all 
the z dependence on the right hand side of the equation: 
R'+ R"+ E)"= -Z"- k 
rR R r2® Z 
where k is zero or positive real, thus 
"-kZ 
ri= and R"+ R'+ 8"-k 2_ 0 
R rR r2A 
multiplying throughout by r2 gives 
2 R"+ r R'+ 8"-k2r2` 0 
RR8 
Z 
6.3.1iii 
6.3. liv 
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This can be rearranged to give equations in terms of 0 only and r only: 
©''= n2 
6 
where n is positive real 
R+ R+ 2- n2 R=0 
[-k r2) r which is a modified Bessel's equation 
6.3.1v 
6.3.1vi 
The three independent equations 6.3.1iii, 6.3.1v & 6.3.1vi can be 
examined in terms of their behaviour to specific boundary conditions. 
Examination of the height dependence 
I, 2 The z dependent equation Z /Z s -k has the trigonometric solution: 
Z(z) = Akeikz + Bke-ikz 6.3.1vii 
For a cylinder of height 2c, equation 6.3. lvii should obey the 
following boundary conditions: 
azl ýo ÖZ o_+n ý 
z 
rr 
Z=±C, O 
6.3.1viii 
which means that no current flows across the upper (z=+c) or lower 
(z=-c) faces, nor does it flow across the central (z-0) plane. This is 
illustrated in figure 6: 5. 
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Figure 6: 5 
Current flow lines between point electrodes in the 60 (a) plane 
note that flow lines never cross the z=0, z= -c, zc lines drawn 
Z=+C 
Z-0 
-V 
Z=-C 
Substituting for Z from equation 6.3.1vii into equation 6.3.1viii 
gives: 
azAkeikz 
+ Bke-ikzýl 
-0 
z=±c, 0 
When z=c 
therefore 
When z- -c 
ik(Akeikc- Bke-ikc) =0 
B=Ae 
kk 
2ikc 6.3. lix 
ik(Ake-ikc_ Bkeikc) s0 
therefore B =A k a-2ikc 
6.3. lx 
k 
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Equating 6.3. lix and 6.3. lx gives 
e4ikc` 1 
hence k äx where ö= 0,1,2,3.... co 6.3. lxi 
2c 
Using equations 6.3. lix, 6.3. lx and 6.3.1xi in equation 6.3.1vii gives 
Z(z) - Aý(ei7az/2c + ei7a(1-(z/2c))l 6.3. lxii 
When z-0 
The differential of equation 6.3.1xii becomes 
A 
rirw(e0- 
ezrir 
]= 
0 
7 2c 
therefore e1rn -1 
and thus 7- 2v where v-1,2,3 Go 
substituting for 7 in equation 6.3.1xii gives: 
Z(z) - Avl eivrrz/c + eivrt(2-(z/c))l 
This can then be expressed in terms of sines and cosines : 
6.3.1xiii 
Z(z)ý Av(cos 
(výZl 
+ isin(Zý + cosl2vt[ - 
Z) + isin(2vTC - 
cZý) 
Re-expressing the cos(a-b) and sin(a-b) terms and remembering that 
sin (2trn) -0 and cos (2vic) -1 gives: 
2(z) 2 AV cost 
1 
Recalling that k- vn/c and letting 2A -G leaves the expression for the 
z dependence as: 
Z (z) " Gkcos (kz) 
where Gk is a constant 
6.3. lxiv 
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Examination of the angular dependence 
The 0 dependent equation 6.3.1v has a standard solution of 
©(6) =C einA }D e-in6 nn 
This should obey the boundary conditions 
a© 
a8 =o & äel ý*o 6=O, 6=±2 
which means that no current flows across the 0=0 
6.3.1xv 
6.3. lxvi 
(0 = i[) plane and 
that all current lines cross the 0= n/2 (e = -rz/2) plane. This is 
illustrated in fig 6: 6 
Figure 6: 6 
Current flow lines in the z=0 plane. 
No flow lines cross the 9=0(1() line but all cross the 6=n/2(-7r/2) 
n/2 
Ir 
+v 
-1c/2 
line 
V 
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When 0=0 The differential of equation 6.3. lxv becomes: 
in 
(C 
n 
e0-D 
n 
e-01 =0 
l JJJ 
therefore C=D 
nn 
When 0=n Since Cn=D the differential of equation 6.3. lxv becomes 
in 1Cn eini[- C e-innl _ý nJ 
inn -inn either C=0 or e =e n 
this can be expressed in terms of sines and cosines 
cos (nn) + isin(na) = cos(-nü) + isin(-nII) 
6.3. lxvii 
for the imaginary part of this equation to be true, n must be an 
integer. Expressing equation 6.3.1xvii, in terms of sines and cosines 
gives: 
D(A) =C (cos(nO) + isin(nO)+ cos(-nO) + isin(-nO)] n 
6.3.1xviii 
since cos(n8) = cos(-nO) and sin(n9) = -sin(-nO) and letting E= 2C 
equation 6.3. lxviii becomes: 
0(8) =E cos(nO) 6.3. lxix n 
where n=1,2,3..... to and E is a constant. n 
When 0-± v/2 Substituting equation 6.3. lxix into equation 6.3.1xvi 
gives 
a (E cosnA) I 
n_ 
ae 6=±n/2 
; tU 
-n E sin(n(±n/2)) *0 n 
thus n*0, En *0 and sin(n(±ir/2)) * 0. For the last of these to hold 
true, n must be an odd integer. The 9 dependent solution is 
consequently: 
19(9) - Encos(n8) 
where n=1,3,5 00 
6.3. lxx 
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Examination of the radial dependence 
Recall the modified Bessel equation iv. This has the general solution: 
R(r) ýFI (k r) +HK (kr) nn 
6.3. lxxi 
where In (kr) and Kn (kr) are the nth order modified Bessel functions of 
the first and second kind respectively. F and H are constants. Figure 
6: 7 shows how the zeroth and first order terms behave (Abramowitz & 
Stegun 1968). 
Figure 6: 7 
Zeroth and first order modified Bessel functions 
2.4f-, , 
; (kr) 
123 kr 
Examination of the K0 and K1 curves shows that there is a logarithmic 
singularity at kr - 0. This implies that the solution can only be 
expressed in terms of I and therefore H-0. Equation 6.3.1xix 
consequently becomes: 
R(r) ýF I (kr) 6.3. lxxii 
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Combining of the separate solutions 
So far there are three separate equations 6.3. lxx, 6.3.1$vii ä 
6.3.1xiv for the r, 6 &z dependencies respectively. Since ¢(r, 6, z) 
R(r)e(e)Z(z), the complete solution can be expressed as the product of 
the individual solutions, hence: 
0 (r, 6, z) s Gk cos (kz) En Cos (n6) Fn, kn 
(kr) 
where Gk, En & Fn k are constant coefficients 
k- vn/c 
v-0,1,2,3 ..... OD 
n-1,3,5..... m 
The three coefficients can be combined such that L-GEF 
n, v 
To account for the infinite number of n and v values, the general 
solution is best expressed as two infinite summations, where e' implies 
that n is only ever an odd integer. 
CD' GD 
0 (r, A, z) - Lný v 
In 
lvzJ 
cos (ne) cos 
(vnz 
-c c 
n=1 v=0 
This expression can be separated into two parts such that: 
0- P1 (v*0) + P2 (t-0) 
where 
and 
Co' 00 
P1 fin, 
v 
In 
lvcr) 
cos (n9) cos 
ýzý 
n=1 v=1 
000 
ne1 
P2 -LI ("r) cos (n9) cos ("Z n, o nlc lc 
V- 
6.3. lxxiii 
6.3. lxxiv 
6.3. lxxv 
To determine the coefficients L and L n, o 
it is necessary to apply 
n, v 
boundary conditions by considering any discontinuities ie the 
electrodes. These are positioned as illustrated in figure 6: 8 where a 
cylinder radius ;d- electrode width ;s- electrode height 
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Figure 6: 8 
Electrode positioning 
Z--o 
8=0 
\_ 
The electrodes are positioned such that : 
+dd V -s zs at current source n- 6= -n+ 2a :5 2a 22 
V at current sink _dds 2e - 
6ý 2ä ý 2- Z2 
As shown in section 6.3 (equation 6.3iv) the current density is given 
by: 
J- -v VO 
where whereVm - 80 r+1 00 6+e0 z 
är r TO az 
and where 0 is given by equation 6.3. lxxiii 
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hence 
Considering the 
ý 
vc In ( vc rI cosn6 cos 
ývC Z 
co' w 
8A _Z 
ZLn, 
vn 
(vCr) 
-nsinnA cos 
vCz 
n=lv=O 
oo' 00 
a0 
_Z 
ZLný 
v 
In 
(vi[rl 
cosnO 
cý sin 
(vcz 
n=1v=0 
Jl 
case when r=a, the radial component of the current 
density J. r is zero away from the electrodes since no current flows 
across the boundaries except via a source or sink. The area of each 
electrode is an equipotential and therefore 84/a9 and 80/az are zero 
ao^ 
hence J= -ma r on the electrodes. This gives the Neumann type boundary 
condition when r=a as follows: 
Ja. r =- Sao =0 away from the electrodes 
Ja. r =-o, 
ß- 
*0 on the electrodes 
Calculating this radial component 
W, Co 
n cc 
6.3. lxxvi (!::!!: )co8nOco3I! ) 
Ja - oý Lvvc 
lv=0 
Equation 6.3. lxxvi can be considered in two parts ie when v*O and when 
V=O. 
co, oo ýo" 
cosnA -'TZ 
EL., 
vvc In 
(výrral 
cosnAcos 
ývrzzl 
- 'TZ Ln, ovc 
Sý vCa) 
n=1v=1 nil 
Letting 
M -avn L I'( vrra / c) n, vi c n, v n 
this simplifies to 
V-0 
6.3. lxxvii 
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00 /m 00. 
Ja"r =Z 
ýM 
ncosnA cos(vZ) +Z 
Mn, 
ocosn6 cos(ve 
nz 
N 
=1v=1 
,v 
n=1 
( 
v=0 
6.3. lxxviii 
This is similar to a double Fourier cosine series (Spiegel 1974) which 
takes the form: 
ao' 00 00' 
Ja .r 
-Z 
ZB 
n, vcosn9 
cos 
lvwzl 
+ 2z Bn, ocosn9 ý 
n=1v=1 n=1 
and 
1[ C4 
1 
Bn 
v ncf J(Jaz) cos(n9) 
cos(vzl d9 dz 
00 
6.3. lxxix 
6.3.1xxx 
On the surface ie when r-a the term Jr is zero off the electrodes 
a 
therefore the integration limits become those representing the 
electrode areas. The term J .r 
is the only component at the electrode 
a 
since radial and height variations in potential are zero, therefore it 
can be expressed in terms of the current I which flows through the 
electrode areas. The total current flowing through an electrode is 
given by: 
I-fJ. dA 
area - 
For a uniform current distribution through the electrode 
ýI 
J. r - sd 
Substituting this into equation 6.3. lxxx gives the following equation, 
where by convention the positive sign denotes an outward direction from 
the cylinder surface: 
/a s/2 
L( 
Pilz) 
a s/2 
(l 
Bn, 
ve sd 
cosnO cos Zd8 dz + sd 
cosn9 cos 1 
mz 
l d9 dz 
00 ir-d 0 
2a 
6.3. lxxxi 
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looking at each 0 and z dependent term of equation 6.3. lxxix, 
individually: 
& 
d-/2a 
cosn9 
0 
It 
cosnO 
a 
d9 =n sin 
(2ä) 
2a I 
sin 
(nd) 
for even n 
& 
s/2 r 
d9 
n 
sin(nd) for odd n 
Jý cos 
ýýzl 
dz=vn sin 
ý2csl 
0 
therefore since n is an odd integer: 
4I1 nd c ("f, 11 11 ((nd c ((yns Bn, 
v nc sd n sin 2a vt[ sin c)+ sd n 
sin 12a) vn sin 12c 
Bg 
n, v 
and 
81 
sin 
Ind) 
sin(vns 
7[2 nvds 
2aJ g2c 
_ 
41 (nd 
Bn, 0 lcndc sin 2a 
6.3. lxxxii 
6.3. lxxxiii 
Comparing equation 6.3. lxxviii with equations 6.3. lxxvix gives: 
M=B when v*0 n, v n, v 
and 
from equation 6.3.1xxvii 
when v*O 
when v=0 
B 
Mn 
o= 2'E 
when v=0 
L= 
n, v 
n, v- a"vn In (vna/c) 
Ln, 
o 2o"vw In (v7ca/c) 
-MC n, v 
avn I' (vi[a/c) 
n 
-BC n, v 
- BnýO c 
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Substituting in for Bn, 
v and 
Bn, 
0from equations 6.3. lxxxii and 
6.3. lxxxiii into the above gives: 
when v*0 
-A [ý 7 Riniridl winlmsl L "'-'-'"(2aJ^ 2cJ 
n'v ý--ý 
when P-0 
ol v2n3n ds In vca 
L -2 ci sinls 
-^-ý l1 ýVý_ 
V E2A dc InýCaý 
6.3. lxxxiv 
v-0 6.3. lxxxv 
substituting these expressions for L 
n, v 
and L 
n, o 
into equations 
6.3. lxxiv and 6.3. lxxv: 
Co' 
cosn6 cos 
(Z) 
6.3.1xxxvi 
& 
00 
P2 R 
CDF 
n-1 
-2 cI sin 
ý2at 
In rI cosn6 
T' 
cv irZn dc In 
[Viral 
v-0 6.3. lxxxvii 
P2 can be calculated as v tends to zero, by considering the less clumsy 
determination of In(y)/I'(x) as both x and y tend to zero. By use of a 
standard recurrence formula: 
X (y) 
I' (x) 
n 
i 
In (y) 
1 (x) +1 
n+1 
xn (x) 
For a fixed value of n as x(or y) -4 0 (Abramowitz & Stegun 1968) 
W 
S (x) ý2 i(n+l) 
since r(n+1) - n! for n-0,1,2,3... 
nl C 
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since x= 
vca 
and y= 
vur 
the expression above becomes: 
n (y) 
ý 
I' (x) (x/2) n+l n (x2) 
n 
n (n+1) !+xn! 
(vnr 
In 
c 
In 
rvnal (vna/2c) n (vita/2c) 
+ nc 
(vna/2c) n 
tJ( n+1) n! trna n! 
cancelling terms gives: 
rn ýv ° r) Znvca} an(v2x 2a2+ 2c2n(n+1)) 
as v-0 v2 can be neglected hence 
rn 2cay it (n+1) 
IncJ 
(vnrl 
r V'R 
I 
In 
(! 7a) 
(y/2 )n 
n! 
(yirr/2c)n 
n! 
n-1 
anc 
6.3. lxxxviii 
Thus, by substituting equation xxxviii into xxxvii P2 becomes: 
P2 = 
00 1 
n=1 
-2 r"I sinl2aý cosnO 
an-lit n2d c a, 6.3. lxxxix 
Altogether the expression for the potential is therefore given by the 
sum of P1 from equation 6.3. lxxxvi and P2 from 6.3. lxxxix: 
ni c 
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If point electrodes are considered , then as s -* 0 and d -3 0 the 
equation for the potential becomes: 
The voltage drop between the two electrodes can be calculated as 
follows: 
AV = 0(a, 'rr, 0) - 0(a, 0,0) 
substituting these electrode coordinates into equation 6.3.1xxiii 
gives. 
co' Co Co' Co 
AV =Z 
ZLn, 
v 
I. 
(val 
cosn7C cosO -E LLn, v In (wcra) cos0 cos0 n=1 vv=0 J n=1v=0 
co' Co 
LV= -2Z 
ZLn, 
vn 
(vca 
n=1 v=0 
The resistance of the entire cylinder can be calculated from Rs EV/I, 
hence 
co' w 
vaa R= -2 
Z ZLn, 
V 
In (c) 
na1 v=0 
I 
Splitting this equation into its v=0 and v*O components gives R=Rl+R2 
where 
and 
n=1 
ao' Co 
vaa Rl - -2ý"' ) 
ZLn, 
L, 
In 
n=1 v-1 
I 
wo 
R2 = -2Z Ln, o In ývcal 
6.3. lxxxxi 
6.3. lxxxxii 
I 
V-0 
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substituting in for L 
n, v 
from equation 6.3. lxxxiv into 6.3. lxxxxi 
gives: 
w' 
R1 = 2 
vn i'(vaa/c) n 
6.3. lxxxxiii 
Substituting in for Ln 
o 
from equation 6.3. lxxxv into 6.3. lxxxxii 
gives: 
00 
16c 
7sin 2a 
sin 
2cs In(vna/c) 
R2 = 
v=0 6.3. lxxxxiv 
This term can be evaluated by examining the equation as v tends to 
zero. This is shown by examining the determination of I (x)/I'(x) as x 
nn 
4 0. By the use of a standard recurrence formula: 
In (x) 1 (x) 
rn (x) n+1 (x) +xn (x) 
For a fixed value of n, as x0 (Abramowitz & Stegun 1968) 
I (x) - 
since r(n+l) a n! for n=0,1,2,3... 
I (x) 
2 
ý 
r(n+1) 
(x/2)n 
n! 
n4-l n 
I' (x) (x/2).. "- n (x/2)-- 
n (n+1j !+xn! 
9x 
2x (n+1) 
x2 + 2n (n+1) 
as x is small x2 can be neglected hence: 
In (x)x 
x- 
I' (x) n 
n 
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1" 
In this case we have x= vna/c therefore 
6.3.1xxxxv 
In (tTra) ý I' (viia 
n-- 
c 
4 vita 
nc 
Substituting equation 6.3. lxxxxv into 6.3. lxxxxvi gives 
m' 
R2 
4a \1 (nd) 
o°rrdc I -2 sin Il2al( 
n=1 
n 
Altogether the expression for R becomes the 
6.3. lxxxxiii and 6.3. lxxxxvi: 
co' 
6.3. lxxxxvi 
sum of equations 
w' 
2a 2c n+ 4a 1 
sin 
(na) 
v2n I' (v7[a/c) o7[dc n2 2a 
c; nlndlc,., IV7C3ý 
n n=1 
6.3.1xxxxvii 
To express equation 6.3. lxxxx in terms of AV instead of II can be 
replaced by AV/R where R is given by equation 6.3.1xxxxvii. 
The Fortran programme sofv. f listed in appendix B uses this equation to 
evaluate the potential distribution within a homogeneous cylinder with 
a fixed geometry and prespecified electrode sizes and positions. Care 
is required in the determination of In (x) since a recurrence relation 
is used to calculate each I (x) from two known or assumed values. If a 
n 
recurrence formula is employed in the forward sense ie I_(x) I_ (x) 2(n-11 I& it-. Z 
-`x 00 ý' In-1 (x) (where the initial values I0(x) and I1 (x) are obtained 
from the NAG library routines S18AEF and S18AFF respectively), then 
large errors become apparent once n>x. This is caused by the unwanted 
presence of a small multiple of the Bessel function of the second kind, 
K (x), which increases exponentially with n (as previously illustrated n 
in figure 6.1) while I (x) decreases. Once n becomes greater than x, 
the 
n(x) presence 
dominates and consequently swamps the nI 
(x) value. 
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To overcome this dramatic escalation of errors the recurrence relation 
is used in the reverse sense ie I (x) -2 
(n+l) In+l (x) 
+ In+2 (x) . The x 
initial conditions are assumed to be Inmax-1 (x) =0 and Inmas(x) =I 
where nmax is a suitably large value. Each In (x) obtained is 
essentially the true value multiplied by a constant. The constant (for 
a fixed value of x) is easily determined by comparing one of calculated 
values with its known value, for example 11(x) from the NAG routine 
S18AFF. The procedure can be assessed for accuracy by comparative 
analysis against tabulated data for specific x and n values (Abramowitz 
& Stegun 1968). 
The values of nmax and vmax represent infinity and are therefore taken 
to be large enough to allow convergence of the summations to at least 3 
significant figures. The convergence of points positioned close to the 
electrodes is generally slower than the convergence at points 
positioned futher away. To overcome the increased rate of convergence 
in the vicinity of the electrodes, the source term irregularities would 
need to be considered separately. This would complicate the 
mathematical treatment of the problem since Laplace's equation would 
then need to be solved throughout the volume with sources and sinks 
treated as additional terms. This more complex analysis was not 
considered necessary, since the potential result is only required at a 
small number of points, which can be chosen to lie sufficiently away 
from the electrodes to allow complete convergence. The potential value 
at six points within the cylinder are outputted from the programme 
sofv. f, for comparison with the potential found using the finite 
difference technique next described. These comparisons are made in 
section 6.3.3. 
i 
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6.3.2 The Finite Difference Method 
The finite difference method is a finite point set approximation 
implemented by substituting differential equations by difference 
equations. Consequently a naturally smooth potential variation is 
replaced by a collection of discrete values at the nodes of a regular 
mesh superimposed over the region of interest (Moon & Spencer 1961). 
Each node is initially assigned a potential and then the potential at a 
central node is equated to the average of the potentials of the 
surrounding points. The final result is independent of these initial 
assumed values although the closer they are to the true potentials the 
more rapid the convergence. A sequence of iterative steps is employed 
such that in each step the estimated potential value is modified until 
convergence is achieved. This modification process is called 
relaxation. 
Since the finite differences are only suitable for regular geometries, 
the shape of the region must be carefully selected. If the human torso 
is under consideration a model similar to that shown in figure 6: 9 may 
be used in the analysis since it is a simplistic representation of the 
true geometry being modelled. 
Figure 6: 9 
Segmentation of a cylinder 
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The structure is cylindrical and could therefore be suitable for other 
parts of the human body such as arms and legs. Each element within the 
cylinder is a segment defined by the same coordinate system for the 
sake of simplicity. Previous modelling using finite differences was 
performed by Clifford in 1983 on a two dimensional rectangular 
geometry. The shape of the mesh subregions for a cylindrical polar 
system can be found by using the Jacobian which transforms a cube from 
rectangular coordinates (volume öxbyöz) into cylindrical polar 
coordinates (volume rör5G6z). 
This elemental shape is repeated throughout the cylinder. Each element 
is assumed to be homogeneous and it is also assumed that all boundaries 
are suitably represented by the superimposed grid. It is presupposed 
that the continuity equations are applicable across all internal 
boundaries and that Laplace's equation hold everywhere. The potential 
function at a node is denoted by 0(r, 0, z). Each specific grid point is 
surrounded by eight cylindrical segments: a, b, c, d, e, f, g and h. These 
are illustrated in figure 6: 10. 
Figure 6: 10 
Expanded view of the eight subregions associated with a specific node 
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where 0o -0 (r, 6, z) 
0s0 (r-ör, e, z) r- 
oe-` m(r, 6-öe, z) 
Or+- 0(r+6r, 6, z) 
Oe+` 0 (r, e+5e, z) 
0- 0cr, e, Z-(3z) Z- 
mz+- o(r, 6, z+öz) 
r+az/2, e-45e/2. z+az/2 
T 
c- 
Pz+Öz/2, e+ae/2, z+az/2 
ýds ýr-az/2, e+ae/2, z+az/z 
u 
ei 
0, 
r-8r/2,6-66/2, z-8z/2 
ir 
fs r+6r/2,6-45ei2,: -6Z/2 
4r 
9s 
Pr+ar/2, e+ae/2. z-az/2 
C- 
hi 
0- 
r-ar/2,6+ae/2, z-8z/2 
Since there are seven points from 0o to 0Z+, this can be referred to as 
a seven point molecular system. Recall equation 6.3v and apply it to 
each element: 
Vo + -(r , 
V2ý = 
ý 
Since each element is considered to be homogeneous, each 0' , 
is a 
constant. The gradient of a constant is zero and thus the equation 
reduces to: 
ciV20.0 
In cylindrical polar coordinates, this is given by: 
Q8r 
2ý +l 820 + 
82o o 
ir 8r 8r r2 8A2 8z2 
s 
6.3.21 
Integrating equation 6.3.2i over the elemental volume and summing for 
each of the eight subregions gives: 
h 
(( °* iJ JJ °2m (r, e. Z) 
i-a V 
and va - 0'z-43z/2, e-ae/2, z+az/2 
0 rdrdAdz - 
6.3.2ii 
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Application of Gauss' divergence theorem (Green's theorem in space) to 
the integral part of equation 6.3.2ii gives: 
6.3.2iii 
Where S is the closed surface boundary of the volume V and n is the 
ý positive (outward drawn) normal to S. VO. a is the directional 
derivative of 0 in the direction U. In cylindrical polar coordinates VO 
is given by: 
r+1aýe+LO Z 8r r ae az 
6.3.2iv 
Expressing equation 6.3.2ii in terms of 6.3.2iii & 6.3.2iv gives: 
r 18ý 8 8ý zl^ (8r + 
r86 
+ öz 1. 
p ds -0 
_-a 
jjfv. vý dV e ffVO . ýds -0 
VS 
6.3v 
There are three basic surface types, ds, corresponding to the elemental 
volume, each of which has a normal, 0 associated with it, such that: 
when n-±; for c ds - (r-ör/2) d9dz/4 
a, d, eih 
for a b, c, fig 
ds - (r+ör/2)d8dz/4 
when a ±B 
when s t; for aa, d, esh 
ds = drdz/4 
ds 
for Q ds 
b, c, f&g 
These are illustrated in figure 6: 11 
a 
(r_. E)drd6/4 
(r4J 
drdB/4 s 
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Figure 6: 11 
Three surface types and their associated normals 
A A 
0 
ý 
Equation 6.3.2v can be solved by considering each i value in turn for 
the three plane types. Certain terms are automatically zero due to the 
dot product term: 
r. r =±1 r. 6 =0r. z =0 
6.6 =±1 6. r =06. z =0 
z. z - ±1 z. r -0z. 8 - 0 
Working around the region a4h for equation 6.3.2v gives equation 
6.3.2vi where each of the eight i terms from equation 6.3.2v contain 3 
terms associated with the three plane types. 
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z+az/2 9 z+az/2 r9r 
01 a _80I(r-Sr/2)d9dz 
+ 
11 
-1LOI 
drdz 
+ eoi (r-8r/9)drd9 + ör 
O(r-Ör/2,9, z) rae m(r, 9-S9/2, z) 
öz 
0 (r, 9, z+Öz/2) 
z 9-89/2 z r-ör/2 9-89/2 r-8r/2 
z+Sz/2 6 z+Sz/2 r+Sr/2 0 r+Sr/2 
ff ö0l(r+Sr/2)d6dz +f f-1ä¢I drdz + 8ýI (r+Sr/4)drd6 + Pb 
JJ är 0(r+Sr/2,6, z) JJ r86 0 (r, 6-S6/2, z) jj 
az 
¢(r, e, z+Sz/2) 
z 6-56/2 zr 6-56/2 r 
z+6z/2 e+6e/2 z+az/2 r+ar/2 e+6e/2 r+ör/2 
80l(r+ör/2)dedz 
+f 
1801 drdz +II 
a0l (r+ör/4)drde + P° Br 
0(r+ör/2, e, z) JJ rae 0(r, e+6e/2, z) 
az 
0(r, e, z+6z/2) 
zezrer 
z+Sz/2 e+6e/2 z+6z/2 r e+Se/2 r 
O. _öýl(r-Sr/2)dedz + 
1äo1 drdz +ff 
8ýI (r-6r/9)drde + 
dJJ är 0(r-Sr/2, e, z) JJ räe 0(r, e+Se/2, z) JJ ez 0(r, e, z+Sz/2) 
zez r-Sr/2 B r-Sr/2 
z6zre= 
P[1 _8OI(r-Sr/2)d6dz + 180I 
drdz 
+ 
I_aol. (r-ör/4)drd0 
e 8r )JJ r86 ýe-Se/2, z) JJ 8z (r, e, z-Sz/2) 
z-Sz/2 8-Se/2 z-Sz/2 r-Sr/2 e-86/2 r-Sr/2 
zez r+Sr/2 6 r+Sr/2 
11 80I(r+8r/2)d6dz 
+ 
-18ýI 
drdz 
_8¢I 
(r+Sr/4)drde 
f 8r O(r+8r/2,6, z) r8e 0 (r, 6-Se/2, z)+ 
8z 
0 (r, 6, z-Sz/2) 
+ 
z-Sz/2 6-3e/2 z-8z/2 r e-. b0/2 r 
0.80'ý(r+r/2,8, 
z) 
(r+6r/2)dedz 
+J 18m1 
drdz + _8ýI 
(r+Sr/4)drde + 
g er r8e ý(r, 6+Se/2, z) 
8z 
ý(r, e, z-Sz/2) 
z-6z/2 e z-Sz/2 rer 
z 6+8e/2 zr e+6e/2 r 
8ýjL(r-ör/2, 
O, z) 
r-Sr/2)d6dz + 180I 
drdz + _eýl 
(r-6r/4)drd6 
_0 Ph 
f J- ii 
8r r86 o(r, 6+6e/2, z) 
8z 
¢(r, 6, z-Sz/2) 
z-6z/2 0 z-Sz/2 r-3r/2 e r-6r/2 
6.3.2vi 
z 6+86/2 z r+6r/2 6+86/2 r+6r/2 
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The sign variations seen within equation 6.3.2vi occur because the 
normal to each surface considered may point into (-ve) or out of (+ve) 
the volume. In order to compress equation 6.3.2vi to a more manageable 
size, a finite difference approximation is employed. Essentially this 
implies that a differential equation is replaced by a difference 
equation. The new equation can then be satisfied at a certain discrete 
set of points by direct algebraic methods with the expectation that the 
solution of the simulated problem will simulate the solution of the 
true problem at those points. Consider initially a first order 
approximation ie 
aol m(r±ar, 6, z) - O(r, 6, z) 6.3.2vii 
ar ý(r±ar/2,6, z) ar 
and likewise for e0 and do 
äe äz 
The definite integrals of equation 6.3xi can be calculated as follows: 
ze 22 
jII/( ör dedz - 80 ör) (192-01) (z -z) 6.3.2viii z1e ar I r+2 
) 
Tr 
(z±2) 
21 
1 
2- r 
zr 
2 
1 60 drdz - 60 [ln(r2)-ln(rl)] (z2-zl) 6.3.2ix 
_J r 
ö6 To 
I1 
6r 2 
rf 
ao(rtörýdrd8 = aý 
ef 
aZ 9 äZ 
ýý 
± rZ9ar] _ ri [, r2 ± rl9ar)1 (eZ-el) 6.9.2x ( 
(2 
The logarithmic terms in equation 6.3.2ix can be expanded out as 
follows: 
ln(r) - ln(r-8r/2) - ln(r/(r-8r/2)) 
- -lnrl-(2z), 
ör 
1 
2r 
az 
2r 
art 
+ 
ar3 
+ 
3r2 4r3 1 
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Likewise: ln(r+ör/2)-ln(r) - ln((r+ör/2)/r) 
ý In ri+ ( örl 1 
IL Il 2 rJ J 
i 
ör(1 dr 
+ 
ör2 
- 
ör3 
+ 2r 
2r 3r2 4r3 
". ". " 
For conductivity cells b, c, f and g, equation 6.3.2x is calculated using 
rZ- r+Sr/2 and rl-r giving 
ý'0 
(r+Sr/2)SrS6/4. For conductivity cells 
a, d, e and h equation 6.3.2x is calculated using r2-r and rl-r-Sr/2 
giving 
-gZ 
(r-Sr/2)6r66/4. 
Substituting equations 6.3.2vii, 6.3.2viii, 6.3.2ix and 6.3.2x into 
equation 6.3.2vi and multiplying throughout by 4 gives: 
ýa (r-arl ýr=ýo aeaZ + 
ýe=mo 
l2J Sr so 
ý r+ar ý=+'oo aeaZ b(2) Sr 
oýL(r+arl ýr+oo aeaZ + (l 2J ar 
ý r-ar 
ýr=ýo 
aeaz d(2) 
Sr + 
ý r-ar 
mr=ýo 
aeaz ý(2) ar + 
P ýr+ýo aeaz ar + = [(r+, b-r) 
a ,g 
ýz+o 
45196z + s(2) ar 
aeaZ °( FOX-) Sr + 
se 
te+ýo 
ae 
ae 
me-Oo 
ae 
Oe-Oo 
ae 
Lei{l'o 
ae 
ýe+ýo 
ö6 
Sr 
+ 
Sr2+ 8r3+ Sr4 
r 2r2 3r3 4r4 
ar 
_ 
Sr2+ ar3 8r4 
r 2r2 3r3 4r4 
or 
_ 
Sr2+ 6r 3- dr4 
r 2r2 3r3 4r4 
ar ar2+ ar3+ ar4 
r 2r2 3r3 4r 
Sr drZ dr3 8r4 
-+-+-1-- r 2r2 3r3 4r4 
Sr drZ ör3 Sr4 
---+--- r 2r2 3r3 4r4 
Ar ar2 ar3 45r4 ---+--- 
r 2r2 3r3 4r 
Ar 8r2 ör3 ör4 
r-ör1 örSA + aZ 
(2+ 
Z 
+ a+ýo 
(r+2r)arae1+ 
+ 
ýzäZo (r+2r)arael 
+ 
+ 
özo (r-2rlarael+ 
+ özo 
rr-2rlarael+ 
+ 
ýzaz0 
ýr-2rlarael+ 
+ 
L. 
Szo 
(r+2r)arael+ 
+ özo 
(r-2rlSrSe1- 
0 
(J6. 
J3xi 
Z 
Z 
Z 
z 
+=+ --- + -- _IÖz r 2r2 3r3 4r4 
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Considering up to Sr2 terms and rearranging gives: 
Or- 
aeaz(r-br (O'a+Cd+OC+Oh) + ýo- 
ör 1 2, 
IlAr Ar 2 
)+ 
ae 11r+ 2r2 
J (o6 (01a+0, 
e)+00, 
( V'd + a, h 
or; 668z (r+örl (0'b+O'c+C' f+Q )+ g ör l 2-) 
Ar Ar 
2 
ý- -2 I (0e_ (Qb+O'f)+0 0+ 
(O' + O' 
9)) 2r 
+ aäz6llr-ö21 (o (o +a )+ý (o +o- + (r+8ý1 l¢ (ý +oý )+o (Q. ý )))/ 
J z- eh z+ adlJ z- fg z+ bc 
seal r-Sr ax 2 
(01 
a+0, d+0, e+0, h) 
öz 
ör ör2 
Ö9 2r2 
(Pe+GetPd+ýh) 
+Od) t äSer(2Zl (Oe+0ht0- 
+ aeaz rr+ar) iC, b+o*c+°ýf+oý i+ ar 2g 
ar 
_ 
ör2 
(Q +Q +o +c ) 
r 2r2 bfcg 
+ (r+örý (O'f+0'ý +O'C) 6.3.2xii 
l2 J 
To check the correctness of equation 6.3.2xii, it is possible to 
directly determine a similar equation for the case of electrical 
homogeneity. This can then be compared to equation 6.3.2xii where 
Pa-Ir 
bRPc-CI d-Ce-O'f"'C'g MC h as given 
by equation 6.3.2xiii: 
0 AAAL ~r- aeaz r-ar + we- araz + wz+ aeaz r+ar + we+ araz +v: _ rarae ýo' 
(3r 2 rae ar 
( 
2) rae aZ 
+ 
Oz+ 
r6rö8 / zraeaz + 26röz + 2röröe 
oz az ra8 az 
6.3.2xiii 
First, recall that Laplace's equation in cylindrical polar coordinates 
is given by: 
820 
, 18o -1 
82,0 
1 
820 
-o 
8r2 r8r r2862 8z2 
6.3.2xiv 
Established formula for finite differences are shown below (Fox 1947), 
where an is the nth central difference. 
hm° - aö -1 öö +1 65 
6 30 
h20 
- 
a2 1 a4 +1 S6 - ... . 00 12 0 90 ° 
T_T--T 
6.3.2xv 
6.3.2xvi 
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By substituting for ' and from equations 6.3.2xvi and 6.3.2xvi into 
6.3.2xiv and considering up to fourth order terms only gives: 
- 
löq 
`o 
1 62 - -ld4 +1 d1 - 
lö3 +1 a2 - 
4)+_L(62 
(dr) 2r 12 r) rdr 
(r6r, 
r2d62 
(6 
12 8öz2 z 12 z, 
6.3.2xvii 
The central differences are defined as follows, where ö" is the nth 
central difference: 
45 
n0(x) 
- n. (x-(nh/2)) 6.3.2xviii 
where AO(x) - O(x+h) - O(x) 6.3.2xix 
and it (x) - A(Ln-1O(x)) 6.3.2xx 
This gives the following expressions for ö1O(x), . 
20(x), 83q$ (x) and 
4 ö O(x), where h is the mesh interval: 
6 1O(x) - 1/2 (0(x+h) - O(x-h) ) 
2 Ocx) - O(x+h) + O(x-n) - 20(x) 
3 ö ¢(x) - O(x+(3h/2)) - 30(x+(h/2)) + 30(x-(h/2)) - O(x-(3h/2)) 
4 d O(x) - O(x+2h) - 40(x+h) + 60(x) - 40(x-h) + O(x-2h) 
Substituting the first and second order expressions into equation 
6.3.2xvii gives: 
Sr2 (O(r+Sr)+¢(r-dr) + 21är (O(r+8r)-O(r-6r)) + 21 2 
(O(6+Se)+0(6-56)) 
1r 
66 
+ 
_Z2 
(O(z+6z)+O(z-Sz)) - 20o(ä12 + 21 2+ 6Z2) -A -06.3.2xxi 
r 6e iii 
where A- az/c12ar2> + ai3 /6rar + ae/l12r2aA2) + a=/c12az2) 6.3.2xxii 
Multiplying throughout eqn 6.3.2xxi by rdrd8dz and rearranging gives: 
0o s aäaz ((r+ar/2)0(r+6r)+(r-3r/2)0(r-6r)) + aaeZ (m(A+aA)+ý(A-aA)) + 
äZaecmcz+az)+m(2-az)) 
-nraraeaz/2(aa6az + 
za6z 
+ aZrael 6.3.2xxiii 
The lower order terms of equation 6.3.2xxiii are the same as equation 
6.3.2xiii and therefore equation 6.3.2xiii is assumed to be correct. 
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Higher Order Differences 
In order to make more efficient use of computing time there is a great 
advantage in using a coarse netting. A correction can then be applied 
to reduce the error due to the true differential equation being 
replaced by finite difference equations. There are two major correction 
techniques: i) the extrapolation scheme of Richardson and ii) the 
higher order difference procedure of Fox. 
Method i) considers the potential 0 at each grid position for three 
different mesh sizes. Extrapolation towards a zero mesh size is then 
used to give a more accurate potential value for each point. 
Method ii) uses a coarse net and produces highly accurate results 
obtained in terms of central differences 61. This method is preferable 
due to its easy incorporation into the existing program. Using 
established formulae for finite differences (Fox 1947), equation 
6.3.2vii becomes 
80 Ia0 (r±dr, e, z) -0 (r, e, z) + 
O(dr) 
± är dr 6r 
where O(ör) represents differences of higher orders ie 
315 0i(Sr) + 6 Or 30 or_ """' 
Recalling the equations 6.3.2xviii, 6.3.2xix and 6.3.2xx for central 
difference the term 830 may be given by: 
a"m(x) -A 
°m(x-(nh/2)) 6.3.2xiia 
where Go (x) -0 (x+h) - m(x) 6.3.2xiib 
and 16 
"m (x) ., (, °-lm (x) )6.3.2xiic 
. 
'. a3O(x) - O(x+(3h/2)) - 30(x+(h/2)) + 30(x-(h/2)) - O(x-(3h/2)) 
ý ie a rOr-ar/2 Or+ar- 345 
r+ 
30 
r-ar- 
Or-2ar 
46 
30r+er/2 
- 0r+26r- 30r+6r + 30 r- 
0r-er 
and likewise for 6306-66/2' 630e+6e/2' 630z-ez/2 i 6302+6z/2 
Considering only up to this third order term gives the following 
expression in the same way as Ist orders gave equation 6.3.2vii: 
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o'aI(r-(Sr/2))(or-Sr-oO+ 
6(or+Sr-30 
0+30 r-Sr-or-28r))306z/Sr 
+ 
(0 
-ý + 
(ý 
-3m +3ý -) 
)a az (1+ ar 
+ 
ar2 
+ar3) 
B-SA 0 6(00+39 0 0-6e08-26e r SA 2r 3r 4r 
_ 
1( +3 
11 arse (r-arl j +m z+az-ý0 60z+2az-30 z+az 
ý0-ýz-az az l2 JJ 
+ Qb1(r+(6r/2))roz+Sr-ýo 6(ýr+2Sr-30 r+Sr+30 0-or-SrIJS6Sz/ar 
I araZ ai2 _ar3 + f6_86o+ f oe+ae-30o+30e-ae-oe-2se))r aeýl- 
ar2r + 3r2 9r3) 
+ _ 
40. ör86 r+ör (mz+Sz-ý0 
+2dz-30z+Sz+30o_ýz-dz)) 432 
(2) 
+Q 
r(r+(ör/2))(or-, 
ör-00- 
i(0 
-30 +30 -0 JlaeaZ/ar e6 r+2Sz z+ör 0 z-öz 1 
1 Grazlf ar 8r2 ar3II 
+o 
6(m62a6-3ý6+a6+3¢o-m8-a6))r a6(1- 2r 
+ 
3r2 -4r3) 
l+ 
z+z00 
ýz+2z-3ýz+az300-0z-zJ)6r6(r+rl 
z2 
)+ 
v 
r(r-(ar/2))(ý 
-0 +¢ -30 +30 IIS6Sz/ar r-ar 0 6( r+ar 0 r-ar r-2ar 
+l+ 
rt +r(ý6+56mo 
(0e*2oe_30e+e+30o*e&eJJ1 
2r 3r 9r 
) 
_ý 
arae =-a= + 
(z+az-mo fz+26e- 
3 0z+az+30o-ýz-az)) az 
(2) 
+ Qer(r-(dr/2))I0r-Sr-0 0+ 
1r+6r3O+3r_ör#r_2&r )) 80az/6r 
1 Sraz Sr ar2 ar3 
+ 
(e_&eo+ 
6(me+ae-30o+30e-ae-oe-zae))r 450(1+ 2r 
+ sr-2 +ar3 
+ 
( arae r-ar 0 
z-öz-0 o+ 
i 
6(mz+Sz-30 o+30 z-öz-mz-2öz), öz (2) 
+ cf[(r+(8r/2)) 
(or+6r-oo 
6(46r+2Sr-30 r+6r+30 o-or-6r))SASz/Sr 
araz ar ar2 _ar3 + (0e-ae-ýo+ 6I( 06+ae-30o+306-ae-o8-2a6, 
)r 
8e(1 2r + 3r2 9r3) 
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1 +0 
z-az-00+ 6(Oz+3z_300+302-82-oz-213z) 
) (=+a= 
2 )l 
+ Qgr(r+(dr/2))Iýr+dr-ý0 6(0z+2dr-30r+dz+30o-0r-dr))d9dz/dr 
+ 
+ 
1 SrSz Sr r2 
_Sr3 
(8+66O 1e+28e_3o+&e+3*o_e_8oJjr 
S9 
(1- 
2r +3 
Sr2 
4r3) 
+1 +30 arse r+ör 
(, 
Oz 
-Öz_ý0 6(ßz+öz-3ý0 z-dzýýz-2öz, 
) 
öz 
(2) 
+ QhI(r-(ar/2))(Oz-az-mo+ 6(or+az-30o+30r-az-0=-zar))aeaz/ar 
+o 
e+60 
SrBz 
1Sr + r2 
fe+6e-. 
o- 6( 6+286 6+ö6 -d6))r S6( 2r 3r 4r 
) 
1 drd9 r-Sr + mz-Sz-mo+ 
6ýýz+Sz-3ýo+3ýz-Sz-ýz-2dz)) dz 
(2 11 
ý0 
6.3.2xxiv 
Rearranging equation 6.3.2xxiv gives an expression for the central 
potential which has two distinct parts, namely the first order 
expression as given by equation 6.3.2xii summed with a higher order 
expression. Note that the denominator is the same as that for the first 
order expression. 
0o s equation 6.3.2xii + 
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6.3.2xxv 
This equation is used in the subroutine HIGHER in the programme 
findif. f listed in appendix C. The potential data from this programme 
is validated against two other techniques in the following section. A 
solution is obtained by initially using the first order difference 
solution in a relaxation method, if the differences are converging 
then the difference corrections are calculated and entered as new 
residuals to be relaxed in turn (Fox 1947). Several different 
relaxation techniques are available, namely Jacobi (simultaneous) 
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relaxation and Gauss-Seidel (sucessive) relaxation. Jacobi relaxation 
calculates a modified array of potentials by replacing each 
nodal potential simultaneously. Gauss-Seidel relaxation performs 
modifications to each nodal potential in an arbritrary order and uses 
the updated values in the each successive calculation. Since the 
Gauss-Seidel method is the quicker, this was chosen to be the method of 
relaxation employed in the programme findif. f listed in appendix C. 
6.3.3 Potential values 
The potential values obtained by the finite difference technique can be 
assessed by comparative analysis with values obtained using the 
separation of variables, SofV, technique. First it is sensible to 
examine whether the SofV technique is providing sensible data by 
comparing results with those found using a physical phantom of section 
3.3.1. The table in figure 6.12 shows the potential values obtained 
from SofV and from the phantom. The location of each position is 
consistent with the coordinate system shown in figure 3: 5 of section 
3.3.1. The error of the separation of variables technique is considered 
negligible with respect to the error of the phantom at points away from 
the electrodes. 
Figur. 6: 12 
Comparison between potentials obtained using finite differences, 
separation of variables and a physical phantom 
potential value in V (50v to -50V total potential drop) 
position finite difference separation of variable physical phantom 
(1,0,0) -2.71 -2.66 -3.0 
i 0.8 
(1,0,3) -2.40 -2.44 -3.1 
± 1.0 
(1,1,1) -2.39 -2.38 -2.8 ± 0.6 
(2,3,3) -1.70 -1.66 -1.8 
t 0.9 
(4,0,3) -9.72 -9.59 -12.7 
t 3.2 
(2,2,2) -3.38 -3.29 -3.8 
± 0.7 
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Since each of the separation of variables values lies within the 
recording error of the phantom values, it is fair to assume that the 
analysis is correct. This data can therefore be used to assess the 
correctness of the finite difference method. The potential values from 
the finite difference method are not expected to be as accurate as 
those from the separation of variables method, due to the finite size 
of the mesh used. It should however be possible to establish the 
accuracy by comparing points away from the electrodes. Such a 
comparison shows that the finite difference procedure, incorporating a 
higher order difference correction is accurate to within about 2% of 
the true value (by separation of variables). 
The resulting potential values, obtained by finite differences can be 
plotted out in the r, 9 or r, z plane at a specified height or angle 
respectively. Data in the form x, y, 4$ can be plotted by using the 
package easyplot available on the HP-Central, University of Surrey 
through the route /user/cuo/cuolad/daves/easyplot. An example of an r, z 
plot was used in section 5.4.3.3. (figure 5: 8) and an r, 8 plot taken at 
the mid-height of the drive electrodes is shown in figure 6: 13. 
As expected, most of the potential drop occurs in the near vicinity of 
the electrodes. This implies that a system which monitors changes in 
surface potential will be more sensitive to conductivity changes within 
a region if that region lies close to one of the input electrodes. As 
pointed out in section 6.2, if a system has a limited number of drive 
electrode pairs, it is important that the position of each pair is 
carefully considered so as to maximise the signal obtainable (in the 
presence of noise). This is possible by positioning the electrodes such 
that the region of interest is expected to lie directly between each 
input electrode pair and as close to one of the pair as possible. 
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Figure 6: 13 
r, O plot of equipotentials in a homogeneous cylinder 
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6.4 THE INVERSE PROBLEM 
The inverse problem is to determine the conductivity distribution of a 
body, based on boundary potential data produced by applying a current 
across the body. This problem cannot be simply approached by applying 
the same techniques already used in x-ray tomography, since the problem 
is non-linear. This means that the potential distribution and current 
paths are functions of the unknown conductivity distribution. To date, 
the methods designed to tackle the inverse problem have been based on 
assumptions of linearity and/or have involved long iterative procedures 
for continuous updating of the solution. Such methods include filtered 
back-projections (Barber & Brown 1986) and the modified Newton Raphson 
method (Yorkey et al 1986). 
6.4.1 Inversion by matching 
In order to produce a technique which makes no assumption of linearity 
and contains no long, time consuming iterative inversion procedures, 
some a priori knowledge of the image is required. The method proposed 
here, is based on matching a set of recorded boundary potential 
distributions against a number of precalculated distributions, by least 
squared analysis. Potential data is calculated by running the forward 
analysis on a large number of possible conductivity distributions. 
Although this is obviously time consuming, this data can be produced in 
advance of any study and stored as a type of reference table. This 
technique therefore has the advantage that the bulk of the 
computational analysis can be performed prior to any study. Where a 
circular, cylindrical geometry is assumed for all subjects, this 
computation need only be performed once and archived for use in future 
studies. If another geometry is assumed, as discussed in section 6.4.2, 
then this forward computation may be performed prior to each individual 
study, based on the knowledge of a couple of anthropometric parameters. 
In theory, if the boundary potentials associated with each possible 
conductivity arrangement are calculated, then it should be possible to 
make a good estimate of a conductivity distribution, based on measured 
boundary potential data. If the expected conductivity change can be 
restricted to a specified region, then it should only be necessary to 
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consider conductivity variations within that region. In the case of 
gastric filling and emptying, the region of conductivity change is the 
stomach. Although there is bound to be a certain degree of anatomical 
variations between individuals, it is not unreasonable to define a 
volume in which the stomach will lie. It would, for example, be 
extremely unlikely for the stomach to be positioned within the right 
posterior quadrant of the abdomen. 
It is possible for more than one conductivity distribution to produce 
the same surface potential readings, thus a given set of boundary 
potential data is not necessarily unique. This indeterminancy may be 
minimised by applying a sequence of linearly independent current 
injection configurations and measuring each of the corresponding 
surface potential distributions (Wexler et al 1985). In order to 
maximise the change in surface potentials associated with a 
conductivity change within the stomach, the drive electrodes should be 
positioned such that the stomach lies between them. If the position of 
the stomach is assumed to be centered within the left anterior quadrant 
of the abdomen then a set of suitable drive electrode sites are those 
shown in figure 6: 13. 
Figure 6: 13 
Sites for current driving electrode pairs 
8 
0,32 
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Although only 4 different input configurations are chosen, the number 
of voltage sensing sites can still be high. Reducing the total number 
of acquisitions made, acts to decrease the data acquisition time and 
having a large number of voltage sensing sites increases spatial 
resolution. The system consists of 3 rings of 16 electrodes, each of 
which is used for voltage sensing, but only the central ring positions 
depicted by figure 6: 13 are used for current input. 
A series of possible conductivity distributions can be given by g1 to 
gn, each of which will produce an array, a1 to an corresponding to the 
different surface potentials created for each current input geometry. 
This can be expressed as follows: 
for i=1 to n, ai =f Q1 
where f is the non-linear function which maps each conductivity 
distribution, g onto each set of boudary potentials, a. In this case, f 
is effectively the finite difference procedure. If an array 
corresponding to the different measured surface potentials for each 
input geometry is denoted by v, then it is possible to predict which 
conductivity distribution, g is most likely to have produced the 
measured values, hence it not necessary to calculate an inverted form 
of the mapping, f. 
if vmi ai, then vaf gi 
This could be achieved by least squared regression analysis, ie the 
value of I g' could be selected such that it minimises the sum of the 
squares of the differences between the boundary potential values 
obtained by measurement and by the finite element model. Since the 
arrays, alto a are created by repeated forward analysis from the 
conductivity distributions, gl to gn respectively, this is the time 
consuming part of the analysis. However, this analysis need only be 
performed once and the values of the 'a' arrays stored for later use. 
These arrays can then be called upon each time a set of potential 
readings is supplied. 
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A large number of conductivity distributions can be used for the 
forward analysis, since time is not a critical factor at this stage of 
the imaging process. If gastric emptying is to be imaged, the simplest 
form for the conductivity distributions to take, is that of a low 
conductivity region (the stomach contents) within a region of higher 
conductivity (the abdomen). This model only requires the use of 2 
conductivities, namely that of the introduced meal and that of the 
abdomen. At an applied frequency of 30-50kHz, the resistivity of a 
water meal is about 2.5kCcm and the resistivity of the abdomen is about 
a tenth of this value. Since the exterior of the abdomen is surrounded 
by air, the conductivity outside of the cylindrical volume can be 
considered to be infinite with respect to the interior. It is therefore 
only necessary to consider the relative conductivities of internal 
regions. 
The programme shapes. f listed in appendix D, matches a set of boundary 
potential data with potentials obtained from a small number of 
predefined, simple conductivity distributions. It determines which 
distribution is most likely to have caused the boundary potential data 
by least squared analysis and then outputs this conductivity 
distribution in a format which can be used to produce a visual image. 
Images can be displayed as lateral or transverse sections through the 
abdomen, at a specified height or angle. Images are produced such that 
each pixel is assigned a grey scale, where a high conductivity is 
represented by white and a low conductivity by black. A total of 10 
grey scales can be produced, such that the conductivity linearly 
relates to the colour density. 
Images in the r, z plane can be produced by running the programme 
image. c (appendix G) on the data output from the programme shapes. f 
(appendix D) and then using the command: nplot -lp filename (available 
on Zaphod, Physics Department). The programme image. c is compiled by 
using: cc image. c -lphy. The resulting image can then be scaled up, 
without smoothing by using scaleim -b filename. Two examples of lateral 
images produced in this way are illustrated in figure 6: 14. All images 
were produced with assistance from P. W. Harris, Surrey Medical Imaging 
Systems, Guildford. 
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Figure 6: 14 
Lateral images of a number of conductivity distributions 
Imaging in the r, e plane, is complicated by the fact that each pixel 
takes the form of part of a segment of a circle. This problem was 
overcome by considering the picture as overlying pie charts of 
decreasing radius. Each pie chart was sectioned into 32 equal elements 
and the appropriate grey scale assigned to each element. This procedure 
can be used to produce an image on a VGA screen by running the 
programme pye4. c (listed in appendix E). To obtain a hard copy of such 
an image, the format of the data was changed to contain carriage 
returns by the programme pyer. c (appendix F) and an image created by 
applying the programme image. c (appendix G). 
The images produced by viewing a transverse section at the height of 
the central ring of electrodes, for a number of possible conductivity 
distribution are shown in figure 6: 15. 
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Figure 6: 15 
Transverse images of a number of conductivity distributions 
27J 
Figure 6: 15 (continued) 
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Figure 6: 15 (continued) 
L, _ 1 
The method of matching relies on a sound forward analysis on each 
assigned conductivity distribution. For this reason, the finite 
difference method was critically assessed in section 6.3.3 against the 
rigourous methematical technique of separation of variables. An 
accuracy of within 2% was found for the course network system defined. 
This possible deviation from the true solution is almost certainly 
within the errors associated with incorrect placement of surface 
electrodes. There is however, a further possible reason for the 
computated potentials not giving a true representation of measured 
potentials. The problem lies with approximating the abdomen to a 
circular cylinder and a possible improvement to this model is 
investigated in the following section. 
6.4.2 Body geometry adjustments - further work 
Boundary potential data is sensitive to the shape of the volume under 
investigation and it is dependent on the accurate placement of the 
electrodes on its surface. It is therefore important that the 
mathematics used to create boundary potential data are base on a volume 
shape similar to that of the subject being measured. The forward 
analysis using finite differences, described in section 6.3.2, is based 
on the abdominal region having circular, cylindrical geometry. 
Examination of a typical abdominal cross section would suggest that the 
region is more elliptical in nature, with more rotund subjects having a 
greater eccentricity. The use of a cylindrical ellipse could enable a 
more accurate representation of individual subjects, based on 2 simple 
measurements ie the circumference or girth and the diameter or width of 
waist as shown in figure 6: 15. 
Such an ellipse is given by the following equation, where a and b are 
the semi-major axes: 
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x+Y=1 
a2 b2 
The circumference, c of this ellipse is given by the following equation 
(Tennent 1971): 
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c= 2n (a2+ bZ) 
2 
The values of a and b can therefore be calculated from the measured 
variables, 2a and c, thereby allowing the specific ellipse of an 
individual to be defined. 
Figure 6: 15 
Elliptic representation of a human abdominal cross section 
posterior 
An alternative shape for representing an abdominal cross section may be 
given by the following equation, where kl and k2 are constants (Dawids 
et al 1988) : 
r- kl + k2(1+cos9) 
The shape formed by this equation is given in figure 6: 16 
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Figure 6: 16 
Shape representing a human abdominal cross section 
Although this shape appears to be a good representation of an abdominal 
cross section, its ability to consider anatomical measurements taken 
directly from a subject, is severally limited. This is because the 
constants, kl and k2, cannot be simply derived from easily measured 
parameters such as a and b since: 
d=a2b=k1+k2 
It would therefore be more appropriate to use the elliptical 
representation rather than this more complex shape. 
If an approximate geometry for a given subject can be determined, then 
this geometry can be used in the forward analysis. The potential 
distributions obtained by calculation from predefined conductivity 
distributions, should then more closly mimic those obtained through 
direct measurement. 
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6.5 Discussion & Conclusions 
Electrical impedance imaging is a non-invasive technique for producing 
conductivity images which can be used in the analysis of gastric 
emptying. A new method of determining changes of internal conductivity 
distributions located in the stomach, has been proposed in this 
chapter. Forward analysis is performed by finite differences on a 
number of probable conductivity distributions and then the inversion is 
achieved by 'matching'. The forward analysis is performed on a large 
number of possible conductivity distributions to produce a set of 
boundary potential reference data. Actual boundary potential 
measurements can then be compared against this reference data to 
determine, by least squared analysis, which distribution it most 
closely matches. The conductivity distribution which produced this data 
is then selected for visual representation as an image. 
Provided that adaquate conductivity distributions are considered for 
forward analysis and the forward analysis is sufficiently accurate, the 
technique of matching should provide a fast means of electrical 
impedance imaging without requiring any assumptions of linearity. The 
technique may be improved upon by adapting the forward analysis to 
consider the variations in abdominal shapes between individuals. The 
proposed geometry for this modification, is elliptical since it is easy 
to define the ellipse for each subject, based on 2 simple 
anthropometric measurements. 
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CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS 
The work contained in this thesis, has been centered around the 
examination of 3 different possible medical applications of electrical 
impedance measurements. These were; the estimation of whole body fat by 
bioimpedance analysis (chapter 4), the monitoring of gastric motility 
by electrical impedance epigastrography (chapter 5) and the 
visualisation of conductivity changes associated with gastric emptying 
by electrical impedance imaging (chapter 6). Since each of these 
techniques involved electrical measurements on human subjects, a brief 
introduction to the electrical properties of biological tissues was 
made in chapter 2, emphasising the importance of the choice of 
frequency (z30-lOOkHz). The general tetrapolar impedance measurement 
procedure employed in each of the techniques was explained in chapter 3 
and attention was drawn to the issue of safety. 
Techniques based on measuring the changes in electrical impedance of 
all or part of the human body, have a number of properties advantageous 
to their employment. Firstly and perhaps most importantly, they are 
non-invasive, since they only require the placement of surface 
electrodes and the injection of a low amplitude, 30-50kHz current. 
There is no use of ionising radiations and no discomfort associated 
with the measurements, therefore studies may be readily repeated. 
Results are available almost instantaneously, and costing compares 
favourably with other techniques. 
In chapter 4, the two new techniques of bioimpedance analysis and near 
infra-red interactance, used for assessing body fatness were examined 
against the standard skinfold technique. A study using 128 volunteers 
was used to compare the performances of each of these techniques. It 
was found that although the commonly used height2/(whole body 
impedance) parameter is most suitable for mixed sex and male data, the 
new parameter of (sum of segments) 
2/(whole body impedance) was found to 
be a better index for compositional determination. Results also 
suggested that NIRI was a more favourable technique than BIA since it 
is the easiest to implement and compares well with the chosen reference 
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method. NIRI was also found to have a good repeatability and low 
operator dependence, suggesting that it is a practical technique for 
untrained operators. 
In chapter 5, the method of electrical impedance epigastrography, which 
is still in its infancy, was examined. Improved positions for the 
electrodes used for gastric emptying studies were established and a 
marked increase in sensitivity to fluid consumption within a given 
subject was observed, compared to the previously recommended sites. 
These new sites, based on placing the voltage sensing electrodes very 
close to the current driving electrodes, have already been implemented 
for epigastric impedance emptying studies in the Gastro-Intestinal 
Research Unit of the Royal London Hospital. Average data, obtained from 
36 healthy volunteers, showed variations in impedance to be linearly 
related to the volume of a fluid meal, therefore the meal volume should 
be maximised in order to maximise the impedance deflection observed. It 
was also found that the magnitude of the impedance deflection was 
negatively correlated with weight, body mass index and girth. 
Although, electrical impedance epigastrography is an effective research 
tool for obtaining information on gastric emptying, the results take 
the form of a graphical representation of emptying rather than a 
spatially specific image. In many cases this representation is 
sufficient, although not necessarily preferred amongst clinicians. 
However, there are certain studies which may require spatial 
information of conductivity changes, for example, confirming the 
presence and location of a blockage. The technique of electrical 
impedance imaging, can then be used to provide tomographic images of 
conductivity distributions within the abdomen. In chapter 6, a new 
method of producing electrical impedance images is proposed. The 
technique uses least squared analysis to match recorded boundary 
potential data against a set of boundary potential data obtained by 
applying finite difference analysis to a number of possible 
conductivity distributions. This work is in its elementary stages and 
further studies could possible be directed at investigations with true 
boundary potential data and by modifying the forward analysis to allow 
for differing body shapes. 
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Together with electrical impedance imaging, bioimpedance analysis and 
electrical impedance epigatrography should act to provide information 
useful to the clinician without the use of ionising radiations. This is 
particularly important where repeated studies are necessary, since 
radiation doses must be controlled. This is particularly the case when 
the response to different treatments is to be assessed. 
It would therefore seem that electrical impedance measurements in 
medicine have found several new, valid applications and it now remains 
to be seen whether these techniques, which are at the research stage of 
development, will fill their appropriate clinical niches. 
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APPENDIX A 
Statistics 
A number of statistical techniques are implemented in chapters 4 and 5 
to analyse sets of data obtained from sample populations. The applied 
methods can be found in published statistical text, but for ease of 
reference the equations used are given in this appendix. The symbols 
used throughout this appendix are: 
n= sample size 
N= number of pairs 
xi and yi values of variable pairs 
a' = standard deviation 
x= mean 
- the standard error of the mean it 
r= Pearson's product moment correlation coefficients 
t=t value for 2-tailed student t test 
p= confidence level 
v= degrees of freedom 
mean: the arithmetic mean of a sample is effectively the value each 
item in the distribution would have if all the values were shared out 
equally amongst all the items. Its value is given by: 
EX/Il 
standard deviation: for a sample population the standard deviation from 
the mean is calculated using the non-biased or n-1 method by the 
following equation. 
Ts 
I /nE(x2)-(Ex)2 
ý/ n (n-1) n cn-li 
standard error of the mean: 95% of the means of all samples lie within 
2 standard errors of the true mean of a population. 
c 
Y- 
ýR 
17 
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Pearson's product moment correlation cofficient: this is a measure of 
the closeness of a relationship between 2 variables. Its value may 
range from -1 to +1 where -1 implies a perfect negative correlation, 0 
implies no correlation and +1 implies a perfect positive correlation. 
The closer r is to +1 or -1, the closer the relationship between the 
variables. 
r= 
(N Exiyi )- (Exi ) (Eyi ) 
(N Exi - (Exi )2) 
1/2 (N Eyi - (Eyi) 
2) 112 
Confidence level: The confidence levels for correlations can be 
determined by looking up the associated in t value in tables for 2 
tailed t tests, where the degrees of freedom, v= N-2 and t is given 
by: 
t= 
j /r2 (N-2) 
ý// 1-r2 
Standard error of the mean difference: 
SE- - 
1-r2 
2 
0' 
n 
Standard error of the 2P either side of the mean difference: 
SE- z -- d±2Q /n 
a In 
p 
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APPENDIX B 
Programme sofv. f 
Analytic technique of Separation OF Variables to solve Laplace's 
equation in cylindrical polar coordinates 
This program can be run by using sofv where the compilation was 
performed using f77 -o sofv sofv. f -lnag 
DEFINITION OF VARIABLES 
*********************** 
V =1,2,3... VMAX 
N =1,3,5... NMAX 
R =radial value 
TH =angular value 
2 height value measured from the central plane 
C =half height of cylinder 
A =radius of cylinder 
D =width of electrodes 
S =height of electrodes 
VOLT =voltage between the input electrodes 
LOCAL SCALARS 
************* 
REAL*8 
* 
* 
INTEGER*4 
PARAMETER 
LOCAL ARRAYS 
************ 
REAL*8 
* 
* 
PI, VOLT, D, S, N1, N2, N3, N4, AI, RES, NN, VV, CC, AA 
, POT1, POT2, P1, P2, RR, THTH, ZZ, PII, PO, POTO 
, NISTEP, N2STEP, N3STEP, N4STEP 
V, N, TH, VMAX, NMAX, IFAIL, R, A, C, Z, SUB 
(VMAX=229, NMAX=151, SUB=20, A=5, C=3, VOLT=100. OD0) 
I(VMAX, O: NMAX), IDASH(VMAX, O: NMAX), 
IR(VMAX, O: NMAX), FACTOR(VMAX), 
POT(O: C, 0: 16,0: A), POTNEG(O: C, 0: 16,0: A) 
EXTERNAL ICALC, RCALC, IRCALC, FILES 
INTRINSIC DCOS, DSIN, DATAN, dble 
COMMON/ ILARGE/ I, IDASH, IR/PLARGE/POT, POTNEG 
*/NLARGE/N1, N2, N3, N4 
AA=dble(A) 
PI=4. OD0*DATAN(1. OD0) 
D=PI*AA/8. OD0 
S=1. OD0 
CC--dble (C) 
MAIN PROGRAM 
************ 
set IFAIL as a hard fail 
IFAIL-0 
initialising arrays to zero 
DO 20 N-0, NMAX 
DO 10 V-1, VMAX 
I(V, N)=O. ODO 
IDASH(V, N)-O. ODO 
IR (V, N) =0. ODO 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
OPEN(3, FILE='file3') 
OPEN(4, FILE='file4') 
OPEN(5, FILE='file5') 
OPEN(6, FILE='SOFVPOINT. FILE') 
CALL ICALC (AA, CC, PI, NMAX, VMAX, IFAIL, IDASH, I, FACTOR) 
CALL RCALC (RES, AA, CC, P I, NMAX, VMAX, D, S, IDASH, I, SUB) 
DO 2000 R-1, A 
RR=dble(R) 
CALL IRCALC(AA, CC, PI, NMAX, VMAX, IFAIL, IR, RB, FACTOR) 
OPEN(7, FILE='file7') 
OPEN(8, FILE='file8') 
OPEN(9, FILE='file9') 
DO 1500 TH=0,16 
THTH=dble(TH) 
DO 1000 Z=0, C 
ZZ=dble(Z) 
initialising values to zero 
POTO=0. OD0 
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148 
149 
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155 200 
156 201 
157 
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160 
POT2=0. OD0 
summing for the potentials with N and V 
N3STEP=THTH*PI/4. OD0 
N3=-THTH*PI/B. OD0 
N2STEP=D/AA 
N2=-D/(2. ODO*AA) 
DO 200 N=1, NMAX-SUB, 2 
NN=dble(N) 
N3=N3+N3STEP 
IF(N3. GT. PI)THEN 
N3=N3-(2. ODO*PI) 
ENDIF 
N2=N2+N2STEP 
IF(N2. GT. PI)THEN 
N2=N2-(2. ODO*PI) 
ENDIF 
Pll=DSIN(N2)*DCOS(N3)/NN 
NISTEP=PI*S/(2. OD0*CC) 
N1=O. ODO 
N4STEP=PI*ZZ/CC 
N4-0. OD0 
POT1-O. ODO 
DO 100 V=1, VMAX 
VV=dble (V) 
N1=N1+NISTEP 
IF(N1. GT. PI)THEN 
N1=N1-(2. OD0*PI) 
ENDIF 
N4-N4+N4STEP 
IF(N4. GT. PI)THEN 
N4-N4-(2. OD0*PI) 
ENDIF 
P1=IR(V, N)*DSIN(N1)*DCOS(N4)/(IDASH(V, N)* 
(VV**2. OD0)) 
IF(R. EQ. 5. AND. TH. EQ. 1. AND. Z. EQ. 1)THEN 
IF(N. EQ. NMAX-SUB)THEN 
WRITE (3, *) V, P1 
write (3, *) IR (V, N) 
write (3, *) IDASH (V, N) 
write (3, *) MIN (Nl) 
write(3, *)DCOS(N4) 
write (3, *)' 
ENDIF 
IF(V. EQ. VMAX)THEN 
WRITE (4, *) N, P1 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
P1-POT1+P1 
POT1-P1 
IF(R. EQ. 5. AND. TH. EQ. O. AND. Z. EQ. O)THEN 
IF(N. EQ. NMAX-SUB)THEN 
WRITE (7, *) V, POT1 
ENDIF 
IF(V. EQ. VMAX)THEN 
WRITE (8, *) N, POT1 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
PO-P11*POT1 
PO-POTO+PO 
POTO-PO 
A1-(RR/AA)**(NN-1. OD0) 
P2- (DSIN(N2)* 
DCOS(N3)*RR*A1)/(NN*NN) 
IF(R. EQ. 5. AND. TH. EQ. O. AND. Z. EQ. 1)THEN 
WRITE(5, *)N, P2 
ENDIF 
P2iPOT2+P2 
POT2-P2 
IF(R. EQ. 5. AND. TH. EQ. O. AND. Z. EQ. 1)THEN 
WRITE(9, *)N, POT2 
ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
POTZ=(POTO*4. ODO*CC)/(S*PI*PI) 
POT2=POT2/CC 
POT(Z, TH, R)=-(VOLT*(POT1+POT2))/RES 
POTNEG (Z, TH, R) --POT (Z, TH, R) 
write ( 6, *) R, TH, Z, POT (Z, TH, R) 
161 1000 CONTINUE 
162 1500 CONTINUE 
163 2000 CONTINUE 
164 CLOSE(3) 
;1 165 CLOSE(4) 
166 CLOSE(S) 
167 CLOSE(6) 
168 CLOSE(7) 
169 CLOSE(8) 
170 CLOSE(9) 
171 STOP 
172 END 
173 C 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
' 184 
185 
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187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
SUBROUTINE ICALC(AA, CC, PI, NMAX, VMAX, IFAIL, IDASH, I, FACTOR) 
C ********************************************************* 
INTEGER*4 M, W, IFAIL, VMAX, NMAX 
REAL*8 PI, X, Y1, MM, AA, CC, WW, 
* I(VMAX, O: NMAX), IDASH(VMAX, O: NMAX), FACTOR(VMAX) 
INTRINSIC dole 
EXTERNAL S18AFF 
REAL*8 S18AFF 
IFAIL=1 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
DO 400 M=NMAX, O, -1 
MM--dble (M) 
DO 300 W=VMAX, 1, -1 
WW=dble(w) 
X= (WW*PI*AA) /CC 
for the purpose of comparing values with standard tables use 
X=WW 
Calculating each value of In(x) by backward recurrence relation. 
IF(M. EQ. NMAX)THEN 
I(W, M)-O. ODO 
ELSEIF(M. EQ. NMAX-l)THEN 
I(W, M)=l. OD0 
ELSEIF(M. LE. NMAX-2)THEN 
I(W, M)-((2. ODO*(MM+1. ODO)*I(W, M+1))/X)+I(W, M+2) 
ENDIF 
IF(M. EQ. 1)THEN 
YlaS18AFF(X, IFAIL) 
FACTOR(W)=Y1/I(W, M) 
ENDIF 
207 300 CONTINUE 
208 400 CONTINUE 
209 C 
210 C Adjusting each value of In(x) by a constant. 
211 DO 450 M-O, NMAX 
212 MM-dble(M) 
213 DO 430 W-1, VMAX 
214 Ww-dble(W) 
215 X=(Ww*PI*AA)/CC 
216 C X=WW 
217 I(W, M)-I(W, M)*FACTOR(W) 
218 IF(M. NE. O)THEN 
219 IDASH(W, M)-I(W, M-1)-(MM*I(W, M)/X) 
220 ENDIF 
221 430 CONTINUE 
222 450 CONTINUE 
223 C 
224 C 
225 
226 
227 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 C 
234 C 
235 C 
236 
237 C 
238 
239 
240 
when X-WW for comparison 
OPEN(10, FILE-'I') 
write (10, *)'O', I(1,0), I(2,0), I(5,0), I(10,0) 
write (10, *)'1', I(1,1), I(2,1), I(5,1), I(10,1) 
write (10, *)'10', I(1,10), I(2,10), I(5,10), I(10,10) 
write (10, *) '100', I(1,100), 1(2,100), 1(5,100), I(10,100) 
CLOSE(10) 
RETURN 
END 
Specific values for In(x) have been checked against tables in 
Abramowitz M& Stegun I. A 1970. 
SUBROUTINE RCALC(RES, AA, CC, PI, NMAX, VMAX, D, S, IDASH, I, SUB) 
******************************************************** 
INTEGER*4 V, N, NMAX, VMAX, SUB 
REAL*8 PI, N5, N6, D, S, RES, RESI, RES2, R1, R2, CC, AA, W, NN, 
* N5STEP, N6STEP, RII, RO, RESO, 
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297 C 
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299 C 
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308 
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310 C 
311 
312 
313 
314 
315 
316 
317 
318 
319 
320 
* I(VMAX, 0: NMAX), IDASH(VMAX, 0: NMAX) 
INTRINSIC DSIN, dble 
initialising values to zero 
RES1=0. OD0 
RES2=0. OD0 
OPEN (7, FILE=' NRES1f 
OPEN (B, FILE='VRES1') 
OPEN(9, FILE='NRES2') 
N5STEP=D/AA 
N5=-D/(2. OD0*AA) 
RESO=0. OD0 
DO 600 N=1, NMAX-StJB, 2 
NN=dble(N) 
N5=N5+N5STEP 
IF(NS. GT. PI)THEN 
N5-N5-(2. OD0*PI) 
ENDIF 
N6STEP=(PI*S)/(2. OD0*CC) 
N6=O. ODO 
R11=DSIN(N5)/NN 
RES1=0. OD0 
DO 500 V=1, VMAX 
VVsdble(V) 
N6=N6+N6STEP 
IF(N6. GT. PI)THEN 
N6=N6-(2. OD0*PI) 
ENDIF 
R1-(DSIN(N6)*I(V, N)) 
* /(VV*VV*IDASH(V, N)) 
IF(N. EQ. NMAX-SUB)THEN 
WRITE (8, *) V, Rl 
ENDIF 
IF(V. EQ. VMAX)THEN 
WRITE (7, *) N, R1 
ENDIF 
Rl-RESl+Rl 
REST R1 
500 CONTINUE 
RO-Rli*RES1 
RO-RESO+RO 
RESO-RO 
R2-DSIN(N5)/ (NN*NN) 
WRITE (9, *) N, R2 
R2-RES2+R2 
RES2-R2 
WRITE(9, *)N, RES2 
600 CONTINUE 
RES-2. OD0*((4. ODO*CC*RESO/(PI*PI*S))+ 
*(AA*RES2/CC)) 
CLOSE(T) 
CLOSE(8) 
CLOSE (9) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE IRCALC(AA, CC, PI, NMAX, VMAX, IFAIL, IR, RR, FACTOR) 
This routine creates a matrix of the values of IR for each H(or V) 
and G(or N)combination. It is called each time the radius is 
incremented within the main program. 
INTEGER*4 G, H, NMAX, VMAX, IFAIL 
REAL*8 PI, X, GG, CC, AA, RR, HH, 
* Y1, IR(VMAX, O: NMAX), FACTOR(VMAX) 
EXTERNAL S18AFF 
INTRINSIC dble 
REAL*8 S18AFF 
IFAIL=1 
DO 800 G=NMAX, O, -1 
GG--dble(G) 
DO 700 HRVMAX, 1, -1 
HHadble(H) 
X=(HH*PI*RR)/CC 
IF(G. EQ. NMAX)THEN 
IR(H, G)=O. ODO 
ELSEIF(G. EQ. NMAX-1)THEN 
IR(H, G)=1. OD0 
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340 C 
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344 
ELSEIF(G. LE. NMAX-2)THEr' 
IR(H, G)=((2. ODO*(GG+1. OD0)"IR(H, G+1))/X)+IR(H, G+2) 
ENDIF 
IF(G. EQ. 1)THEN 
Y1=S18AFF(X, IFAIL) 
FACTOR(H)=Y1/IR(H, G) 
ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
DO 850 G=O, NMAX 
DO 830 H-1, VMAX 
IR(H, G)-IR(H, G)*FACTOR(H) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
The NAG routine S18AFF evaluates an approximation for 
modified Bessel functions by the use of three Chebyshev expansions, 
details of which can be found in Abramowitz M& Stegun I. A 1968. 
For large X. the routine fails because of the danger of overflow in 
calculating exp(X). The maximum value of X is about 700. 
RETURN 
END 
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15 INTEGER*4 I, J, K, ITMAX, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER, HL, HU, 
16 * ANGMIN, ANGMAX, COUNT, JVIEW, KVIEW, EMAX, 
17 * PVALUE, INTEG, ISTEP, JSTEP, KSTEP 
18 PARAMETER (ROUTER-10, JOUTER-32, HOUTER-13) 
19 INTRINSIC ATAN 
20 real*8 VLOW, VHIGH, PI, NUM, INUM, 
21 * A(-2: ROUTER+2, -1: JOUTER+2, -1: HOUTER+2), 22 * D(O: ROUTER, 1: JOUTER, 1: HOUTER) 
23 INTEGER*4 B(O: ROUTER, 1: JOUTER, I: HOUTER), P(6) 
24 COMMON/ALARGE/A, B/FLARGE/F, D 25 C 
26 C Specific Values 
27 C --------------- 28 PI-4.0*(ATAN(1.0)) 
29 DO 5 PVALUE=1,6 
30 P(PVALUE)-PVALUE 
31 5 CONTINUE 
32 ISTEP=1 
33 JSTEP=1 
34 KSTEP=1 
35 EMAX-2 
36 C 
37 C Input Data 
38 C ********** 
39 WRITE(6,80001) 
40 80001 FORMAT('Enter the angles between which the secondary electrode 41 *lies', /' Divide the number in degrees by 11.25', /' 42 *For diametrically opposed electrodes enter 16 then 18') 43 READ(5, *)ANGMIN 
44 READ(5, *)ANGMAX 
45 WRITE(6,80002) 
46 80002 FORMAT('Enter the heights between which the secondary electrode 47 *lies', /'For mid heights enter 6 then 8') 48 READ (5, *) HL 
49 READ(5, *)HU 
50 WRITE(6, *)'How many iterations are required? ' 51 WRITE(6, *)'About 200 iterations are required for convergence' 
52 READ (5, *) ITMAX 
53 WRITE(6,80003) 
54 80003 FORMAT('Enter the low and high potentials of the electrodes', /' 
55 *e. g -50.0 and 50.0') 56 READ(5, *) VLOW 
57 READ (5, *) VHIGH 
58 WRITE(6, *)'Enter angle to view the RZ plane a no 1-8' 59 READ (5, *) JVIEW 
60 WRITE(6, *)'Enter height to view the R Theta plane 1-13' 
61 READ(5, *)KVIEW 
62 C 
63 C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
APPENDIX C 
Programme findif. f 
C This programme uses the finite difference technique to evaluate 
C the potential distribution caused by applying a current across a 
C cylinder of homogeneous conductivity. The results from this can be 
C compared to those obtained using the programme sofv. f and from 
C the physical phantom described in section 3.3.1. 
C 
C To run this programme on Central, use f77 -o findif. out findif. f C followed by findif. out and the necessary input data. C 
C ************************* MAIN PROGRAM ************************* 
Initialising the iterative counter 64 C --------------------------------- 65 COUNT=0 
66 C 
67 C ********************, t************************************** 
68 CALL BMAT(I, J, K, B, P, ROUTER, JOUTER, FiOUTER, ISTEP, JSTEP, KSTEP) 
69 C* r**, t*, t**, t*, trt, r**, r********, r*, r******************************* 
70 C 
71 C *******************, t********************************* 
72 CALL AMAT(I, J, K, A, VLOW, VHIGH, EMAX, HL, HU, 
73 *ANGMIN, ANGMAX, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER, ISTEP, JSTEP, KSTEP) 
74 C ******, r**+t**********, r****************, r*************** 
75 C 
76 OPEN(B, FILE-'CONVERGEI") 
77 OPEN(9, FILEý"CONVERGE2') 
78 OPEN(10, FILE='CONVERGE3') 
79 OPEN(11, FILE='CONVERGE4') 
80 OPEN(12, FILE='CONVERGE5') 
242 
83 
84 
öJ 
86 
87 
88 
OPEN(13, FILE='CONVERGE6') 81 
8. C 
C ******************************* 
C* Sucessive calling of ITERAT 
C ******************************* 
C Subroutine ITERAT is called for all grid points except for C where the input electrodes lie. 
WRITE(6, *)fIterations in progress.... please wait' 89 C 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 r 97 
98 
99 C 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 C 
108 
109 
110 
111 
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114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 C 
120 
121 
122 
l 
123 810 
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129 
i 
130 C 
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155 C 
156 C 
157 C 
158 C 
159 C 
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710 I=ROUTER 
DO 730 K=1, HOUTER, KSTEP 
DO 720 J=EMAX+1, ANGMIN-1, JSTEP 
CALL ITERAT(I, J, K, A, B, P, PI, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER) 
720 CONTINUE 
DO 725 J-ANGMAX+1, JOUTER-1, JSTEP 
CALL ITERAT(I, J, K, A, B, P, PI, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER) 
725 CONTINUE 
730 CONTINUE 
DO 780 K=1, HOUTER, KSTEP 
DO 770 J=1, JOUTER, JSTEP 
DO 760 I-0, ROUTER-1, ISTEP 
CALL ITERAT(I, J, K, A, B, P, PI, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER) 
760 CONTINUE 
770 CONTINUE 
780 CONTINUE 
I-ROUTER 
DO 791 K=1, HL-1, KSTEP 
DO 790 J61, EMAX 
CALL ITERAT (I, J, K, A, B, P, PI, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER) 
790 CONTINUE 
J-JOUTER 
CALL ITERAT (I, J, K, A, B, P, PI, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER) 
DO 830 J=ANGMIN, ANGMAX, JSTEP 
CALL ITERAT(I, J, K, A, B, P, PI, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER) 
830 CONTINUE 
791 CONTINUE 
DO 811 KiHU+1, HOUTER, KSTEP 
DO 810 J=1, EMAX 
CALL ITERAT(I, J, K, A, B, P, PI, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER) 
CONTINUE 
J=JOUTER 
CALL ITERAT (I, J, K, A, B, P, PI, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER) 
DO 850 J-ANGMIN, ANGMAX, JSTEP 
CALL ITERAT(I, J, K, A, B, P, PI, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER) 
850 CONTINUE 
811 CONTINUE 
DO 783 K-1, HOUTER, KSTEP 
DO 782 J--1,0 
DO 781 I-O, ROUTER, ISTEP 
A(I, J, K)-A(I, JOUTER+J, K) 
781 CONTINUE 
782 CONTINUE 
DO 785 J-JOUTER+1, JOUTER+2 
DO 784 I-O, ROUTER, ISTEP 
A(I, J, K)-A(I, J-JOUTER, K) 
784 CONTINUE 
785 CONTINUE 
783 CONTINUE 
DO 789 K-1, HOUTER, KSTEP 
DO 788 J--1, JOUTER+2, JSTEP 
DO 787 I--2, -1 
IF(J. LT. (JOUTER/2)+1)THEN 
A(I, J, K)-A(-I, J+(JOUTER/2), K) 
ELSE 
A (I, J, K) -A (-I, J- (JOUTER/ 2) , K) 
ENDIF 
787 CONTINUE 
788 CONTINUE 
789 CONTINUE 
********************* 
* CONVERGENCE FILES 
********************* 
Creating files to analyse the rate of convergence w. r. t iteration no. 
NUM=(COUNT+1.0)/10.0 
243 
161 
I 162 
163 
164 
165 
INTEG=INT(NUM) 
INUM=REAL(INTEG) 
IF(NUM-INUM. EQ. 0.0)THEN 
I=ROUTER-3 
I 65 J=1 
166 K=9 
167 WRITE(8, *)COUNT+I, A(I, J, K) 
168 1=8 
166 
169 J=5 
170 K=11 
171 WRITE (9, *) COUNT+1, A (I, J, K) 
172 I-ROUTER-1 
Iy 173 J=3 174 K=9 
175 WRITE(10, *)COUNT+I, A(I, J, K) 
176 I-ROUTER 
177 J=7 
178 K=7 
179 WRITE(11, *)COUNT+1, A(I, J, K) 
180 1-4 
181 J=3 
182 K=9 
183 WRITE(12, *)COUNT+1, A(I, J, K) 
184 I=8 
185 J=7 
186 K-13 
187 WRITE(13, *)COUNT+I, A(I, J, K) 
188 ENDIF 
189 C 
190 C Stepping up the iterative counter 
191 C --------------------------------- 
192 COUNT-COUNT+1 
193 C WRITE(6, *)'Number of iterations performed - ', COUNT 
194 IF(COUNT. LT. ITMAX)THEN 
195 GO TO 710 
196 ENDIF 
197 C 
198 CLOSE(8) 
199 CLOSE(9) 
" 200 CLOSE (10) 201 CLOSE(11) 
202 CLOSE(12) 
203 CLOSE(13) 
204 C 
'205 C Initialising the D matrix to zero 206 C --------------------------------- 207 DO 403 K-1, HOUTER, KSTEP 
208 DO 402 J=1, JOUTER, JSTEP 
209 DO 401 I=0, ROUTER, ISTEP 
'210 D(I, J, K)=0.0 
211 401 CONTINUE 
212 402 CONTINUE 
213 403 CONTINUE 
214 C 
215 C ***************************** 
216 C *Sucessive calling of HIGHER* 
217 C ***********************rr***** 
218 C The subroutine HIGHER is called for all interior and surface 219 C grid points except where the electrodes lie. At the electrodes 220 C the higher order correction is zero. 
221 C 
222 OPEN(9, FILE='HIGH. FILE') 
223 910 I-ROUTER 
224 DO 930 K=1, HOUTER, KSTEP 
225 DO 920 J-EMAX+I, ANGMIN-1, JSTEP 
226 CALL HIGHER(I, J, K, A, D, B, P, PI, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER) 
227 920 CONTINUE 
228 DO 940 J=ANGMAX+I, JOUTER-1, JSTEP 
229 CALL HIGHER(I, J, K, A, D, B, P, PI, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER) 
230 940 CONTINUE 
231 930 CONTINUE 
232 C 
233 DO 980 K=1, HOUTER, KSTEP 
234 DO 970 J=1, JOUTER, JSTEP 
235 DO 960 I-1, ROUTER-1, ISTEP 
236 CALL HIGHER(I, J, K, A, D, B, P, PI, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER) 
237 960, CONTINUE 
238 970 CONTINUE 
239 980 CONTINUE 
240 C 
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254 
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256 
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264 
265 
266 
267 
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269 
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I=ROUTER 
DO 991 K=1, HL-1, KSTEP 
DO 990 J=1, EMAX 
CALL HIGHER(I, J, K, A, D, B, P, PI, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER) 
990 CONTINUE 
J=JOUTER 
CALL HIGHER(I, J, K, A, D, B, P, PI, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER) 
DO 630 J=ANGMIN, ANGMAX, JSTEP 
CALL HIGHER(I, J, K, A, D, B, P, PI, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER) 
630 CONTINUE 
991 CONTINUE 
C 
DO 611 K=HU+I, HOUTER, KSTEP 
DO 610 J=1, EMAX 
CALL HIGHER(I, J, K, A, D, B, P, PI, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER) 
610 CONTINUE 
J=JOUTER 
CALL HIGHER(I, J, K, A, D, B, P, PI, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER) 
DO 650 J=ANGMIN, ANGMAX, JSTEP 
CALL HIGHER(I, J, K, A, D, B, P, PI, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER) 
650 CONTINUE 
611 CONTINUE 
C 
CLOSE (9 ) 
C Adding the higher order correction to the first order potentials 
C ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
DO 102 K=1, HOUTER, KSTEP 
DO 101 J=1, JOUTER, JSTEP 
DO 100 I=1, ROUTER, ISTEP 
A (I, J, K) -A (I, J, K) +D (I, J, K) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
271 100 
272 101 
273 102 
274 C 
275 C 
276 
277 
278 C 
279 
280 
281 C 
282 C 
283 
284 C 
285 C 
286 C 
287 C 
288 
289 
290 
291 C 
292 C 
293 C 
294 
295 
296 
297 
298 
299 
300 
301 C 
302 C 
303 C 
304 C 
305 
306 
307 
308 
309 
310 
311 C 
312 C 
313 
314 
315 
316 
317 
318 
319 C 
320 C 
********************************************************* 
CALL FILES(I, J, K, A, D, PI, JVIEW, KVIEW, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER, 
*ISTEP, JSTEP, KSTEP) 
********************************************************* 
STOP 
END 
***************************************************************** 
SUBROUTINE BMAT(I, J, K, B, P, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER, ISTEP, JSTEP, KSTEP) 
***************************************************************** 
B matrix is set up in order to express the geometrical positions 
of the boundary. The matrix can then be used to define which iterative 
equation is to be used to estimate the potential at each grid pt. 
INTEGER*4 I, J, K, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER, 
* ISTEP, JSTEP, KSTEP, P(6), 
* B(O: ROUTER, 1: JOUTER, 1: HOUTER) 
All contained space 
DO 90 K-2, HOUTER-1, KSTEP 
DO 80 J-1, JOUTER, JSTEP 
DO 70 I-0, ROUTER-1, ISTEP 
B(I, J, K)- P(5) 
70 CONTINUE 
80 CONTINUE 
90 CONTINUE 
cylinder boundaries 
Cylinder base boundary 
K-1 
DO 130 J-1, JOUTER, JSTEP 
DO 120 I-0, ROUTER-1, ISTEP 
B(I, J, K)-P(6) 
120 CONTINUE 
130 CONTINUE 
Cylinder upper boundary 
K-HOUTER 
DO 150 J-1, JOUTER, JSTEP 
DO 140 I-0, ROUTER-1, ISTEP 
B(I, J, K)-P(4) 
140 CONTINUE 
150 CONTINUE 
Outer skin radial boundary 
245 
7,321 
I=ROT'TER 
322 DO 163 K=2, HOUTER-1, KSTEP 
323 DO 162 J=1, JOUTER, JSTEP 
324 B(I, J, K)=P(2) 
325 162 CONTINUE 
326 163 CONTINUE 
327 C 
328 C Upper radial boundary 329 I-ROUTER 
330 K=ROUTER 
331 DO 164 J=1, JOUTER, JSTEP 
332 B(I, J, K)=P (1) 
333 164 CONTINUE 
334 C 
335 C Lower radial boundary 
336 I-ROUTER 
337 K-1 
338 DO 165 J-1, JOUTER, JSTEP 
339 B(I, J, K)=P(3) 
340 165 CONTINUE 
341 C 
342 RETURN 
343 END 
344 C 
345 C , t***************, t*****, r*, r***, r, r******, r***, r*******, r***, r, r***** 
346 SUBROUTINE AMAT(I, J, K, A, VLOW, VHIGH, EMAX, 
347 *HL, HU, ANGMIN, ANGMAX, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER, ISTEP, JSTEP, KSTEP) 
348 C *********************************************************** 
349 C This section sets up the initial guesses of the potential 350 C values at each grid point within the cylindrical volume. 351 C These can then be later used to begin the iteration. 
352 C 
353 INTEGER*4 I, J, K, ISTEP, JSTEP, KSTEP, EMAX, 
354 * ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER, HL, HU, 
355 * ANGMIN, ANGMAX 
356 real*8 A(-2: ROUTER+2, -1: JOUTER+2, -1: HOUTER+2), 357 * VLOW, VHIGH 
358 C 
359 C Initialising the A matrix at all coordinates to zero 
360 C ---------------------------------------------------- 361 DO 440 K=-1, HOUTER+2, KSTEP 
362 DO 430 J--1, JOUTER+2, JSTEP 
363 DO 420 I--2, ROUTER+2, ISTEP 
364 A(I, J, K)-0.0 
365 420 CONTINUE 
366 430 CONTINUE 
367 440 CONTINUE 
368 C 
369 C setting up electrode potentials 370 C ------------------------------- 371 C i) low electrode 
372 C ---------------- 373 I=ROUTER 
374 DO 460 K-HL, HU, KSTEP 
375 DO 450 J-0, EMAX, JSTEP 
376 A(I, J, K)-VLOW 
377 450 CONTINUE 
378 460 CONTINUE 
379 C 
380 I-ROUTER 
381 DO 480 K-HL, HU, KSTEP 
382 DO 470 J-JOUTER, JOUTER+2, JSTEP 
383 A (I, J, K) =VLOW 
384 470 CONTINUE 
385 480 CONTINUE 
386 C 
387 C ii) high electrode 
388 C ------------------ 389 I-ROUTER 
390 DO 500 K=HL, HU, KSTEP 
391 DO 490 J-ANGMIN, ANGMAX, JSTEP 
392 A (I, J, K) -VHIGH 
393 490 CONTINUE 
394 500 CONTINUE 
395 C 
396 RETURN 
397 END 
398 C 
399 C ****************************************************** 
400 SUBROUTINE ITERAT(I, J, K, A, B, P, PI, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER) 
246 
ý 
401 c 402 c 
403 C 
404 C 
405 C 
406 C 
407 
ana 
409 
410 
411 
412 
413 
_ If Ili L 
415 C 
416 C 
417 C 
418 C 
419 C 
420 C 
421 C 
422 C 
423 
424 
425 
426 
427 C 
428 
429 
430 
431 
432 
433 
434 
435 
436 
437 
438 
439 
440 
441 
442 
443 
444 
445 
446 
447 
448 
449 
450 
451 
452 
453 
454 
455 
456 
457 
458 
459 
460 
461 
462 
463 
464 
465 
466 
467 
468 
469 
470 
471 
472 
473 
474 
475 
476 
477 
478 
479 
480 
****************************************************** 
This subroutine calculates the next iterative solution for 
the potential values at a particular grid value (I, J, K). 
Where B(I, J, K) represents a specific grid position, the 
relevant difference equation is selected. 
INTEGER*4 I, J, K, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER, P(6), 
* B(O: ROUTER, 1": JOUTER, l. HOUTER) 
real*8 A(-2: ROUTER+2, -1: JOUTER+2, -1: HOUTER+2) 
* , Al, A2, II, C, S * , PI, dr, dth, dz, sa, sb, sc, * sd, se, sf, sg, sh 
INTRINSIC ATAN 
The following equations are based on letting 
PHI(0) - A(I, J, K) 
PHI(1) - A(I-1, J, K) 
PHI(2) - A(I, J-1, K) 
PHI(3) - A(I+1, J, K) 
PHI(4) - A(I, J+1, K) 
PHI(5) - A(I, J, K-1) 
PHI(6) - A(I, J, K+l) 
dr=0.5 
dth-PI/32.0 
dzs0.5 
II=rea1M 
IF(B(I, J, K). EQ. P(1))THEN 
sa=0.0 
sb=0.0 
sc-0.0 
sd=0.0 
se-l. 0 
sf-0.0 
sg=0.0 
sh-1.0 
ELSE IF(B(I, J, K). EQ. P(2))THEN 
sa-1.0 
ab-0.0 
sc-0.0 
sd-1.0 
se-1.0 
sf-0.0 
sg-0.0 
sh-1.0 
ELSE IF(B(I, J, K). EQ. P(3))THEN 
sa-1.0 
sb-0.0 
ac-0.0 
ad-1.0 
se-0.0 
sf=0.0 
sg-0.0 
sh-0.0 
ELSE IF(B(I, J, K). EQ. P(4))THEN 
sa-0.0 
sb-0.0 
sc-0.0 
sd-0.0 
se-1.0 
sf-1.0 
sg-1.0 
sh-1.0 
ELSE IF(B(I, J, K). EQ. P(5))THEN 
sa-1.0 
sb-1.0 
sc-1.0 
sd-1.0 
se-1.0 
sf-1.0 
sg-1.0 
sh-1.0 
ELSE IF(B(I, J, K). EQ. P(6))THEN 
sa-1.0 
ab-1.0 
sc-1.0 
sd=1.0 
se=0.0 
sf-0.0 
sg-0.0 
7a7 
481 
482 
483 C 
484 
485 
486 
487 
488 
489 
490 
491 
492 
493 
494 C 
495 
496 
497 
498 
499 
500 
501 C 
502 
503 C 
504 
505 
506 
507 
508 
509 
510 
511 C 
sh=0.0 
ENDIF 
IF(I. NE. O)THEN 
A1=((II*dth*dz/dr)*((A(I-1, J, K)*(II-(dr/2.0))* 
*(sa+sd+se+sh))+(A(I+1, J, K)*(II+(dr/2.0))*(sb+sc+sf+sg)))) 
*+((dz*dr/dth)*(((1.0+(dr/(2.0*II)))* 
*( (A (I, J-1, K) * (sa+se) ) +(A (I, J+1, K) * (sd+sh) )))+ 
*((1.0-(dr/(2.0*II)))*((A(I, J-1, K)*(sb+sf))+ 
*(A(I, J+1, K)*(sc+sg))))))+((II*dr*dth/dz)*(((II-(dr/2.0))* 
*((A(I, J, K-1)*(se+sh))+(A(I, J, K+1)*(sa+sd))))+ 
*((II+(dr/2.0))*((A(I, J, K-1)*(sf+sg))+(A(I, J, K+1)* 
*(sb+sc)))))) 
A2-(II*dth*dz/dr)*(((II-(dr/2.0))*(sa+sd+se+sh))+ 
*((II+(dr/2.0))*(sb+sc+sf+sg)))+(dr*dz/dth)*(((1.0+ 
*(dr/(2.0*II)))*(sa+sd+se+sh))+((1.0- 
*(dr/(2.0*II)))*(sb+sc+sf+sg)))+(II*dr*dth/dz)* 
*(((II-(dr/2.0))*(sa+sd+se+sh))+((II+(dr/2.0))* 
*(sb+sc+sf+sg))) 
A(I, J, K)=A1/A2 
ELSEIF(I. EQ. 0. AND. J. GT. 16)THEN 
A(I, J, K)=(A(1, J, K)+A(1, J-16, K)) /2.0 
ELSEIF(I. EQ. O. AND. J. LE. 16)THEN 
A(I, J, K)=(A(1, J, K)+A(1, J+16, K)) /2.0 
ENDIF 
RETURN 
END 
512 C ******************************************************** 
513 
514 C 
515 C 
516 C 
517 C 
! Jlü 
519 
SUBROUTINE HIGHER (I, J, K, A, D, B, P, PI, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER) 
******************************************************** 
This routine calculates the higher order differece correction 
ar each grid point. 
* 
INTEGER*4 
520 real*8 521 * 
522 * 
523 
524 
525 
1 526 C 
527 
528 
529 
530 
531 C 
532 
533 
534 
535 
536 
537 
538 
539 
540 
541 
542 
543 
544 
545 
546 
547 
548 
549 
550 
551 
552 
553 
554 
555 
556 
557 
558 
559 
560 
* 
INTRINSIC 
dr-0.5 
dth-PI/32.0 
dz-0.5 
II-real(I) 
I, J, K, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER, P(6), 
B(O: ROUTER, 1: JOUTER, 1: HOUTER) 
D(O: ROUTER, 1: JOUTER, 1: HOUTER), C, S 
, D1, D2, D3, D4, II, DR1, DR2, DR3, DR4 
, A(-2: ROUTER+2, -1: JOUTER+2, -1: HOUTER+2) 
, Pl, dr, dth, dz, sa, sb, sc, 
sd, se, sf, sg, sh 
ATAN 
IF (B (I, J, K) . EQ. P (1) ) THEN 
sa=0.0 
sb-0.0 
sc-0.0 
ad-0.0 
se-1.0 
sf-0.0 
sg=0.0 
3h-1.0 
ELSE IF(B(I, J, K). EQ. P(2))THEN 
sa-1.0 
sb-0.0 
ac-0.0 
ad-1.0 
se-1.0 
sf-0.0 
sgr-0.0 
sh-1.0 
ELSE IF(B(I, J, K). EQ. P(3) )THEN 
sa-1.0 
ab-0.0 
sc-0.0 
sd-1.0 
se-0.0 
sf=0.0 
sg=0.0 
sh=0.0 
ELSE IF(B(I, J, K). EQ. P(4))THEN 
sa=0.0 
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561 
562 
563 
564 
565 
566 
567 
568 
569 
570 
571 
572 
573 
574 
575 
576 
577 
578 
579 
580 
581 
582 
583 
584 
585 
586 
587 
588 
589 
590 
591 
592 
593 
594 
595 
596 
597 
598 
599 
600 
601 
602 
603 
604 
605 
606 
607 
608 
609 
610 
611 
612 
613 
614 
615 
616 
617 
618 
619 
620 
621 
622 
623 
624 
625 
626 
627 
628 
62 9 
630 
631 
632 
633 
634 
635 
636 
637 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
sb=0.0 
sc=0.0 
sd=0.0 
se=1.0 
sf=1.0 
sg=1.0 
sh=1.0 
ELSE IF(B(I, J, K). EQ. P(S))THEN 
sa=1.0 
sb=1.0 
sc=1.0 
sd=1.0 
se=1.0 
sf=1.0 
sg=1.0 
sh=1.0 
ELSE IF(B(I, J, K). EQ. P(6))THEN 
sa-1.0 
ab-1.0 
sc-1.0 
sd=1.0 
se=0.0 
sf=0.0 
sg=0.0 
sh-0.0 
ENDIF 
IF(I. NE. O)THEN 
DR1=1.0+(dr/2.0*II)+(dr*dr/3.0*II*II)+(dr*dr*dr/4.0*II*II*II) 
DR2=1.0-(dr/2.0*II)+(dr*dr/3.0*II*II)-(dr*dr*dr/4.0*II*II*II) 
DR3=II-(dr/2.0) 
DR4=II+(dr/2.0) 
Dls(II*dth*dz/dr)*((A(I-1, J, K)*((0.5*DR3* 
*(sa+sd+se+sh))+((1.0/6.0)*DR4*(sb+sc+sf+sg)))) 
*+(A(1+1, J, K)*(((1.0/6.0)*DR3*(sa+sd+se+sh))+ 
*(0.5*DR4*(sb+sc+sf+sg)))) 
*-(A(I-2, J, K)*(1.0/6.0)*DR3*(sa+sd+se+sh))- 
*(A(I+2, J, K)*(1.0/6.0)*DR4*(sb+sc+sf+sg))) 
D2-(dr*dz/dth)*((A(I, J-1, K)*((0.5*(((sa+se)*DR1) 
*+((sb+sf)*DR2)))+((1.0/6.0)*(((sd+sh)*DR1)+((sc+sg)*DR2))))) 
*+(A(I, J+1, K)*(((1.0/6.0)*((sa+se)*DR1)+((sb+sf)*DR2)) 
*+(0.5*(((sd+sh)*DR1)+((sc+sg)*DR2)))))-(A(I, J-2, K)* 
*(1.0/6.0)*(((sa+se)*DR1)+((sb+sf)*DR2)))-(A(I, J+2, K) 
*(1.0/6.0)*(((sd+sh)*DR1)+((sc+sg)*DR2)))) 
D3=(II*dr*dth/dz)*(A(I, J, K-1)*(0.5*((se+sh)*DR3 
*+(sf+sg)*DR4)+(1.0/6.0)*((sa+sd)*DR3+(sb+sc)*DR4)) 
*+A(I, J, K+1)*((1.0/6.0)*((se+sh)*DR3+(sf+sg)*DR4) 
*+0.5*((sa+sd)*DR3+(sb+sc)*DR4))-A(I, J, K-2)* 
*(1.0/6.0)*((se+sh)*DR3+(sf+sg)*DR4)-A(I, J, K+2)* 
*(1.0/6.0)*((sa+sd)*DR3+(sb+sc)*DR4)) 
D4-(II*dth*dz/dr)*((DR3*(sa+sd+se+sh)) 
*+(DR4*(sb+sc+sf+sg))) 
*+((dr*dz/dth)*((sa+sd+se+sh)*DR1+(sb+sc+sf+sg)*DR2))+ 
*((II*dr*dth/dz)*((sa+sd+se+sh)*DR3+(ab+sc+sf+sg)*DR4)) 
D (I, J, K) -(D1+D2+D3- (D4 *A (I, J, K) /2.0)) /D4 
ENDIF 
WRITE(9, *) I, J, K, D1, D2, D3, D4, D(I, J, K) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FILES(I, J, K, A, D, PI, JVIEW, KVIEW, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER 
*, ISTEP, JSTEP, KSTEP) 
C ************************************************************** 
C This subroutine is 
C 
INTEGER*4 
* 
real*8 
* 
INTRINSIC 
638 C 
639 WRITE(6,80006) 
640 80006 FORMAT('Values are 
responsible for writing values to files 
I, J, K, ISTEP, JSTEP, KSTEP, 
JVIEW, KVIEW, ROUTER, JOUTER, HOUTER 
A(-2: ROUTER+2, -1: JOUTER+2, -1: HOUTER+2), 
D(O: ROUTER, 1: JOUTER, 1: HOUTER), PI, II, JJ, X, Y 
SIN, COS 
now being entered into files: ', / 
249 
641 *'FIN: IF. FILF, RZCONTOUR. FILE and RTHCONTOUR. FILE') 642 OPEN(7, FILE='FINUIF. FILE') 
643 C this file is for comparing potential values with the separation 644 C of variables method and with the phantom. 645 DO 1220 K=7, HOUTER, 2 
646 DO 1210 J=1,7,2 
647 DO 1200 I=O, ROUTER, ISTEP 
648 WRITE (7, *)I, J, K, A(I, J, K)-D(I, J, K), D(I, J, K), A(I, J, K) 
649 1200 CONTINUE 
650 1210 CONTINUE 
651 1220 CONTINUE 
652 CLOSE(7) 
653 C 
654 OPEN (7, FILE-' RZCONTOUR. FILE') 
655 C this file expresses the results in a form which allows the formation 
656 C of an RZ contour plot. 657 J-JVIEW+JOUTER/2 
658 DO 1270 I-ROUTER, 1, -ISTEP 
659 DO 1260 K=1, HOUTER, KSTEP 
660 WRITE(7, *)-I, K, A(I, J, K) 
661 1260 CONTINUE 
662 1270 CONTINUE 
663 C 
664 J-JVIEW 
665 DO 1290 I=0, ROUTER, ISTEP 
666 DO 1280 K=1, HOUTER, KSTEP 
667 WRITE (7, *) I, K, A (I, J, K) 
668 1280 CONTINUE 
669 1290 CONTINUE 
670 C 
671 OPEN (7, FILE=' RTHCONTOUR. FILE') 
672 C this file expresses the results in a form which allows the formation 673 C of an R Th plot. 
674 K-KVIEW 
675 DO 1292 J=1, JOUTER, JSTEP 
676 DO 1291 I=O, ROUTER, ISTEP 
677 II-REAL(I) 
678 JJ=REAL(J) 
679 X=II*COS(JJ*PI/16.0) 
680 Y-II*SIN(JJ*PI/16.0) 
681 WRITE(7, *)X, Y, A(I, J, K) 
682 1291 CONTINUE 
683 1292 CONTINUE 
684 CLOSE(7) 
685 C 
686 RETURN 
687 END 
250 
1C APPENDIX D 
i 
L (ý 
3CF 
4C 
C 
SC This program predicts the shape of a conductivity inhomogeneity 6C from a number of possible geometries, based on the boundary 7C potential data associated with it. UC 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
rivyiQllLLllC JIlOt/CJ-i 
integer*4 i, j, k, th, g, router, jouter, houter, e, count, itmax 
* 
, thminl, thmaxl, thmin2, thmax2 
parameter (router=10, jouter=32, houter=5) 
real*8 s(l: router+1,1: jouter, l: houter+l) 
* , a(-2: router+2, -l: jouter+2, -l: houter+2) * , al(1: 4,1: jouter, l: houter), a2(1: 4,1: jouter, l: houter) * , a3(1: 4,1: jouter, l: houter), a4(1: 4,1: jouter, l: houter) * , v(1: 4,1: jouter, l: houter), pi 
* , d(O: router, I: jouter, l: houter) intrinsic atan 
common/alarge/al, a2, a3, a4 
pi=4.0*atan(1.0) 
itmax=50 
do 3000 g=1,4 
do 2000 a-1,4 
call INIT(i, j, k, router, jouter, houter, s) 
call INPUT(e, i, j, k, router, jouter, houter, a, 
*thminl, thmaxl, thmin2, thmax2) 
call GEOM(i, j, k, router, jouter, houter, g, s) 
C 
C initialising the iterative counter 
C ---------------------------------- 
count=0 
C 
C calculating the potential distribution by finite differences 
C ------------------------------------------------------------ 
C The subroutine ITERAT is called for all grid points except 
C for where the input electrodes lie. 
710 i-router 
do 730 k-1, houter 
do 720 th-thmaxl+l, thmin2-1 
call ITERAT(i, th, k, router, jouter, houter, a, s, pi) 
720 continue 
do 725 th-thmax2+1, thminl-1+32 
call ITERAT(i, th, k, router, jouter, houter, a, s, pi) 
725 continue 
730 continue 
C 
k-i 
do 790 th-thmini, thmaxi 
call ITERAT(i, th, k, router, jouter, houter, a, s, pi) 
790 continue 
do 791 th-thmin2, thmax2 
call ITERAT(i, th, k, router, jouter, houter, a, s, pi) 
791 continue 
C 
k-houter 
do 793 th-thminl, thmaxl 
call ITERAT(i, th, k, router, jouter, houter, a, s, pi) 
793 continue 
do 794 th-thmin2, thmax2 
call ITERAT(i, th, k, router, jouter, houter, a, s, pi) 
794 continue 
C 
do 780 k-l, houter 
do 770 th-1, jouter 
do 760 i-0, router-1 
call ITERAT(i, th, k, router, jouter, houter, a, s, pi) 
760 continue 
770 continue 
780 continue 
C 
do 783 k-l, houter 
do 782 j--1,0 
do 781 i=0, router 
a(i, j, k)-a(i, jouter+j, k) 
781 continue 
782. continue 
do 785 j=jouter+l, jouter+2 
do 784 i=O, router 
a (i, j, k) =a (i, j-jouter, k) 
25? 
81 784 continue 
82 785 continue 
83 783 continue 84 C 
85 do 789 k=l, houter 
86 do 788 j=-l, jouter+2 
87 do 787 i=-2, -1 88 if(j. lt. l+(jouter/2))then 
89 a(i, j, k)=a(-1, j+(jouter/2), k) 
90 else 
91 a(i, j, k)=a(-i, j-(jouter/2), k) 92 endif 
93 787 continue 
94 788 continue 
95 789 continue 
96 C 
97 C Stepping up the iterative counter 98 C --------------------------------- 
99 count=count+l 100 if(count. lt. itmax)then 
101 go to 710 102 endif 
103 C 
104 C initialising the d matrix to zero 
105 do 403 k=l, houter 
106 do 402 j=1, jouter 
107 do 401 i=0, router 
108 d(i, j, k)=0.0 
109 401 continue 
110 402 continue 
111 403 continue 112 C 
113 C sucessive calling of HIGHER 
r 
114 910 i=router 
115 do 930 k=l, houter 
116 do 920 th=thmaxl+l, thmin2-1 
117 call HIGHER (i, th, k, router, j outer, houter, a, s, pi, d) 118 920 continue 
119 do 925 th-thmax2+1, thminl-1+32 
120 call HIGHER (i, th, k, router, j outer, houter, a, s, pi, d) 121 925 continue 
122 930 continue 
123 C 
124 k=1 
125 dc 990 th-thminl, thmaxl 
126 call HIGHER (i, th, k, router, jouter, houter, a; s, pi, d) 
127 990 continue 
128 do 991 th-thmin2, thmax2 
129 call HIGHER (i, th, k, router, jouter, houter, a, s, pi, d) 130 991 continue 
131 C 
132 k=houter 
133 do 993 th-thminl, thmaxl 
134 call HIGHER (i, th, k, router, jouter, houter, a, a, pi, d) 
135 993 continue 136 do 994 th-thmin2, thmax2 
137 call HIGHER (i, th, k, router, jouter, houter, a, s, pi, d) 
138 994 continue 
139 C 
140 do 980 k=l, houter 
141 do 970 th=1, jouter 
142 do 960 i=0, router-1 
143 call HIGHER (i, th, k, router, jouter, houter, a, s, pi, d) 
144 960 continue 
145 970 continue 
146 980 continue 
147 C 
148 C adding the higher order correction to the first order potentials 
149 do 102 k-l, houter 
150 do 102 j-l, jouter 
151 do 100 i-l, router 
152 a(i, j, k)=a(i, j, k)+d(i, J, k) 
153 100 continue 
154 101 continue 
155 102 continue 
156 C 
157 i=router 
158 do 830 k=1,5,2 
159 do 820 j-1, jouter 
160 if(g. eq. 1)then 
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212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
al(e, j, k)=a(i, j, k) 
elseif(g. eq. 2)then 
a2 (e, j, k) -a (i, j, k) 
elseif(g. eq. 3)then 
a3 (e, j, k) =a (i, j, k) 
elseif(g. eq. 4)then 
a4(e, j, k)=a(i, j, k) 
endif 
820 continue 
830 continue 
C 
2000 continue 
C assigning the measured boundary potentials 
C ------------------------------------------ 
if (g. eq. l) then 
call MEASUR(i, j, k, router, jouter, houter, al, v, e) 
endif 
C 
3000 continue 
C Comparing the measured and calculated boundary potentials 
C --------------------------------------------------------- 
call LSTSQR(i, j, k, router, jouter, houter, v, g, e, al, a2, a3, a4) 
call GEOM (i, j, k, router, jouter, houter, g, S) 
call FILES (i, j, k, router, jouter, houter, s, pi) 
stop 
end 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE INIT (i, j, k, router, j outer, houter, 8) 
C ********************************************* 
C This subroutine assigns initial values to interior 
C and exterior conductivity cells 
integer*4 i, j, k, router, jouter, houter 
real*8 s(l: router+l, l: jouter, l: houter+l) 
C 
k-1 
do 30 j-l, jouter 
do 20 i=1, router+l 
s(i, j, k)-0.0 
20 continue 
30 continue 
k-houter+l 
do 50 j-l, jouter 
do 40 i-l, router+l 
s (i, j, k) -0.0 
40 continue 
50 continue 
i-router+l 
do 70 k-2, houter 
do 60 j-1, jouter 
s(i, j, k)-0.0 
60 continue 
70 continue 
do 100 k-2, houter 
do 90 j-1, jouter 
do 80 i-1, router 
a(i, j, k)-10.0 
continue 
continue 
continue 
218 80 
219 90 
220 100 
221 C 
222 
223 
224 C 
225 
226 
227 C 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 C 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
240 
return 
end 
SUBROUTINE INPUT (e, i, j, k, router, jouter, houter, a 
*, thmini, thmaxl, thmin2, thmax2) 
*********************************************** 
integer*4 i, j, k, e, router, jouter, houter 
* , thminl, thmaxl, thmin2, thmax2 
real*8 vlow, vhigh, a (-2: router+2, -1: 34, -1: houter+2) 
vhigh-50.0 
vlow--50.0 
do 440 k--l, houter+2 
do 430 j--l, jouter+2 
do 420 i--2, router+2 
a(i, j, k)-0.0 
420 continue 
430 continue 
440 continue 
253 
241 C 
242 if(e. eq. 1)then 
243 thminl=3 
244 thmaxl=5 
245 thmin2=13 
246 thmax2=15 
247 elseif(e. eq. 2)then 248 thminl=7 
249 thmaxl=9 
250 thmin2=15 
251 thmax2=17 
252 elseif(e. eq. 3)then 
253 thminl=9 
254 thmaxl=11 
255 thmin2=19 
256 thmax2-21 
257 elseif(e. eq. 4)then 
258 thminl-11 
259 thmaxl=13 
260 thmin2=27 
261 thmax2=29 
262 endif 
263 i=roliter 
º 264 do 190 k=2,4 
265 do 170 j=thminl, thmaxl 
266 a(i, j, k)=vlow 
267 170 continue 
268 do 180 j=thmin2, thmax2 
a(i, j, k)ßvhigh 
270 180 continue 
271 190 continue 
272 return 
273 end 
274 C 
275 SUBROUTINE GEOM(i, j, k, router, jouter, houter, g, s) 
276 C *********************************************** 
277 integer*4 i, j, k, router, jouter, houter, g 278 * , imin, imax, jmin, jmax, kmin, kmax 279 real*8 s(l: router+1,1: jouter, l: houter+l) 
9An n ývvy 
ý 281 
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307 
308 
309 
310 
311 
312 
313 
314 
315 
316 
317 
318 
319 C 
320 
if (g. eq. 1) then 
imin-4 
imax-6 
jmin-11 
jmax-13 
kmin-2 
kmax-4 
else if(g. eq. 2)then 
imin-3 
imax-7 
jmin-10 
jmax-14 
kmin-2 
kmax-4 
else if(g. eq. 3)then 
imin-2 
imax-8 
jmin-9 
jmax-15 
kmin-1 
kmax-5 
else if(g. eq. 4)then 
imin-i 
imax-9 
jmin-8 
jmax-16 
kmin-1 
kmax-5 
endif 
do 220 k-kmin+l, kmax 
do 210 j-jmin+l, jmax 
do 200 i-imin+l, imax 
s(i, j, k)-1.0 
200 continue 
210 continue 
220 continue 
.. return 
end 
SUBROUTINE ITERAT(i, th, k, router, jouter, houter, a, 8, pi) 
I Sn 
321 C 
322 
323 
324 
325 
326 
327 C 
328 
329 
330 
331 
332 
333 C 
334 
335 
336 
337 
338 C 
339 
1 340 
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344 
345 
346 
347 
348 C 
349 
350 
351 
352 
353 
354 
355 
356 
357 C 
358 
359 
1 360 
361 
362 
363 C 
364 
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368 
369 
370 C 
371 
372 
373 C 
374 
375 C 
376 
377 
378 
379 
380 
381 
382 C 
383 
384 
385 
386 
387 C 
388 
389 
390 
1 391 
392 
393 
394 
395 
396 
397 
398 
399 
400 
***************************************************** 
integer*4 i, j, k, th, router, jouter, houter 
real*8 dr, dth, dz, ii, anum, aden, pi * 
, sa, sb, sc, sd, se, sf, sg, sh *, a (-2: router+2, -1: 34, -1: houter+2) * , s(l: router+1,1: jouter, 1: houter+1) 
if (th. le. jouter)then 
j=th 
else 
j=th-jouter 
endif 
dr=0.5 
dth=pi/32.0 
dz=0.5 
ii=real(i) 
if(i. ne. 0)then 
sa=s(i, j, k+l) 
sb=s(i+1, j, k+1) 
sc-s (i+l, j+l, k+l) 
sd-s(i, j+1, k+1) 
se-s(i, j, k) 
sf=s (i+1, j, k) 
sg=s(i+l, j+l, k) 
sh=s(i, j+l, k) 
anum ((ii*dth*dz/dr)*((a(i-1, j, k)*(ii-(dr/2.0))* 
*(sa+sd+se+sh))+(a(i+1, j, k)*(ii+(dr/2.0))*(sb+sc+sf+sg)))) 
*+((dz*dr/dth)*(((1.0+(dr/(2.0*ii)))* 
*((a(i, j-1, k)*(sa+se))+(a(i, j+l, k)*(sd+sh))))+ 
((1.0-(dr/(2.0*ii)))((a(i, j-1, k)*(sb+sf)+ 
*(a(i, j+1, k)*(sc+sg))))))+((ii*dr*dth/dz)*(((ii-(dr/2.0))* 
((a(i, j, k-1)*(se+sh)+(a(i, j, k+l)*(sa+sd))))+ 
*( (ii+(dr/2.0) )*( (a (i, j, k-1) * (sf+sg) )+ (a (i, j, k+l) * (sb+sc) ))))) 
aden- (ii*dth*dz/dr) *(( (ii- (dr/2.0) )* (sa+sd+se+sh) )+ 
*((ii+(dr/2.0))*(sb+sc+s£+sg)))+(dr*dz/dth)* 
(((1.0+(dr/(2.0*ii)))*(sa+ad+se+ah))+((1.0-(dr/(2.0*ii)))* 
*(sb+sc+sf+sg)))+(ii*dr*dth/dz)*(((ii-(dr/2.0))*(sa+ad+ae+sh))+ 
*((ii+(dr/2.0))*(sb+sc+sf+sg))) 
a(i, j, k)-anum/aden 
elseif(i. eq. 0. and. j. gt. lE)then 
a(i, j, k)-(a(1, j, k)+a(l, j-16, k))/2.0 
elseif(i. eq. 0. and. j. le. 16)then 
a(i, j, k)=(a(1, j, k)+a(1, j+16, k))/2.0 
endif 
return 
end 
SUBROUTINE HIGHER (i, j, k, router, jouter, houter, a, a, pi, d) 
******************************************************* 
integer*4 
real*8 
* 
* 
* 
* 
dr-0.5 
dth-pi/32.0 
dz-0.5 
ii-zeal(i) 
i, j, k, th, router, jouter, houter 
dr, dth, dz, ii, pi, dl, d2, d3, d4, drl, dr2, dr3, dr4 
, sa, sb, sc, sd, se, sf, sq, sh 
,a (-2: router+2, -1: 34, -1: houter+2) 
, s(l: router+l, 1: jouter, l: houter+l) 
, d(O: router, l: jouter, l: houter) 
if(i. ne. O)then 
sa-s(i, j, k+1) 
ab-s(i+l, j, k+1) 
sc-s(i+l, j+1, k+1) 
ad-s(i, j+l, k+1) 
se-s (i, j, k) 
sf-s (i+l, j, k) 
sq-s(i+l, j+1, k) 
ah-s (i, j+1, k) 
drl-l. 0+(dr/2.0*ii)+(dr*dr/3.0*ii*ii)+(dr**2.0/4.0*ii**3.0) 
dr2=1.0-(dr/2.0*ii)+(dr*dr/3.0*ii*ii)-(dr**2.0/4.0*ii**3.0) 
dr3=ii-(dr/2.0) 
dr4-ii+(dr/2.0) 
255 
401 C 
402 d1=(ii*dth*dz/dr)*((a(i-1, j, k)*((0.5*dr3*(sa+sc: +se+sh))+ 403 *((1.0/6.0)*dr4*(sb+sc+sf+sg))))+(a(i+l, j, k)*(((1.0/6.0)* 
404 *dr3*(sa+sd+se+sh))+(0.5*dr4*(sb+sc+sf+sg)) ) )- 
405 *(a(i-2, j, k)*(1.0/6.0)*dr3*(sa+sd+se+sh))-406 
407 C 
*(a(i+2, j, k)*(1.0/6.0)*dr4*(sb+sc+sf+sg))) 
408 d2=(dr*dz/dth)*((a(i, j-1, k)*((0.5*(((sa+se)*drl) 
409 *+((sb+sf)*dr2)))+((1.0/6.0)*(((sd+sh)*drl)+((sc+sg)*dr2))))) 
410 *+(a(i, j+1, k)*(((1.0/6.0)*((sa+se)*drl)+((sb+sf)*dr2)) 
411 *+(0.5*(((sd+sh)*drl)+((sc+sg)*dr2)))))-(a(i, j-2, k)* 
412 *(1.0/6.0)*(((sa+se)*drl)+((sb+sf)*dr2)))-(a(i, j+2, k)* 
413 *(1.0/6.0)*(((sd+sh)*drl)+((sc+sg)*dr2)))) 
414 C 
415 d3=(ii*dr*dth/dz)*(a(i, j, k-1)*(0.5*((se+sh)*dr3 
416 *+(sf+sg)*dr4)+(1.0/6.0)*((sa+sd)*dr3+(sb+sc)*dr4)) 
417 *+a(i, j, k+l)*((1.0/6.0)*((se+sh)*dr3+(sf+sg)*dr4) 
418 *+0.5*((sa+sd)*dr3+(sb+sc)*dr4))-a(i, j, k-2)* 
419 *(1.0/6.0)*((se+sh)*dr3+(sf+sg)*dr4)-a(i, j, k+2)* 
420 *(1.0/6.0)*((sa+sd)*dr3+(sb+sc)*dr4)) 
421 C 
422 d4=(ii*dth*dz/dr)*((dr3*(sa+sd+se+sh))+(dr4*(sb+sc+sf+sg))) 
423 *+ ( (dr*dz/dth) *( (sa+sd+se+sh) *drl+ (sb+sc+sf +sg) *dr2) )+ 424 *((ii*dr*dth/dz)*((sa+sd+se+sh)*dr3+(sb+sc+s£+sg)*dr4)) 
425 C 
426 d(i, j, k)=(dl+d2+d3-(d4*a(i, j, k)/2.0))/d4 
427 endif 
428 return 429 end 430 C 
431 SUBROUTINE MEASUR(i, j, k, router, jouter, houter, al, v, e) 432 C **************************************************** 
433 integer*4 i, j, k, router, jouter, houter, e 
1434 real*8 v(1: 4,1: jouter, 1: 5) 435 * , al(1: 4,1: jouter, 1: 5) 436 C 
437 do 310 k=1,5,2 
438 do 305 ja1, jouter 
439 do 300 e=1,4 440 v(e, j, k)=al(e, j, k) 441 300 continue 
442 305 continue 443 310 continue 444 return 445 end 
446 C 
447 SUBROUTINE LSTSQR(i, j, k, router, jouter, houter, v, g, e, 
448 *al, a2, a3, a4) 449 C *************************************************** 
450 integer*4 i, j, k, router, jouter, houter, n, g, e 
451 
*real*8 
x (1: 4) , y(1: 4) 452 , v(1: 4,1: jouter, 1: 5), a0(1: 4,1: jouter, l: 5) 1453 *, al (1: 4,1: jouter, 1: 5) , a2 (1: 4,1: jouter, 1: 5) 454 * , a3(1: 4,1: jouter, 1: 5), a4(1: 4,1: 
jouter, l: 5) 
455 C 
456 do 398 n-1,4 
457 y (n) -0 .0 
. 
458 do 410 k-1,5,2 
459 do 405 j-1, jouter 
460 do 400 e-1,4 
461 if(n. eq. l)then 
462 a0 (e, j, k) -al (e, j, k) 
463 elseif(n. eq. 2)then 
464 aO(e, j, k)-a2(e, j, k) 465 elseif(n. eq. 3)then 
466 a0(e, j, k)=a3(e, j, k) 467 elaeif(n. eg. 4)then 
468 aO(e, j, k)-a4(e, j, k) 
469 endif 
470 x(n)-(a0(e, j, k)-v(e, j, k))**2.0 
471 x(n)=y(n)+x(n) 
472 y (n) =x (n) 
473 400 continue 
474 405 continue 
475 410 continue 
476 398 continue 
477 C determining the least squared difference 
478 if(x(1). lt. x(2). and. x(1). lt. x(3). and. x(1). lt. x(4))then 
479 g=l 
480 elseif(x(2). lt. x(1). and. x(2). lt. x(3). and. x(2). lt. x(4))then 
9 S4; 
481 g=2 
482 elseif(x(3). 1t. x(1). and. xk3). 1t. x(2). and. x(3). 1t. x(4))then 
483 g=3 
484 elseif(x(4). lt. x(1)and. x(4). lt. x(2). and. x(4). lt. x(3))then 485 g=4 
486 endif 
487 return 
488 end 
489 C 
490 SUBROUTINE FILES (i, j, k, router, jouter, houter, s, pi) 
491 C ************************************************* 
492 integer*4 i, j, k, router, jouter, houter, jview, kview 
493 real*8 s(1: router+1,1: jouter, l: houter+l) 
494 intrinsic sin, cos 
495 C 
496 jview=12 
497 kview=3 
498 write(6,990) 
499 990 format('the conductivity values are now being entered ', / 500 *'into files: rzcond. flie and rthcond. file') 501 open(7, file='rzcond. file') 
502 j=jview+16 
503 do 1010 i-router+1,1, -1 
504 do 1000 k-houter+1,1, -1 505 write(7, *)s(i, j, k) 
506 1000 continue 
507 1010 continue 
508 j=jview 
I 
509 do 1015 i=l, router+l 
510 do 1014 k=houter+1,1, -1 511 write (7, *) s (i, j, k) 
512 1014 continue 
513 1015 continue 
514 close(7) 
515 C 
516 newý[i film/rthni. n. i filc/1 
517 N .. ý., ___. _,.. ,,..... ý. _. , k=kview 
518 do 1030 i=router, l, -1 519 do 1020 i=l, iouter 
I 
520 write (7, *) s (i, j, k) 521 1020 continue 
522 1030 continue 
523 close(7) 
524 return 
525 end 
526 
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#include 'stdio. h> 
#include <ailoc. h> 
#include <graphics. h> 
#include <conio. h> 
#include <math. h> 
#define MAXCH 20 
void cus(int pye[250]); 
main() 
( 
APPENDIX E 
Programme pye4. c 
int circ, column, I, any, h, ang, ind; 
unsigned long histo[256); 
char rad in[20], cross out[20]; 
long counter; 
int pye[350]; 
FILE *Infile; 
printf(" Enter the name of the file you wish to read from\n"); 
fgets(rad_in, MAXCH, stdin); 
printf(" The filename is %s\n", rad_in); 
for (I=0; rad in[I]; I++) 
if(rad in[! )=='\n')( 
rad in[I]=1\0'; 
break; 
) 
if((Infile = fopen(rad in, "r"))==0)( 
printf(" File does not exist\n"); 
exit (1) ; 
ind = 0; 
for(circ=O; circ<l0; circ++)( 
for(ang=0; ang<32; ang++)( 
fscanf(Infile, "%d\n", &pye[ind]); 
ind++; 
} 
} 
pye[321] s 5; 
fclose(Infile); 
cus(pye); 
closegraph(; 
42 } 
43 void cus(int pye[350]) 44 { 
45 
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76 
77 
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79 
80 
unsigned int r, c, xi, yi, countx, county, Rad; 
unsigned long dat, countr; 
char choicsh; 
char cross out[20]; 
int circ, i, j, cnt, h, ini, X, Y, xx, yy, pang, nr, xel, div, sector, ind, count, color, I, x, y 
unsigned int level; 
int border[10]; 
double xc, yc, cang, ang, P1; 
unsigned char key; 
int g driver, g mode, g_error; 
FILE *Outfile; 
detectgraph(&g driver, &g mode); 
initgraph(&g driver, &g mode, ^^); 
g error graphresult(); 
PI - 4.0 * (atan(l. 0)); 
if (g error < 0) 
( 
printf("initgraph error: %s . \n", grapherrormag(g error)); 
exit (1) ; 
} 
X- 320; 
Y- 240; 
for(circ-l; circ<11; circ++)( 
Rad - (15 * (11 - circ)); 
ang - (2 * PI)/1600; 
div = 1600 / 32; 
cang - (2 * PI), 
count - 0; 
for (nang 0; nang < 1600; nang++)( 
cang - ((2 * PI) - (nang * ang)); 
sector - (int)(nang / div); 
for (nr = 1; nr <= Rad; nr++)( 
xc =X+ (nr * cos(cang)); 
xx = (int) xc; 
258 
yc =Y+ (nr * sin(cang)); 
yy = (int)yc; 
1 
putpixel(xx, yy, pye[count]); 
count = (((circ - 1) * 32) + sector); 
ý } 
printf("Image has been displayed press any key to finish"); 
getch (); 
printf("Enter the name of the file you wish to save too: -\n"); fgets(cross out, MAXCH, stdin); 
for (I - O; cross out(I); I++) 
if (cross out [I] __ I \n') 
cross out[I] = 1\01; 
break; 
Outfile = fopen(cross out, "w"); 
for (y=85; y< 425; y++)( 
for (x =155 ;x< 495; x++)( 
color - getpixel(x, y); 
fprintf(Outfile, "%d", color); 
putpixel(x, y, 7); 
} 
} 
fclose(Outfile); 
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1 #include <stdio. h> 
2 #include <alloc. h> 
3 #include <graphics 
4 #include <conio. h> 
5 #include <math. h> 
6 #define MAXCH 20 
7 
8 main() 
9{ 
10 
11 
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27 
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49 } 
50 ? 
APPENDIX F 
Programme pyer. c 
h> 
int circ, column, I, any, h, ang, ind; 
unsigned long histo[256]; 
char rad in[20], cross_out[20]; 
long counter; 
int pye; 
FILE *Infile; 
FILE *Outfile; 
printf(" Enter the name of the file you wish to read from\n"); 
fgets(rad_in, MAXCR, stdin); 
printf(" The filename is %s\n", rad_in); 
for (I=O; rad in[I]; I++) 
if(rad in (Y] --I \n") 
rad in(I)='\01; 
break; 
f 
printf ("Enter the name of the file you wish to save too: -\n"); 
fgets(cross out, MAXCH, stdin); 
for (I = O; cross out[I]; I++) 
if (cross out[I] __ '\n')( 
cross out[I] = '\0'; 
break; 
if((Infile = fopen(rad in, "r"))==0){ 
printf(" File does not exist\n"); 
exit (1); 
} 
Outfile = fopen(cross_out, "w"); 
ind = 0; 
for(circ=O; circ<320; circ++)( 
for(ang=0; ang<320; ang++)( 
fscanf(Infile, "%c", &pye); 
pye -='0'; 
fprintf(Outfile, "%d\n", pye); 
} 
} 
fclose(Infile); 
fclose(Outfile); 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
# include <stdio. h> 
# include <local/image. h> 
# include <string. h> 
/* cc file. c -lphy */ 
int total; 
IMAGE *imagel; 
INFO infol; 
char *name; 
unsigned char *pt; 
int i; 
FILE *rawim, *fopen(); 
10 main( argc, argv ) int argc; char 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 1* 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 } 
lfYYP. 14L1A b 
Programme image. c 
*argv[]; { 
printf("x size.. "); 
scanf("%d", &infol. xsize); 
printf("y size.. "); 
scanf("%d", &infol. ysize); 
infol. xsize = 640; 
infol. ysize = 768; 
total = infol. xsize * infol. ysize; 
infol. datatype = IM UCHAR; 
if (( imagel = iminit( &infol )) _= NULL ) exit( 1 ); 
pt = imagel->data. ucdata; 
name = getarg( argc, argv, "source file.. 
rawim = fopen( name, "r" ); 
for( i=0; i< total; i++) { 
int temp; 
fscanf(rawim, "%d", &temp); 
*pt++ = temp « 4; 
name = getarg( argc, argv, "o", "output picture file.. 
iwrite( name, imagel ); 
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